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FOREI^iORl)

social facilitation research has undergone a radical

theoretical- re-organisati-on since zajonc (1g65), in an essay

of great eleg:ance, put forth an explanation unifying some of

the varied effects of social facilitation found in the

literature up to that time. This explanation \¡ras as al I_

embracing as- it r¡¡as forceful:

"the presence of others increases the individual's
general arousal or drive 1evel". (p.272) .

The renewed enthusiasm and interest which were as a

consequence regenerated in the al_1 but abandoned area, must

surery rank Zajonc's theory as one of the most inffuential

in recent sociaf research.

General reviews of the field have been given by

various authors (e. s. crawford , ]-939 ¡ Heingartner, 197e;.

tZa)onc, 1965 t1968 ) ¡ut in spite of the many concentrated

research efforts to clari.fy tlre controlling variables, some

puzzling features remain. why is it, for example, that
performance by some subjects seems to be consistentry

\^/orsened in a sociar facifitation situation (i.e. a,,decrement,,

in performance) , and consistently bettered (i.e. an ,,increment,,

in performance) by other subjects under apparentry identical
experimentar- conditions (e. g. Metzer, rgTr) ? similarry, the
possibility that personality differences interact with social_

facilitation situations to produce differentiat performance

has attracted only scant attention in the l-iterature ( e. g.

Paivio, l-9 65 ) .
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The present program of research was intended to help

clarify some of these puz zLing f eatures. To t-h. j. s er.rc)_,

various experimental situations within an operant condition-

ing f ramework were used; situations (or ,'paradigms " ) which

either had produced controversial findings in the past, or

which had never been used to test social facititation.

Throughout the thesis the author has used warious

temporally based schedules of reinforcement and punishment

from reSeafeh based on operant techniques for investigating

social- facifitation effects. Temporally based schedures are

convenient to test social facilitation as a great deal- is

known about performance on them, and motivation changes may

be assessed by performance on these schedules ( e. g.

Teitelbaum, 1966) .

All mul-tifactorial designs (except those in chapter 3)

requiring analyses of variance in the present thesis were

run with the aid of a computer package specialJ-y designed by

trlilIiams (1914) for local use on a CDC 640O (fhe University

of Adelaide's Iargest computer) The author is grateful_ for

this statistical aid.

It is doubtful that the research undertaken would have

drawn to a successful concl_usion had I'rank Dalziel, the

and constructively given

with his unmistakabfe humour.

author t s

advice,

supervrsor, not free ly

generously in l-erspersed

With almost infinite patience did he

author through the program and each

which took somewhat longer than was

see and encourage the

of the writing-up stages

intended.
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SUMMARY

Audience effects within the area of social facili-

tation were investigated in a series of experiments

( diffe rentialutilising free-operant avoidance and DRL

reinforcement of low rates of responding)

reinforcement. The theoretical context of

schedul-es of

these

investigations h¡as the drive/arousal theory of social

facilitation. Following the curvilinear relation between

arousal and performance which has been documented in the

Iiterature, it was hypothesised that various manipulated

sources of arousal (one of which was an audience) would

interact to produce facilitation or impairment of perform-

ance depending on whether optimal or overarousal

respectively, was attained.

Experiment I attempted to vary arousal l-evels of rats

on a schedule of free-operant avoídance by manipulation of

the electric shock intensity and the presence or absence of

a spectator rat. Subjects r,trere divided on the basis of

baseline response rates (indicating arousal- l-evefs) into

three response l-evef groups (Fast, Medium and Slow), each

subject undergoing each of 4 treatments (a spectator at

baseline shock intensity and 3 shock intensity level-s

(T2, r3, tq) without a spectator) . Although there \^/ere no

differences between the response l-eve1 grouPS, there was an

overall increment in responding in the spectator treatment

compared with baseline. This increase seemed to be similar

to the increment obtained in the tz treatment. The presence

of the spectator affected the temporal spacing of responses
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so that shocks were taken in groups rather than singly as

in basel-ine. !ùhen alt sub jects were rerun to a new baseline

at a higher shock intensity and given a spectator treatment,

a decrement in performance v/as obtained. These results

scemcd l-o support a joint competing rcsponse and arousal

explanation, rather than foll-ow an inverted-U relationship.

Experiment 3 attempted to test the hypothesis that on

a stressful free-operant avoidance schedule, Performance by

high emotionality rats would be further impaired by the

addition of a spectator rat, whereas the performance by low

emotionality rats would be facititated by the presence of a

spectator rat. The subjects were selected on the basis of

defecation scores and latency of movement in an open-fieId

apparatus out of a colony of 2OO rats. The hypothesis was

not supported. There did seem to be a suppression effect,

however, as predicted by the competing response theory,

during extinction when a spectator was present compared with

no spectator present.

Experiment 2 attempted to ascertain whether performance

on a free-operant avoidance schedule by human subjects with

money-loss as the aversive stimulus would be sensitive to

the presence of a human spectator and changes in the size of

the money l-oss as purported arousal variables. Because most

subjects were relatively hiqh rate responders and sustained

very few losses, affirmative answers to the hypothesis could

not be obtained and the schedule (for human subjects) was

rejected as unsuitable for the required purposes.

Experiment 4 aLtempted to ascertain whether perform-

ance on a DRL schedule by human subjects with money-gain as
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the reinforcer woul-d be sensitive to the presence of an

audience, and to test whether hiqh and 1ow neuroticism

(measured by hiqh and Iow N scores on the Eysenck

Personality Inventory) would affect possible audience

effects. Some motivational variables are known to affect

DRL performance, usually by increasíng the response rate,

which paradoxically and frequently leads to a decrease of

reinforcement. The theoretical question vÍas whether the

highly reactive high N subjects woul-d become overaroused

with consequent performance decrements in the presence of

two high status spectators, and whether the weakly reactive

low N subjects would tend towards better (optimal) perform-

ance under these same conditions. No dif ferences \^tere found

between the two N groups either during baseline or the

audience treatment, althougth there was some evidence for

greater efficiency of performance during the audience

treatment when the high and 1ow N groups were combined.

These resul-ts cast doubt on a central aspect of social

facilitation theory which assumes that an audience is an

aversive rather than appetitive stimulus. The remaining

experiments \^rere addressed to this problem.

Since arousal/drive theory has difficulty in

accurately predicting basic motivation hypotheses involving

the combination of several stressors or a combination of

stressors and appetitive stimuli, a quite different analysis

rrvas used - the study of contrast effects.

Bxperiments 5A and 5B \^rere attempts to produce

contrast effects on a DRL schedule by human subjects, using

response cost which is known--to produce suppression of
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responding (ln/einer, 1963). After baseline training on DRL,

sub-iects were exposed to one or three successive sessions

where two components alternaLed \^¡ith each other. One

component (the "stimulus" component) involved DRL responding

and response contingent money loss, while the other (the

"nonstimulus" component) r¡ras a return to DRL responding.

Both behavioural- contrast (acceleration of responding

during the nonstimul-us component; no change during the

stimulus component) as well- as generalised suppression

(suppression in both components) \^rere obtained at various

sizes of money gain and money loss. These parametric

studies were used to determine a comparison treatment for an

attempt to obtain contrast when a brief audience exposure

was substituted for a money loss in Experiment 6. rt \¡¡as

hypothesised in Experiment 6 that if an audience is pre-

dominantly aversive, response contingent exposure should

produce suppression of responding on the DRL schedure, with

possibly punishment contrast; whereas if an audience is

predominantry appetitive, response contingent exposure

shourd produce accereration of responding. The results

showed that (1) there was Iittle difference between extra-

verts and introverts on any of the treatments, (2) behavioural

contrast was shown by subjects who were exposed to one of the

two audiences used; these subjects described their audience

treatment experience in positive terms, (3) suppression was

shown by subjects who vì¡ere exposed to the other audience

used; these subjects described their audience treatment

experience in negative terms, (4) the response cost t-reatment

produced mostly suppression, (5) a novel stimul_us treatment
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effects \^/ere

effect on responding.

interpreted as being

xvl-l_t

The differential

inconsistent with

produc e d

audience

the drive

audiences

nonverbal

the human

theory of

give rise

mediators

audience

social facilitation assumption that

to an aversive drive. Differentiat

\^/ere suggested as being responsibl-e

effects.

for

Experiment 7 attempted to test the same hypotheses as

in Experiment 6, but with rat subjects responding on a DRL

schedufe. v,Iith these subjects, overarl punishment contrast

was obtained in a spectator treatment, an anaesthetized.

spectator treatment, but with neither a stuffed spectator

nor a no spectator treatment. Hówever, the punishment

contrast effect \¡/as not consistent within some subjects.

These data seemed to be more consistent with an aversive

stimulus interpretation of an audience than those of

Experiment 6, although they r,'Tere suggested as ruling out a

competing response hypothesis used as explanation in

Experiments I and 3.

The resul-ts overall were discussed in relation to a

distracti-on hypothesis of social facilitation, species

differences in the audience effect, possibl_e

the audience effect, and generally paradigms

testing the aversive/appetitive nature of the

stimulus.

med.iators in

for further

audi en c e
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETTCAL DTSCUSSION

I . f. OVtrRVTEW OF SOCÏAL FACILTTAT]ON IN TLIB trARLY

COMPARATIVE AND E'I'HOLOGICÃL LITERATURE

The e arly

extent the fater)

f acil-itation,

human studies

IB9l; Meumann,

ethological literature (and to a lesser

contains numerous references to social

mostly in nonhuman species, but with some

included in the early work (e. g. Triplett,

1904).

T.1.1. Terminolo and Def initi.ons it-t the l,iterature -

and again

Crawford (1939) referred to social facilitaciorr as:

" . - . any incremen b of indivicluaf .-rc t-ivi1-12 ' ,:, c jt

resuf ts f rom the presence of another inclivicu¿rf -

(p - 4I2) ,

increments in the frequency and intensicy
of responses already learnecl by an individr-ra1,
shown in the presence of other individuals;
usually engaged in the same behavior" (p.4 I1) .

added to, but retained much of his definitiorr

Affee et af. ( 195 O) , folfowing Crawford' s review,

tl any increment or decrement in an
behavior resufting from the presellce
organism. " (p.410) .

individual-'s
of anothe r

Iti-stobellotedthatthescarer'lt'herfoose

def initiolls, irt the sense that tl'rey do not sugges t anything

about the na1-ure of the social stimulus, or about 1-he

mechanism(s) which miqht unclerly thc effect' On the other

hand, more rigorous def initions have not been accepted rr'icleIy '
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For example,

term social

Armstrong (195.1 ) in a "retransl-ation" of the

facifitation as "mimesis ", has suggested that

it occurs when

" ... the species is so constiLuted that the
perception of certa.in innate behavior-patterns
performed by another animal is the releaser of
the same, or closely simil-ar, innate behaviour-
patterns by the observing individual" 1p.a6) '

As ToIman (1968) pointed out, although the definition

contains precise features, i-e. (a) it is the behavior of

the companion that is the rel-evant stimulus, and (b) this

stimulus releases , oT elicits, the relevanL behavior from

the subject animal, Armstrong said Iittl-e about the ontogeny

of the facilitative mechanism. Also , Hinde ( l:9 5 3 ) has

criticised this definition for its ambiguity in spite of

its precise f eatures. Simitarly , \'horpe (1966 ) described

social facilitation as "contagious behaviour" to distinguish

it from imitation to which he referred as "social- learning"

(p. 133) . Contagious behaviour is defined as

thê performance of.a more or less instinctive
pattern of behavior by one (animal which) witl-
tend to act as a releaser fot the same behavior
in another or in others, and so initiate the same
l-ines of action in the whole group" (p. f 33) .

il

Yawning is given by

behavior in man: the

Loren z (L9 37)

reactions " which he

which rel-eased l-ike

herds. These contagious

being both secondary and

Thorpe (l-960) also

Thorpe as a common exampfe of contagious

effect is immediate.

has also written of "contagious

describcd as instinctive reactions

reactions in other animal-s in ffocks or

reactions were seen by Lorenz as

function.andsociaJ- in origin

writes of "locaI enhancement " as
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a special case of social- f: ¿rcilitation. This is de,fined

resulting from the directing of

to a particular part of the

is Lorenz's (f935) observation

"hoJe-in-the-wa1l" escape problem

as " apparent

the subj ect's

envi ronment.

imitation "

An example

of duckst behavior i-n a

atten ti on

If a

duck,

th an

di rec ted

duck v/as close to or immediately

the first bird was more likely

if it were elsewhere,

toward the hofe -

behind an escaping

to sol-ve the problem

because its attention had been

how 1oca.l enhancemetlt is to be

ft is difficuft to see, however,

socialfrom

the bird only

separated

learns to direct itslearning, even if

attention to the

Ethologists

cIoseJ-y al-lied to

behaviour. The

used as synonyms

reason for this

first bird's escape behaviour

have al-so described a f,orm of behavíour

sociaf facilitabion : a1lel-omimeti-c

two terms have often been confused and

in the ethological literat-ure- One major

confusion is the fact that di-fferont

authors attach different meanings to the term soc,ial

facil-itation- I'or example Scott (1968), one of the major

modern researchers into all-el-omimetic behaviour, def ined

al-lelomimetic behaviour as

two or more individual-s (doing) the same
thing at the same time, with some degree of
mutual stimulation" (p - 55) .

He considers contagious behaviour, infectious laughter in

humans, flocJcing in birds and schooling in fish, etc. to

be merely synonyms for alfefornimetic beh.rviour applied to

the appropriate species - He collsiders soci.al f acilitation
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on the other hand, to f oIlc¡w Crawf ord. s (l;939 ) d9f inition,

i.e. any increment or change in activity resulting from

the presence of another individual'

Therefore, all-elomimetic behaviour exists as a

separate entity, the result of which is to produce an

increment or sometimes a decrement in performance'

Social facilitation can therefore exist' as it r./ere' as a

by-product of allefomimetic behaviour' Like Crawford's

andAllee'sdefinitionsofsocialfacilitation,SCott's

defínition of allelomimetic behaviour is descriptive'

rather than explanatory, and implies nothing about under-

Iying mechanisms- He does, however' propose an explanation

regarding the ontogeny of aIIelomj-metic behaviour in the

dog, the species with which his research was mainly carried

out (Scott, 1968) -

I.I.2. Prop osed Mechanisms -

There is Iittle doubt that Lorenz (L937) ' Armstrong

(195I) and Thorpe (1966) consider social facilitaiion as

being innately determined, although these authors have not

been explicit about the ontogeny of the facilitative

mechanism. Typicalty, êXPIanations by these authors

postulate the operation of a tri ggering mechanism whereby

thecompanion.sbehaviouractsaSanelicitingstimulusfor

a reflex response in the subject' ToIman (f968) ' in

classifying moders of sociar facilitation, has grouped the

above exPlanations under the eflex mechanism categorY -t

To account for the similarity between the stimulus behaviour
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and the released behaviolìr, Thorpe also suggests (a) an

apparenttransferenceofmood(anemotiona]state),and

(b)itisthismoodstatewhichmediatesthefacilitated

response' not just the companion's behaviour itself'

ToIman ( 1968) has called thrs

A

ational- mechanism

1964).

perceptual mechanisms

a motiv

Bayer,s (Ig2g) observations of the recommencement of eating

by satiated hens in the presence of other hens pecking at

foocl were interpreted by him as "food envy" being the

critical motive. Zaj onc's ( 1965 ) theory considering the

mere presence of the companion as the critical motive

inducing stimul-us al-so f a1ls into this cateqory'

A disinhibitory mechanism is implicit in Wheeler's

(1966) model to account for social facilj-tation' Here' it

is assume'd that the response is normally inhibit-ed by

rcstrainl-s, and Lhe companion's behaviour inhibits these

restraints. For example.' Davitz & Mason (1955) found that

the presence of .a nonfearful rat had the effect of pr:oducing

a fourfold increase in exploratory activity in rats made

fearful by el-ectric shock' The presence of a fearful rat

also reduced. the strengl-h of the f,ear reslronse (freezi_rrg),

but just not significantlY'

erce tual mechanì-sm proposes that the companl-on

draws attention to the stimulus object. Recalf Lorenz's

( 1935) example of the "hole-in-the-waIl" problem' whereby

one duck escaping seems to attract a nearby bird's

attentiontothehole.sparrov/sandchaffinchesattract

each other to a f ood soulî(:: e (Turner 
'

The reflex, disinhif itorY and
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alI emPhasise the role of

consídered to be PrimarilY

ConsequentIY, these three

popular in the ethological

stimulus ProPerties, which are

determined bY unlearned factors'

mechanisms have been the most

Iíterature, but it has also

meant that there has been only scant attention given to

ontogenetic facp'trs' Various forms of the motivation

mechanismhavegenerallynotbeeninvo]<edbyethologists'

butinsteadbyinvestigatorsfromsocia]-andcomparative

psychology (e-g. Bovard, 1959; Cottrell' 1968; James'

I96O'i Zajonc , L965) , primarily because of thei:r greate'r

interestsinlearnedorontogeneticfactors.Nevertheless,

the gradual systhesis of ethology and comparative psychology'

whichaccordingl-osomerecent(optimistic!)authors(e.9.

Mason&Lott'Ig76).'iSeSsenbiallycomplete''(p.150),has

ensurecl't-hat rcsearchers are becoming more concerned with

combining their overlapping interests ' A goocì example is

providedbyStrobel's(Lg72)workínv¡hichheattempted

toinvestigatetherelativecontributionsorStrengthsof

stimulus and' motivational factors in the social facilitation

of an operant response in rats' One of his treatments

included a satiated rat and a hungry companion' where both

animalscouldbarpress.I'Iefoundthatthesatiatedanimal's

l¡ar pres s was strenqthenetl ' To test the two mechanisms two

alternatives were proposed. First, if the response is

triggered b,y cues associated with bar pressing in a reflex-

Iikefashj-on,tllenhightemporalcorrelationsofbarpressing

between the two rats thrr;ughout the experimental cond'ition

would be predicted' A ci"ange in motivational state on the
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otherhancl,wou]-dpredictaslowlyincreasingfunctionof

bar presses' that i=, the cues coufd act on the normal

mechan_isms underlying the motivational state. strobel's

results showed both effects, indicating that a composite

model incorporating both progressive changes in the

motivational sta'te of the subject, and a set of stimuli

triggering the brar press response, was necessary to explain

the data. Tolman ( 1968 ) gives an excel-1ent review of

literature supportinS his four hypothetical mechanisms'

He concluded that these data were on the whol-e equivocal,

some evidence supporting each mode1, and that none of them

accountedexclusivelyforsocialfacilitationeffects.

Inconsideringvariousexperimentsshowingdecremental

and incremental- effects resulting from sociaf stimufation '

Tol.man (Lg68) puts f orth some interestitrg generalisations '

First, increments in a particular behaviour are associated

with the occurrence of at least the same type of behaviour

noticedinthecompanion.Therearemanyexamplesofthese

in the literature involving feeding behaviour stimulatingt

feecling (R¿ryer, Ig29; IIarlow, L932; Tulîner, 1964), running

stimulating running (VogeI, Scott & Marston ' 1950) '

exploration st.imulating exploration (simme1, 1962), swimming

stimulating swj-mminq (WeIty, :_934), coptrlation stimu].ating

copulation (Larsbon, l-956 ) , etc ' Some of these studies

invol_ved also learned responsesf e.g. welty's goldfish v/ere

required uol- only to swim, but to swim a maze for food

reinf:orcement, that is, the direction of the swimming

responSeshadtobelearrled'.Groupedfishlearnedfaster
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and retained learning better than sin91e fish' Welty's

workhasbeenconfirmedbyGreenberg(1941)usinggreen

sunfish.Second,decrementsinbehaviourareoftenfound

when the companion's behaviour is clearly dif ferent f rom

thebehaviourofthesubject.ExampÌesfromtlreliteratrrre

include play behaviour interfering with running (vogel'

Scott & ¡4arston, 1950); aggressive behavior interfering

with feeding by opossums (Platt' Sutker & James' 1967)

andwithfeedinSbyten-lveek-oldcockerefs(Tolman'L965);

aggressive behavior interfering with swimming of mazes by

fish(gole,L956)¡socia}behaviourSinterl.erinqwithmaze

running by shel1-parakeets (AIlee & Masure ' 19 36 ) and with

food discrimination learning by greenfj-nches (Kfopfer ' 1959) '

Both Iearned and unlearned' responses are found to suffer

decrementS,bttt-accordingtoTo].man(1968),morelearned

behaviours are involved in decremental effects than in

i11 cremental ef f ects '

Tofman explains these differential effects by

appealing to Bref and & Breland''s (l-961) concept of

instinctive drift' Whenever there are strong innate

behavioursintheanimal'srepertoireintheexperimental

situation, then conditioned responses' which tend to

compete with l-he strong innate responses ' will- tend to be

displaced by them after prolonged experimental running'

Thusinterferenceeffectsmaybefoundinsocialsitrrations

whenever the Iearned response (which is 1-he appropriate

dependent variable) gives way to competing responses with

Stronginnatecomponents.Ptaybehaviorrrv/ithitsstrong
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social impetus in dogs may therefore take over from running

in the Voge1, Scott & Marston ( 1950) study' Aggressive

behaviour may also interfere with the Iearning of mazes by

fish in the FIale (1956) study, and the learning of a jump

response b.y mudminnows -in the weJ-ty (1934 ) experiments '

Decremental effects in social situations of this kind are

therefore explained by postulat-ing i.nterference by strong

compe:tinq ],.esponses. Tt foll-ows that wl-renever it is the

already exÍsting or innate responses which are being

measured for social facilitation effecfs, increment-al

effects are like1y because summatíon of various response

tendencies, rather than competition between them, tends to

occur. For example, Sch.ooling responses may assist swimming

mazes in the group conditions in trVelty's goldfish"

IL f,.icIns inclcecl l-llat incrcmental effects are forrncl

wherever Lhere is an absence of strong competing resPonses

the situation is notbutin social facilitation situations,

so clear with decremental effects.

Decremental effects have been found in sit.uations

rvhere there

the response

review) , but

one:

are nó obvious strong responses comPeting with

(see fater in the chaPter for a

by Tof man (1968) remains a goocl

being meas ured

the point made

"whether a socially induced increment Or decrement
is observed simply depends on what is measured'
Surely the animal-s who eat more in groups were
showing a decrement in something, if only "standing
arouncl". " 1p.a7).

The printarl'

cause individuals

alfelomimetic behaviour is to

more al j-ke (mutual mimicrY) and,

effect t,f

to beha,,¡e
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facititation

competition and that

performance ) resulted

10.

increments in performance can be the end result. what

mechanisms tend to underly social facilitation effects as

seen from the al1el-omimetic viewpoint?

As a starting point to this basic question it can

firstl-y be noted. that, since the behaviour of (say) two

animals becomes more alike, the faster animal- will run

slower, and the slower animal will run faster, if speed is

the dependent variabl_e. AlleIomimetic behaviour has a

Eeneral facilitating effect only if at feast one animal is

additionally motivated. Experimentally, one additional form

of motivation is often induced by producing a goal motivation

of one sort or another (scott, 1968). Competition has been

used (scott, & Mccray, l_967 ) to this end. It rr'¿as postulated

by these authors that, in accordance with general learning

theory principles, the effect of competition would be to

produce faster rúnning by the rvinner and sl-ower running by

the Ìose r of a pair of dogs running an a11ey lor f ood re\dard.

If allelomimetic tendencies existed, and competition had no

effect, then the dogs would run just as fast whether rewarded

oT unre\¡rarcled. The f atter ef f ect. was indeed f ound, supporting

the allefomimetic motivation hyPothesis. Generally, the dogs

ran faster in pairs than singty, and there was no significant

difference between the competitive and noncompetitive trials,

both of which i nvolved paired running. The author.s concluded

that allelomimetic motivaiion existed independently of

Scott ( 1968) , this may lead directly to social-

Again, it is clear that either decrements or

soci,. I facilitation (incr:ement in

bec,-i use one member of a pair may be more
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highly motivatecl than another member toward an external goal'

It j-s clear that- any real- predic hive power of the occurrence

of social facilitation effects musb depencl on separate and

independent measures of each animal's goal motivation - a

cr-r.ìcial omission on the part of Scott & McCtay (1967), who

si-mp1y assumed that differential goal, motivation was induced

in the tr^¡o members of each pair as a result of the effects

of competition.

I . l-. 3 . Onto genetic Factors

Ithasgenerallybeentheinvestigationof]earned

factors in social- facilitation research that has emphasised

the role of the ontogeny of the hypothesised mechanisms-

In general , not very much research has been involved \'7ith

the clevelopment of social facilitation, but the few studíes

that have been carried out here seem to point towards social

experience as one of the most crucial variables. Unfortunatelyt

a cfearcut picture as to how this variable operates has not

emerged. In part, the reason r.or this may be attributed to

the lack of agreement noted earlier (T.1. 1. ) as to the precise

f eatLires of the term "social- f acil j-tation ", and partly to the

fact that many of the rel-evant studies have been involved with

rather limited aspects of social facilitation. Let us now

consider some of these latter aspects'

Turner (Ig64) and Tolman (1964) have both studies the

facilitation of a pecking response by chicl<s usinq a

"mechanical- hen " and a tapping p".t"if as stimuli respectively '

It \{as found that the chicks could be induced to peck at food

near these mechanical devices, and also more food was inqested'
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These authors seem to have fol-lowed

definition of local enhancements as

from directing the bird'sresulting

relevant stimulus - hence the use of

Thorpe's (1966)

an apparent imitation

attention to the

a controll-ed model-

rather than a live hen-

In Turner's (L964) experiments, chicks that \^/ere

sociaì-Iy isolated from hatching to 2I d'ays did respond to

themechanicalhen,specking,butsocialisedchickspecked

more than the isolated chicks at 3O hou¡ls of a9e' curiously'

thís difference was reversed at 7 and 2L days' Tol-man (L964) '

on the other hand, found no difference between isofated' and

socialisedchicks,althoughthisresu]twasderivedfrom

measurement averaged over a i- 2-hout period and masked the

initially better performance by the socialised chicks'

May&Dorl:(196S)observeclanincreaseinpeckingby

sociafised chicks uncler group testitg' and an increase in

pecking by isolated chicl<s under isolating testing' This was

exptained by the authors using a learning dependent inter-

pretation' The presence or absence of comparisons with

.socialised oT socially isol-ated chicks respectively, has

acquired discriminative stimulus propertie s ( so) for pecking'

AnydeparturefromtheseconditionScanbeconStruedashaving

negative discriminative stimulus properties (s¿): facifitation

therefore depends on increasing the similarity between rearing

and testing conditions.

Bro\n/n & Kiely's (7914) results showed the opposite

ef f ect to May & Dorr's (lc)68) data' Brown e Kiely f ound that

isolated chicl<s pecked morle than communally-reared birds under

grcup testing, and sugges r'ed that emotionality might be
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implicated to further confuse the total picture'

ItseemsreaSonabletoconcludefromthesestudiesthat'

although social experience is a variable influencing peck

rates in chicks, there probably is a range of other variables

important in determini.ng the development of

ancf f acilitation of f eecling in bird's ' Further

some of these variables can be found in later

which is al-so

social- Pecking

dascus sron <-lr

parts of this chapter '

Social experience has also been studied by James ( I960)

ancl James, & Gilbert (1955) using clogs as sub j ects ' Puppies

fed in isolation for 9O days after weaning did not exhibit

social faciritation, rvhereas puppies fed in groups during the

same post-weaninq periocl did show facilitatíon at 40 days'

when testing began. The isorate-fed puppies, when tested

for social facilitation fon 40 subsequent days ' gradually

showecl the effect' This gradual development of the effect

waSexplainedbytheauthorsalsoalonglearningtheorylines.

other animaLs acquire secondary (conditioned) reinforcer

propertiesrvlricharesPecificLothesocialfeedì.ngsituation.

Tolman (1968) points out that' it is not so much the other

animal,s presence in the feeding situation which controls the

feedingbehaviour(i'e'actsasasecondaryreinforcer)'as

the feeding behaviour of the companion which takes on

discriminative stimulus properties'

IngeneraL,theaforementionedstudieshaveconsidered

feeding behaviour, or other unlearned behaviours' as the

response to be studied in relation to the development of

social facilitation and have bended to opt for an

instrumcntallyoroperanr-lylearneclresponseexplanationof
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the effect. one rather: broarl question that arises at this

point is how this situation changes when clearly learned

behaviours are being measure for social facifitation effects'

Theresultirrgrathercompticateclandmultiplelearning

situations which would be expected to arise here have not'

in general, been considered in the ethological and comparative

literature, even though very tittle is known about ontogenetic

factors of social facili-tation'

The related allelomimetic behaviour is afso given a

learning theory interpretation (e'g' Scotb' Ig67) ' which is

analog.ous to Moltz 's ( 1960 ) explanation of imprinting in

ducklings. scott (Lg61, 1968) suggests that the underlying

motivation mechanism involves an aversive' emotional state

índucedbyunfamiliarSurroundingsinducklì.ngsandbythe

absence o1 familiar animals in puppies. rhis emotional

stateisimmediatelyrelievedbyareturntofamiliarplaces

andcontactwithfami]-iaranimalsinthecaSeofpuppies.

AvoidanceoftheemotionalstatethenbecomeSpartofthe

behavioural repertoire, and this is maintained by doing what

other animals do and by remaining in contact with them'

strengtheninq of the avoidance response occurs throughout

theanimal'slifebythêcontinuedprocessofnegative

re inforcement.

T.1.4. Evaluation

Ïtisdifficulttoavoidtheconclusionthatthefield

of social- f acilitation, as seen f rom the early et-hological

and comparative (or in mo<'l ern terminology' the animal

behaviourist's) viewpoj-nt, is disjointecl and 1ac1<ing in
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concept-ua1 clarity. The fierd is plagued by probrems of

lack of concensus with respect to definitions, terminology '

andindeed,evenwithrespecttothephenomenonitse]-f.

Thesemay,inpart,beattributedtot'heearlier''division''

betweenethologyandthecomparativeapproacl't.Classical

ethologtistswerealwaySmoreinterestedinthedescription,

the cl-assification and the evolutionary implications of

behaviour, while classic comparative psychologists have

been more interested in the immediate causation of behaviour'

of ten expr.essed within learning theory f ramev¡orks ' It is

understandable that both etholoqists and comparatiwe

psycholoqists have (independ'entIy) tackled the phenomenon

of sociar faciritation: its ubiquity in nature and its high

cross-species generality makes it difficult to avoid the

phenomenoninrelationtootherbehaviours.Ethological

investigators (e'g. Lorenz, Ig31 ' Thorpe' 1966) have been

moreconcernedwiththeinnatecomponentsofbehaviour,while

comparativeinvestigators(e'g'zajonc'1969)havebeenmore

concerned with the Iearned and motivational components' Both

these approaches have in the past emphasised their own

contributions .t,a/Çnqlected those of the other' It is now

generatl-y regarded as not profitable to cl-assify behaviours

as innate or learned (e'S' Beach ' l_955; Hinde ' L97O ) as vüas

thecaSeintheo]-d'natui:e-nurturecontroVerSy.BothMason

& Lot t (i1g16) ancl LIincle (19 7O ) have shown how the two

clisciplines may lle combined' For example' Mason & Lott' (1976)

suggest that four princi¡'¿l questions about any biologicaÌ

phenomenon ought to be as;l'led:
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(a) causation (what mechanism is involved)

(b) function (how does it benefit the individual or

contribute to survival of the genes )

(c) ontogeny (development of the mechanism in the individual)

(c1 ) evolution (lvhat course has it followed through time)

. Social facilitation research has not 'yet reached the

appropriate division of fabour staqe in such a synthesis

of disciPlines -

Another ma¡or problem is the meaning of the term

social faciLitation' Some authors (e'g' Hinde ' 19'7O¡

Thorpe, Ig66) understand the terrn to be categorised under

,,insì-ght f earning" or "perceptual f earnirl 9"' as a direct

consequenceoft-heírdeíinitionoftheterm.otherauthors

(e.g. ToIman , ]1964¡ Turner' i_g64) have come much closer to

t}reconcepl-ofimítationwhenattributinqtheirexperimental

effects to social facilitation ' Tndeed ' it seems as if the

concepts of imitation and social facilitation are 
t't''icably

interwoven by many animaL behaviour researchers' The

unfortunate consequence of thj-s is to further confuse the

issue of understancling the social facilitation phenomenon'

The s'b'udy of imitation muSt, in principle, be separable

experimentatly from that of social facititation ' if

understanding of rnechanisms, ontogeny, etc. is to be gained'

attheend.Itmaywellbe,aSMilton(1968)suggests,that

imitation , allel-omimetic behaviour ' contaqious behaviotlr ' and

theotherSeeminglyrelatedconceptsareallbest]:egardedas

subclasses of social fac.ì litatíon, and hence the principles

exptaining social f acili L'ation shoul-c1 apply to its subclasses

afso.Bul-,inorderl-o(tLScovel:thesebroaclprinciples'the
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first necessary condition is to reach agreement with regard

to terminology and the description of the effect itself'

- one recent investigator who has done more than any

othertoworktowardsthisendisZa)onc(e.g.L965,L969).

Itisonhisworkthatthegroundwor]<ofthepresentthesis

is based.

r.2 The Dr ive TheorY

The drive theory of social facilitation assumes many

constructs from Hurl-spence rearning theory. This seems

rathersurprisingasthistheoreticalorientationSeemsto

be rather outdated (e'g' Hilgard & Bov/er' Lg15) ' Nevertheless'

theorising and eÌaboration in the drive theory of social

facilitation has maintained this HulI-Spence orientation

(e.cJ. Rajccki et al, Lg'/5t Shaver & Liebling' )-9 16; tr{eiss &

MiIler, L97L), since Zaionc's (1965) original formulation of

the theory. The basis of the theory ought therefore to be

discussed in some detail '

Zajonc(e'9':.:g65':':g6g)notedseveralinconsistencies

intheliteratureandrevivedadisbinctionear]-ierSuggested

by Allport (L924) betl'/een Auclience and Coaction ef f ects '

AudienceeffectsoccurwheneVerasubjectengagedinSome

task is passively observed' by one or more spectators'

coactioneffectsoccurv¡heneverasubjecterigagedinSome

taskisinthepreSenceofothersubject-Sengagedin.thesame

task. The effects are generally measur:ed in terms of

,,alone-audience,,and"al.one-together"designsfortheaudience

andtlrecoactio¡rparadigi..srespectively.Anydifferencesin

therelevantdependentv''riable(s)betweentheconditi'onsin

the two paradigms are co 'sidered to be evidence of social-

of Socra Facilitation.I
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facilitation. zajonc reviewed some of the earlier literature

andwasabletoexptainSomeofthemoreplJzzlingfeatures

which resulted in both incremental and decremental- effects

found in the two

According

running through

strand becomes

about the learning vs

paradi gms .

to Zaionc,

all of the

i,s one s trand

facilitation

of consistencY

studies. This

made be tween

the re

social

clear onlY if a

involve l-earni.g,

distinction is

studies which and those which measure

in popular usage by learning theorists (e'g' Walker:' 1966)

and performance theorists (e'g' Fitts & Posner' 1966)'

erformance. This distinction has been , of course' very much

Learning is generallY regarded

responses, and Performance as

learned or innate resPonses '

as the acquisition of new

the emission of PreviouslY

(This aPParent "learned-

retracts what \^/as said earl-ierinn ate " di s c tinc t ion in

The Zajonc thesis is

issue)

that the mere Presence of others

no way

innate

f (D

oftheSamespeciesisasourceofnon-Specificclriveor

arousal. It follows that if all responses are so energised,

thenit.isthedominantresponsesinanysituationwhichwill

benefit most. zajonc (1969) appeals to Hull (1952) and

spence (r956) for theoretical justification along the following

Iines of reasoning. Reaction potentiaf ( r"*) is a function of

both habi,L. strength (rtt*) anil generaf ised drive (D) , that is '

E H)
JAR

(r)
S

R1' R2'

that any one

, etc. Possible inft there are several- resPonses/

the situation ' the Probab i litY

emitted dePends on the si:':e of

them wilt be

reac tion Potential.

of

its as soci ated
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R2'and*r andFor example, if there are tvTo responses'

, thenHs*t HsRz

ECDo r\f
tr

'n*t)R2
f t (D x (D x

becomes

,n*r' j
S

I (2)

If, in the social situation, D is increased' the difference

between reaction potentials is increased, which means that

R., Lhe dominant response' is more like1y to be emitted'
-L

A response tends to be highly probable or dominant in a

appropriatesituation,!litiswell.learned(i.e.hiqhvalue

of SHR), or if it has strong innate components' In sjtuations

wherethedominantresponSeisa]sothecorrectreSponSe,

(i. e. usuaJ-1y the dependent variable) ' facilitation effects

are predictecl. If the dominant response is incorrect, such

as in the early learning stages ' then these incorrect

responses are facilitated, causing a longer time for the

correct responses to be emitted' Hence learning rates are

slower and impaired; but once learned' performance is

facilitated by the presence of coactors and/or an audience'

Spence-Hulltheorycanalsoexplaíntheoftenfounddifferences

inperformanceunderapparentlyconstantvaluesofDand'sHR

by introducing t-he concept of oscillatory inhibition' SOR

(Spence, 1956) - This variable is postulated to vary randomly

from moment to moment, and to reduce the excitatory potential

'n*r))Io'r"o,

Hence, .:quation (1)

I
f oSRH)SR ìESR

of any resPonse.

i(D X (3)
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f^7hêrê E is the momentary reaction potential which fluctuates
"""*- s R

with time. Reaction potential' SER' i= thus considered to be

thecentraltendencyofaranqeofSERt-fues'aDYoneofwhich

mightbeeffectiveatanyparticularmoment.Cottrell(L912)

conceives the variability of StrR as lleing distributed' along a

normal cl istribution, and i1]ustr:ates the ef f ect of varYing D

for tvTo competing responses of different habit strengths to

support theoretically the Zajonc hypothesis' The idea of an

oscillating threshold has ' of course I been applied to sensory

detection Lhreshords for many years in both classicar

psychophysicsalldmodernsignalcletectiontheory(e.s.Fitts

&Posner,l-g67).Incorporatinganosciltatoryfunctioninto

general d.::íve theory, then ' allows f or appallent behar¡iour

variability rvhen othe r variabl-es (D ' sHR) are kept constant'

I'wo f urt-her f ac t-ors f rom IIull's ( I943) theory which af f ect the

reaction potential are reactive inhibition, TR, and conditioned

inhibition,slR,bothofrvhichhavebeenadoptedfromPavlovian

theory (Pavlov, 1927) ' t* is specif ic to a particular response'

and has far-i9ue-like properties which dissipate over time once

responcling has ceased ' SrR ís specific to a particular

stimulus and' response, and' builds up when reinforcement does

not foIlov¡ a response (note that SHn builds up whenever a

response is reinforced) ' Thése two inhibitory factors are

subtracted from equation (3) to give

-( o's RH)SRESR
f t + r* + ,r*)J . .. (4)(D X

sERwhere is the effective momentary reaction potential'
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Hilgard & Bower (Lg75) l-ist some of the rather

damagingcriticismswhíchfollowedl]u1f's(L943)theory.

For example, it is generally accredited by neo-Huflians

(e.g. Spence, 1956) that some general- formulation of

inhibition is more IikeJy to l¡e useful in a tlullian frame-

work than the separate concepts of I* and' SIR' Similarly'

AmseI ( 1958) suggests that "frustration" is the underlying

basisforconditionedinhibitor:yfactorsinappetite

conditionlng- Lastly, the concept of oscillatory inhibition

mustberegardedaSanattempttoexpJ-aindataapparently

contradictorytoearlyFlullianthe'ory',rndoi-ngsQrofcourse'

a-I1 data can be no\¡I "explained'" ' but none predicted'

LetusnowconSiderSomeoftheexperimentatfindings

undertheseparateheadingsofcoactionand.audience,which

may s uPPo r l- Zai onc' s the o rY '

1.2.I Coaction Effects.

N,otwithstanding that the varyinq behaviour of the

companioninthecoactingsituationhasdramaticeffectsupon

learning rates and performance rats ' Zalonc (1968) argues

that this does not precl-ude the energising properties of the

mere presence of others' There do' however' seem to be some

difficurties in interpreting the findings of many coaction

studies in terms of Zajonc's theory' Some of these are now

considered.

Allport(Ig24)performedaSeriesofelegantexperiments

in an effort to study the effects of the presence of others in

groups on task performan(e' He administered various tests to

subjects working either i rL separate cubicles or in groups

sittinqaroundatable..I]hetaskSonwhichclearfacilitation
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was observed in the coacting situations were chain word

aSsociation,vowefcancelation,multiplicationandreversible

perSpective.ThemainclepenclentvariableinthesetaskswaS

the speed of the response' The tasks on which impairment was

observed in the coacting situation were problem-sorving which

involved abstract reasoning' and judgements of oclours and

weights . zalonc (1965) cites Al-lport's resufts as evidence

thatcoactiorrfacilitatestheemissionofresponseshighin

thehabithie.rarchysuchaSthosemeasuredintheformertasks'

butimpairsperformancewhichismeaSuredbyreSponseswhich

are row in the habit hierarchy such as novel responses

requirecl in abstract reasoning' 1t is difficult ' however '

to rule out completely the comfounding effects of competition

inthesetasks,althoughAllportattemptedtominimisethisby

avoiding score comparisons and any reference to rivalry'

Cornpetitionisaformofbehavioura]-interdependencewhich

involves the use of cues which are generated by the

competitor,s behaviours. ft is always possibre that these

"socialcues"areattendedtoandutitised'evenifsubjects

are instructed not to do this'

Competition does not seem a likel-y and meaningful

incentive in all studies on coaction however ' Chen ( 19 3 7)

of the Nationar rsinq Hua university of peiping observed

ants digging nests ín bottles half fil1ed with soil' Ants

working together shov/ed shorter l-atencies in starting to dig

and excavated more soif in a given period than ants working

aIone. If it is accepter'l that nest digqing is a v/eIf-learned

or' innate skill in ants ' Chen's work can be regarded as
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ately,anotherpotentiallycomfoundingfactorwaSpossiblej-,n

Chen,sstudy;thisfactorisinitatiol-r'Itispossiblethat

some of the slower working ants improved their performance

by imitatin g f aster worJ<ing ants ' (See also comments in

r-2.2. with respect to Zajonc et al's (Lg69) cockroach study) '

Both imitation anð./or competition seem possible in many

of the studies on coaction' Larsson (1956)' for example'

foundthatmaleratswhocopulated(\,Tithfemafes!)ingroupS

reachedahighernumberofejaculationsperhourand.achieved

ejaculationsinshortertimesthanwhencopulatingoccurred

in isol-ated Pairs '

social facilitation

of this chaPter, it
In fact, when ohe Iooks at the earlY

literatLlre as reviewed in an earlier part

seems as -Lf these sLuclies generally fal-I within the coaction

in the sense that one
paradigm is not a good one'

of the contaminating factors

rather than the aud'ience paradigrn'

If the unclerlying mechanisms of socíaI facilitation are

theoretical int-erest, then it seems as if the
of prime

coaction

or more of comPetition,

imitation,modelling,socialreinforcement,etc.areclifficult

to avoid. f n f act, a ma jor problem in the stucly of social

facilitation through the coaction paradigm is to determine

whethertheseotherformsofsocialinteractionareoccurring

ornot.Evenincontrol-ledlaboratorysettings'subtle

interactional cues betrveen coacting subjects which are not

intended by the experimelrter may occur' A good example of

thisisastrrdybyBurwiLz&Nev/ell(1912)inwhichcoactors

wererequiredtolearnallovefmotorskill.subjectsinthe
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coacting parts of the experiment \'^/ere prevented from

observing each other's performance, although it appears

that they were allowecl to sec each other's faces' Although

imitation and modelling seem to be rules out here ' the

possibilitythatotherinteractionateffectsaffectedthe

resultsstillremains.TheVeryfactthatthesubjectis

ínacoactivesituationmaygivehimreaSontobefievethat

hisresultsaregoingtobecomparedwithother'satalater

time.Thereisalsothepossibilityofnonverbalcommunication

cues such as eye contact, body posture and facial expression

(ArgyIe, 1969). These tr-pes of cues may be utilised by the

subj ect, for example, to assess the extent to which the

coactor is proqressing in the task' and the extent of the

coactor,sattentionontaskfactors.Non-verbalcommunication

cuesmaya]-sogivefeedbacktothesubjectwit.hrespecttothe

coactor,s motívation (e. g. frustration or anxiety) ' Compl-ete

elirninatj-on of such cues may well only be possible Lf coactors

areisolatedvisuallyandauditorilyfromeachother.Inthat

event, it rvould become almost inappropriate to labeI the

situation as sociaf. Foot (Ig73) sugqests that the process

of coaction may be split into (a) inplicit coaction' and (b)

explicit coaction' Implicit coaction refers to situations

inwhichtheinterchangeofcuesisminimisedbyexperimental

control,whileeXp].icitcoactionreferstosituationsinwhich

:ia1 cues available for the subj ect to utilise if

hecho,oses.AccordingtoFoot,therealdifferencebetween

explicitcoactionandsoL;ialinteractionisthatinthe

former,uti]isationofsor':ialcuesisoptiona]-,whereaSinthe

Iatter,utilisationofsor'ialcuesiscompulsory'Itisclear
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thatifthestudyofsocialfacilj-tationistobeSeparated

from studying various forms of social interaction' explicit

coaction has too many possible sources of contamination'

Even implicit coaction (and most of the studies reviewed so

farScemtobecaSesofimpticitcoaction)mayhave

contamination of social interactional variables' Even if

it is attempted' to minimise these' one cannot be sure how

welr this has succeeded, except þy rather unsatisfactory

posL_hoc*ethod=,suchaspostexperimentafquestionnaires'

Ïn the face of these di fftculties' it was decided here

toabandontheparadigmofcoactioninfavouroftheaudience

paradigrn to study the social facilitation effect'

r.2.2 Audience Ef f ects.

Thestudyofsocialfacilitationthroughtheaudience

paradigm offers distinct advantages over the coaction

paradigm. Provided that a passive audience is used' the

processes of modelling, imitation and competition disappear

as possibfe contaminants' although those of distraction and

disruption due to response competition lnay remain'

The studies in the literature which incorporate

audience effects generally are consistent with the findinqs

under (implicit) coaction ' r'or example ' Travis ( 192 5) found

that after baseline training on a pursuit rotor task'

subjects showed a marked increment in performance when they

were required to perform in front of a passive and quiet

audience. Althouqh this difference was on the average only

about 3 per cent, the advent of statistical tests of

significance enai:rl-ed CotlrelI (Ig12) to show that Travis'
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results I¡/ere highly siqnificant'

The presence of passive spectators Ì/r'as also found by

Dashiel-I (1930) to result in improving the performance on

tasks whj-ch invol-ved ¡,vord association and simple multi-

plication.

fnamorerecentexperimentbyZalonc,Hêingartner&

Herman (Ig6g) , the presence of an "audience" of cockroaches

!./as found to have dramatic effects on both the runninq speed

and maze learning of sub j ect cockroaches ' A special run\^/ay

and a crossmaze for cockroaches vùere constructed' subj ects

were released on one end of the runv/ay' and on one arm of

trre crossmaze. The task v/as to escape f rom a bright liqht

an aversive stimulus fot the nocturnal insects - into a

dar:kened box. For the "audience " trials ' condítions were

identicar except for the inclusion of plexiglass "grandstands"

j.n which 4O ,,SPectator,, roacheS were accomodated, around the

fulllengthoftherunwayandthearmsofthecrossmaze.

The results again supported Zajonc's generalisation: the

inclusion of the cockroach "audience" resulted in faster

runningtimeS.toescapefromthelightintherunwayand

increasedthetimetakentoescapeinthecrossmaze.Hence

theeffectoftlrecockroach.'audience''wastoimprove

performance when the dominant response v/as correct (escape

responseinrun!?ay)lbuttoimpairlearningalthecorrect

responSeinthecrossmaze(i.e.dominantresponSeS\^Iere

likcJ-y l-o be inc;orrec L in l-he f irst stages of lcarnitg) '

It is questionable, howe ¡ct t how much meaning can be

attributedtotheterm':ioectator'or''audience'with

insects such as cock¡e¿ç,rrls. spectator implies visual
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contact - there is no evidence that cockroaches can see

each othei: through a plexiglass partition; social- inter-

action may be mecliatecl through other sensory systems instead'

FurtheLmore, most behaviours in arthropod.s seem to be in

accordance with stereotyped Fixed Action Patterns initiated

by releasels in the environment (Hinde, l'97O). These may

be contrasted to the greater plasticity of beha,viours

observed in vertebrates (particul-arly mammalian species) '

In view of these dramatic differences between the two phyJ-a'

which are no doubt mediated by the vast differences in

neuronal complexity, it would probably not be meaningful

to postulate a similar behaviour mechanism accounting for

"audience " effects.

Pessin (1933) had subjects learn l-ists of r\onsense

in f ront of a pass ive audience . VJhensyllabl-es alone

subjects worked

the list, while

II.27 trials.

and

alone they requirecl 9.85 trials to learn

during audience observation, they required

Ivioreover, the mean number of errors during

in thelearning rvas greater in the audience condition than

alone condition. When requíred to refearn the same l-ist

after a substantial

condition required

condiLion. Again,

for differences 1n

As wilf l¡e discussed

interval, the subjects in the audience

fewer Lrials than subjects in the alone

Zajonc's theory seems to be suPPorted.

later in this chaPter, it is to

be noted that although the se revie\,red experiments seem to

support the notion of a chanqe in motivation to account

alI clear that the

perforr,tâflce and learning, it is not at

critic,-. 1 variabfe is the mere presence
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of the audience, as Zajonc

let us consider other tYPes

derived to account for the

of a change in motivation'

suggests. Before this is done,

of predictions which can be

effects of audience as'a result

r,3 General Arousaf, Motivation and Audience Effects.

According to Zajortc's theory' the mere presence of an

audience leads directly to an increase in general drive (D)

level or the arousal fevel of the subj ect organism' For

thepurposesofhistheorythesetwoprocesses(arousa]-and

drive) may be used interchangeably, even though for other

purposes a distincbion may be useful' It ís this increase

in arousal which is responsible for the impairment of learning

ancl the facititation of performance. several questions arise

¿it this point -

(a) Is there any evidence independent of these

behavioural effects for the contention that

the presence of others is a source of general

arous aI ?

(b) Are predictions other than the facilitation of

dominant responses as a result of an increase

ingeneralarousalpossibleontheoreticaland

emPirical grounds ?

This section of chapter 1 is devoted to examining these tvto

questions in some detaif-

I. 3. 1. IndePendent trvidcnce for the Presence of Others

as a Soul,lê ot General Arousal -

Zajonc (1965) Point-; out

evidence from the literat-rrre'

some indirectlY suPPorl-ing

Mason & Brady (1965) ' for
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\{ere in the same room and placed so

contact, had

found that Rhesus monkeYS,

29.

on days when their cages

that the monkeYs could be

e levatecl hYdrocortisonein visual- and tactual

levelsintheirplasma.Theselevelsl¡/erereducedifthe

cages were moved to individuaf rooms'

l4oreover, Iow urinary fevels of hydrocortisone were

associated with Iow weekend fabotaloty activity' Hydro-

cortisone (17-oH corticosterone) is the main component of

adrenocorticaloutputandtheactivityoftheadrenalcortex

has been knorvn fot some Lime to be a good indicator of

physiological arousal'

Population density seems t-o be correlated also with

adrenocoriical activity as is shown in stuclies using mice

(christian , L959; Thiessen , Ig6L) and chickens (Fl-ickinger'

r961) -

lnallofthesestudies;thisadrenocorticalactivity

mayofcourseb.eattributedtoeventsotherthanthemere

presenceofothers.Therearemanyconcomitantsofcrowding

such as fíghting and competing for available resources to

explain the latter studies, whil-e in l4ason and Brady's (1965)

experiments,therewaSlittlecontro].overthedirective

components of

Unfortunately, there seems to be a dearth of studies using

animalsaSsubjectsintheliteraturewhichcouldbecited

as provicling inclependent support for the mere presence

hypothesis -

on the otl-rer hand, ''''ther experiment involving the use

of human subjects has shor"n a more promisinq avenue fot the

Suqgestionthatothers,plesenceaffectsthearousalleve]-.

behaviour in the presence of others '
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on a simple guessing task' for example' electrodermal

indices of arousal h/ere found to be higher in subjects in

groups than j-n isolation (Shapiro et af' Lg64) ' Strangely

enough, these differences were reversed when the task was a

very difficult one (KisseI ' f965) ' Shapiro & Crider ( 1969)

conclud'eonthebasisofthesestudiesthatthepresenceof

others l-eads' to heightened arousal on easy tasks' but to a

dampening of arousal on difficult tasks ' one possibfe

explanation of these divergent results is that the presence

decrease the level
of others c an ' under certain conclitions '

also some evidence against

of arousal. This possibilit-y has received some attention

by researchers. The conditions under which an apparent

decrease in arousal is observed generally seem to involve

stressful si-tuations for subiects ' Many different stimulus

situat-ions can be envisaged as being stressful' In the above

stud.ies, the variabl_e of task dif f iculty may be conceived of

as constituting a stressful situation if task difficulty is

high, but-. a Iow stress situation if the task is easy ' Ïn

another study, the anticipated use of aversive stimuli such

as electric shock r/¡as varied from very hiqh (high fear

condition) to very mild ( low fear condition) (schachter ' f959) '

Significantly more subjects in the high fear condition chose

to wait together (66lz) than in the low fear condition (33%) '

These data seem to suggest that subjects in a state of hiqh

arousal tend to

of others -

There is

have their arousal Iowered in the Presence

hypothesis f rom animal s r- udies which have

situations. For instancÉ ' Conger ' Sa\^7Ley

the Zaionc arousal

made use of stressful

& Turrel-l (L957, 1958)
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found that rats alone in a continuing approach-avoidance

situabion had a si gnificantly greater number of gastric

ul-cers than rats which faced the samè situation in groups'

símiIarIy, DaviLz & Mason (1955) found that either the

presence of a fearful rat or a nonfearful rat reduced the

strength of the ( rat) subj ect' s fear response '

On the oLl-rer hand, contradictory clata v¡ere ol¡tained

by Brady t Porter., Conrad & Mason (1958) in which social

stimulationinanavoidancesituationSeemedtoproduce

greaterulcerationinthe,,sociafcontact''moneksythanin

animals Pe rfotming alone '

It seems then, that the evidence for the increase in

arousal, which Za)onc suqgests is the basis for the effect

ofthepresenceofothers,isequivocalinsituationswhere

stress is an important feature' In fact' one of Zajonc's

students attempted to tcst the hypothesis that under

conditions of stress (intermittent foot shock) rats performing

onavariabfeintervalscheduleofreinforcementwouldbehave

as if their arousar was lowered by the presence of an audience

rat. (geingartner, f97O) ' Although thís hypothesis seemed

tobeSupported(therebycontradictinghiscommitteechairman'S

theory ! ) , Heingartner did not- take a more direct measure of'

arousal than the animals' rate of response '

SimilarindirectmeaSuresofarousa].(responserateS

and shock rates) were taken by Metzer ()-91 I) in a free-

operant(Sidman)avoidancetaskinanal-tempttotestZajonc,s

theory under stressfuI c¡ nditions ' In one trear'ment ' rats

performingatbaselineavoidancelevelswerepreSentedwith
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provided

and self

watched

1)

an au.dience rat in a separate compartment in the skinner Box'

Three animals facilitated and three animals showed impaired

avoidance behaviour' These data provide further evidence

thatunderstressfulconditions,Zajonc'stheorymayneedto

be revised:

more recent study by Davidson & Ketley (l-973)

evid.ence in terms of GSR (galvanic skin re sponse )

reports of hospitalised psychiatric patients who

a stressful fiIm, either in the presence of a nurse

oralone.ThenurSepresentgroupshowedmoreStreSS

reductionaSmeaSuredbybothdepenclentvariableswhenthe

Samefilmwasshownaftera5-min.interva]-thanthenurse

absent group -

In the tight of these divergent results of previous

studies,i-twasdecidedthatZajonc'stheoryneededfurther

testing in stressful sit-uations' since it is in these

situationsinwhichmostdisagreementbetweenstudiesSeemS

to occur. Chapters II and III involve attempts to system-

atically compare different arousal levels with the presence

oL an auclience in stress f ul f ree operant avoiclance situations '

Other Theo retic a1 Predictions about Increases l-n
f.3.2

Arousal.

So far, it has been attempted to integrate findings

within ZEionc's general theoretical framework' That is' the

effectofaudienceistoincreasethelevelofqeneralarousal

anditisthisincreasewhichistheorisedtobe.responsible

forthefacilitationofl;erformance'A}thoughZa)oncused

Hull_Spencelearningtl-reorytoformulatethisprediction,it

ispossibtetoderiveprf::''lictionsabouttheeffectsofincreased



drive or arousar- on performance which do tot coincide

necessarily with his interpretation '

The first area in which one can take issue with Zajonc

isintheinterpretationoftheeffectofincreasesindrive

within the context of Hurl-spence learning theory' There

seemstobel-ittledoubtthat'oothewhole'wheneverdrive

levelsareincreasedfromrelativelylowtomoderatelevels,

the predictions derived from Hull-Spence Iearning theory are

correct. Dominant responses ate facilitated more than non-

dominantresponses.HoweVer,rvhenveryStrongdriveconditions

are attained, the effect often observed l-s decrement in the

dominant response' The overall picture then is of an

invertedUy:elationship}¡etrveenperformanceofthedominant

response and drive 1eve1 ' Evidence fot this relationship

comes front many sources and reviews of drive studies (e'S'

Cofer,1959;Courts,:':g42;Duffy'Ig51;Malmo'l-958;KendIer'

1959) . Although both Munn (1951) and HulL (L952) attribute

response decrements after prolonged deprivatíons (in order to

attainhiqhdrive)tophysicalweakening'therearestudies

which rule out this f actor (reviewed by luialmo ' L959) For

example, eáIanger & Felclman ( tg62) f ound an inverted u

relationshipbetweentherateofabar-pressingresponsefor

water and the number o'E hours of deprivation' Concomitant

withthisrelation\,fasalinearincreaseofheart-ratewith

hou:rs of deprivation, thereby furnishing evidence against

the physical weakening hypothesis' SimilarIy' Thomas & King

1'ìq5gl orovided evidence ;rgainst weakening' They increased

drive in a generalisation situation' Responses to the

training stimulus increas,:cl to a point, then decreased ' while
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thetotalfrequencyoftheSanìereSponSetoal.lstimuli

continue<1 to increase.

Broen & Storms (1961) have shown that it is possible

to account for the inverted u rel-ationship in terms of Hulrian

drive theory, if a reaction porential- ceiling IeveL

considerably less than that indicated by Hufl (1942) is

accepted. (Hu11 suggest.ed that the maximum reaction potential

\,vas equal to the produce of drive level- ceiling and habit

strength ceil-inq). There is no need to 90 into the fine

details of Broen & Storm's ( 1961) expos"' for our purposes '

except to note that an increase in driwe or arousal- may Iead

to a decrement in the dominant response, provided high drive

conditions are attained. To have overl-ooked this possibility

seems a serious neglect on the part of za)onc, since it would

seem that hiqh drive conditions are more readily attained in

s ituations where stress plays an important part' ft is

stressful conditions where the accuracy ofprecisely under

Zaj onc 's theorY

A number

function between performance on a variety of different tasks

and arousal, and have attempted to explain it a1on9 different

theoretical- l-ines.

Forexample,Berlyne(1960)andFIebb(1955)takea

neuropsychological orientation linking sensory stimulation

asabehaviourguidetoarousal.Atthelowerendofthe

arousal continuum, deep sleep causes the orqanism to be

unrespotlsive to stimulati,rlr, rvl-ri1e at the upper end complete

disorganisation is caused by over-arousal or extreme

exc j-:L¿rLion. .tn t--he micl cll,, range of arousal, optimal

perf ormance levels are ati ainecl . FacLor:s such as novelty 
'

is questionable.

of other theorists have found the inverted U
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conflict, sensory stimulation Lend to raise the Ievel of

arousal,whilehighpredictabitityofenvironmentalevents'

monotonousuniformityandlackofconflicttendtolowerit.

According to Hebb ( 1955) a physiological mechanism underlies

thenotic¡nofarousal-thearousalsySteminthebrainStem

(al-so known as the Reticular Formation' and the Ascending

ReticularActivatinssystem).Routtenberg(I968)elaborated

on this mechanism by suggesting that a second arousal system

(limbic system) operated in conjunction with the ARAS' The

two arousal systems were mutually inhibitory so that each

suppressed the activity of the other' The function of the

ARAswaStomaintaingeneralcorticalarousal,whilethe

limbic system exerted control over responses through

incentives.

Welforcl(:-:g62)hasputsignalcletectiontheorytowork

toexplaintheinverted.Urelationbetweenperformanceand

arousal.AtlowlevelsofarousaltheSyStemisinertand

onlythestrongestincomingsígnaISSecurereSponSeS.At

intermediate levels of arousal sensitivity and responsiveness

areimprovedandhencetheeffectivestrengthofsignalsis

raised. At high revels of arousal-, spontaneous firing of

neuronscausesthebackgroundof''neutralnoise''toincrease

and the system's channel- capacity is reduced' Hence at low

and high arousal levels performance is reduced' This

explanationwasfurtherrefinedande]-aboratedby!r]etford(1973)

At this point as second area in which Zaioncts theory

may be criticised may have become apparent' Since there seems

tobemuchevidenceinf¿.vouroftheinvertedUrefationship

a
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between performance in a variety of different tasks and

arousal ( see e. g' Broadhurst ' 1959 ) from a variety of

theoretical viewpoj-nts' some of the reported decrements of

socialstimulationmaywellbeduetocasesofover-arousal.

If a subject is performing at an already rel-atively high

level of arousal, further increases in arousal due to the

effect of an audience may werl push the subject's performance

over the inverted U "hump", thereby causing performance to be

imp.¿ired, rather than f acilitated as Zajorlc would suggest

(assuming of course that summation of arousal occurs) '

Thereisnotverymuchc]irectevidenceinfavourof

this hypothesis, but some prer'/ious work may be of interest'

fntheSidmanavoidancesituationreferredtoearlier

inthissecLion,Metzer(197r)foundthatitwaspossibleto

explaincuriousinc]ividualdifferencesbetweensubjectsduring

an audience treatment (hal-f the animals facilitated' and half

impaired performance) r by assuming that these individual

differencesaroseoutofarousalleveldifferences.Those

animars which facilitated their performance (as shown by

elevatedresponSeratesandreducedshockrates)underthe

audienceconditionhadlowerbaselinelevelsofresponSe,

indicative of fower arousal levels' than the animals which

showed impaired performance with audience ' The Iatter

subjects had generally highei- i.esponse rates' Further'

Davis ( f969) in a similar experiment' found that the animal

with the most effectj've avoidance response (i'e' highest

response rate) was most tìisrupted by the presence of an

audience animal. rf the assumptions of (a) summation of

arousallevefsduetodi'i.Eerentsources,and(b)audience

inducing the same increa:';: in arousal for alI subjects' are
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the explanation in the previous paragraph can bemade, then

supported.

The

Zajonc suggests may therefore well be

in tasks where arousal may be hiqh.

in which an

explanation for the effects of an audience that

incomplete - esPeciallY

Chapter 1I describes an

experimental situation attemPt was made to test

theSuggestj-onthatthearousalincreaseduetothetask

(avoidance of aversive stimul-ation) may combíne additively

with arousal increase due to audience' At high (summated)

levels of arousal, performance should be impaired in the

presence of an audience, whereas at 1ow (summated) l-eve1s of

arousal, performance shou]-d be facilitated in the presence

of an audience.

of Individual Differences in Social Facilítation.f.4 - The Role

In the

made bY Hull-

can be taken

already been

well- be some

individual s.

Hullian framework of drive theory, the concessíon

(but no't by Za)onc) that individual differ:ences

intoaccountinformulatingpredictions'has

discussed.. Hult had suggested that there could

variation of a quantitative kind between

These were reflected in the values of various

coefficients in his equations. At the same time, the concept

of oscillator','inhibition (rO*) allowed for differences not

onlybetweenindividuals,butalsofordif,ferenceswithin

subjects at various testing times'

As has been suggested earlier' the concept of

oscillatory inhibition does not go very far towards explaining

differences between indivj dual performance - Instead, the

concept has been used to justify the normative approach

wherethevariationbysul'iects(e'g'attributedtothembeing
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to somehow ,,average out" when means are calculated at the

end of the day. Similarly ' the inclusion of coefficients

within equations seems to give no more than post-hoc

descriptions of individual differences '

AIternaLively, the finclin9 of individual differences

isSometimestakentobeafailuretocontrolallthevaríables

which affect the criteríon measure' so that iirdividual

differences when found, tend to be an embarrassment to the

experimenter.

The situation of individual differences as a source oî

investigationhasreceivedconsiderablylessattentionwhenever

animal subjects rather than human subjects have been used'

For the purposes of social facititation research' this has

been an unfolîtunate omission' €sPecially if we are interested

in testing, for example' the drive theory of social

facilitation- Already a large number of studies involving

the use of animals has been reported in reviewing the sociar

facilitation literature' and it may be possible that some of

the divergent findings have their basis in systematic

individual dj-fferences' With respect to general human studies'

personality theory and research has' of course' been one of

the older and more traditional areas of psychological

ínvestigation (e'g' Hall & Linð'zey' L957)' Very few

investigatorshoweverhavepublj-shedworkrelatingpersonality

measurestosocialfacilitation.Anotableexccptionis

Paivio (I965), who, befoie za)onc (1965) had suggested the

merepresencetheory're'viewedanclreportedresearchinvolving
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factorsof,,emotionafarouSal''withrespecttoaudience

inf l-uence. we shall return to his worl< shortly '

Assumefortl-remomentthatthedrivetheoryofsocial

facilitationiscorrect.WhataresomeoftheconstructS

from personality theory likely to affect general arousaf?

ft is suggested here that like1y candidates are anxiety'

neurotj-cism, extraversion, and in animaì-s ' emotionality'

ThereaSonwhythesepart'icu]-arvariablesmaywel]-mediate

in the social facilitation effect lies in their theoretical

linkswíthgeneralarousalordrive.Eachofthevariables

has been v¡e11 researched in its own right, but only rarely

(ifata]-1)withrespecttosocialfacilitation'Possible

implications of each of these individual dífference variables

fortheeffectsofaudiencewillnowbediscussed.

L .4. I. AnxietY -

Pa j-vio (1965 ) has named the emotional- state aroused by

observers ,,audience anxiety " . Overt e ffects of this state '

he assumes, depend on the level to which anxiety is raised

by ,'situational factors" such as the composition or reactions

oftheaudience'fndividualdifferencesinaudienceeffects

are believed to be due to predispôsitions to be anxious before

observers, and is termed "audience sensitivity " ' Audience

anxiety shourd be measurable in terms of physiorogical indices'

rvhile audience sensitivity may be measured by self-report

inventories. such an inventory (Audience sensitivity Inventory)

hasindeedbeenconStructedbyPaivio&Lambert(1959).

Sígnificant correfations (atthough Iow) were found between ASI
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scores and palmar s!veating' a projective measure of stage

fright, and with the Manifest Anxiety Scale ' Paivio' s

theoretícaf orientation involves the postulate the differences

in aud.ience anxiety and sensitivity may be traced to rearning

historiesofindividuals.Iftheindividuali-sconsistently

reinforced.orpunisheclbyvariousaudiencebehaviourS,fow

or hiqh audience anxiety and sensitivity respectively will

betheresulL-ftis,however,evidentfromPaivio'swritings

that he has made little attempt to keep audience factors

constant whilst studying individuaf differîences ' He

acknowledgesthataudiencefactorsareimportantindetermining

the traits of audience anxiety and SenSj-tivity; in fact, these

factorsmaybewhollyresponsibleforthedevelopmentofthe

traits. For this reason Paivio's theory will be further

consiclered -in a Iater section examining audience characteristics '

ThereareseveralothermeaSuresofanxietywhichcan

be coRsidered with respect to the clrive theory of social

facili-tation. One of these is the Test Anxiety Scale (e' g'

Sarason,l95B)-Cox(Ig66,1968)foundthatthepresenceof

an audience facilitated the performance of Iow-anxious subjects

and interfered with the performance of high-anxious subjects

in a marble-droppinq task' These results are against the

unrevised version of Zajonc's (1965) theory, but in accordance

with the inverted U relationship between performance and

generalarousalsuggestedinthelastsectionasanáaa:-tion

totheoriginalZa)onctheory.Cox,sresultScanbeexplained

rather niceÌy, it wourd sr:em, by suggesting the summation of

arousar revefs induced separately by both audience and anxiety'
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if these are assumed to be independent sources of general

drive. Unfortunately, the Test Anxiety Scale may not be

measuring a source of general drive, but rather a sPecific

drivelevel(Wine,IgTL).IfthisisSorsummationwould

not be expected (Berkey & Hoppe, 19'1 2) '

rühatseemstoberequired.foratestofthesummation

of anxiety with audience hypothesis is a measure of anxiety

which is indicative of a general level of drive. The MAS

(TayIor,1953)seemstolenditselftothisend.Although

this rvelf-used test was originally designed to measure

individual differences in generaÌ drive within Hu11-spence

t-heory,.ithasreceivedonlyscantyattentionwithinsocial

facílitation research.

Spence, Farber & McFann (1956) found that subjects

who scored high on the MAS learned more slowly than low

scorers on competitionaf lists of paired associates' High

anxietysubjectsroDtheQtherhand,tendedtoscorebetter

than Iow anxiety subjects on non-competitional Iists. The

competitional lists were so constructed to have many competing

response s,

data were

whereas the non-competitional lists

taken as support for the hypothesis

had few. These

that high-scorers

scorerson the MAS \.{ere operating under high dríve ' and low

under Iow drive conditions '

CottrelI, RittIe & Wack

and noncomPetitional lists as

to test Zajonc's hYPothesis'

predictionsri.e.subjects;withanaudíencebehaved'1ike

subjectshighscoringontheMAs,andsubjectsalonebehaved

like subjects scoring low on the MAS'

(Lg67) used the same competitional

Spence et aI (1956) in an attemPt

Results were in accordance with
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Berkey&Hoppe(1972)combinedtlrerationaleofthe

above two studies in an attempt to test the hypothesis that

summation of the tv¡o sources of drive (anxiety and audience)

would occur. The same l-ists of paired associates as in the

above two studies \¡/ere used as well aS the presence or

absence of an audience with high and 1ow scores on the MAS '

Results partiaJ-1y supported the summation of drive sources

hypothesis according to Hul-1-spence Iearning theory. That is,

the presence of an audience produced the best learning of the

noncompetitional list and the poorest learning of the

competitional Iist by highly anxious subjects. But the lack

of significant differences in the learning of the non-

competitional l-ist did not support summation of drive. The

authors suggested that the noncompetitional list might have

been too easy for the (college) subjects used, so that

in.sufficient variation in performance was observed in order

to test drive effects of audience and anxiety'

The suggestion by the Iowa group t-hat the MAS measures

drive has been attacked from several- different theoretical

viewpoints. At least one factor analysis of the MAS

(O'Connor et al, Lg56) found at least five factors, some of

which appeared to be more Iike intelligence, clerical ability

and anxiety specific to conditioning apparatus (Kamin, 1955) '

MAS scores have al-so faifed to correlate with Jevel 0f

reactivíty, or conditionability of the GSR (e'g' Bitterman &

Hoftzman, :r952). A recent sutcly involving the children's form

of the MAS found no interactive or summated effects of anxiety

scores with the stress of threatened shock, although separate
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curvilinear (iriverted U) relationships of each of these

independentvariableswaSfoundrvithmotorperformance

(Martens & Landers , :'.g'7o). Their fail-ure to find a signif icant

stress X anxiety interaction is equivocal with the findings

of Shore ( 1958) . He did find a significant interaction

between three anxiety groups and four levels of muscular

tension during a perceptual- recognition task' High anxiety

sub j ects increased their ef f iciency, wl-rite Iow anxiety scorers

showed a decrease in efficiency as induced effort was

increased. Moderate anxiety subjects first increased to an

optimal- leveI, then decreased in efficiency' Martens &

Landers (l-970) did not efaborate on their fail-ure to find

MAsscoreSinteractingwithstressinthefaceofshore's

( 1958) findings, apart from suggesting (the usual ! )

.lifferenCesint-askSandmeLl'ioc]sofcreatingarousal.

For the purposes of studying audience effects' these

criticj-smsoftheMAsmakeitsuSeintestingforarousa]-

differences rather equivocal. spence and Taylor themselves

admit that there are two possible ínterpretations of the

characteristics underlyinS differences in MAS scores' High

anxiety subjects may differ from low anxiety subjects in

havín g (a) hi her rev i 1in levels of anxiet drive most of

the time , têgardless of environmental conditions, or (b) larqer

incrcments in anxietY drive levels whenever they are exposed

to stressful environmental conditions' 1t is important to

emphasise these different interpretat-ions because they

lead to different predictions regardinq the outcome of

increments as a resul-t ol' tasl< f actors and' audience ''

wifl

arousal

The Iowa
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Taylor,

of the

group

1956).

have found evidence for both (a) and (b) (e.g-

This weakness in the theoretical useful-ness

MAS has been attacked by authors such as Eysenck

who prefers to use the personality variable (or

Eysenck's terminology) of neuroticism.

" type t' 
,

L.4.2. Neuroticism N).

The

Eysenck,

highly on

term, and

term "neurotícism" is an unfortunate choice by

is not a prerequisite to score

(r957, 196'7) ,

in

dimension. A more descriPtive

more widely, is emotional

reactivity. Neuroticism is described by Jones ( 1960) as

low tolerance for stress.whether it be
physical, as in painful situations, or
psychological, as in conflict orttfrustration"
situations. In learning theory terms, âil
individual scoring high on the factor of
neuroticism would be characterised by a high
level of drive in avoidance situations- High
appetitive drives are not necessary to the
theory...." (p.492)-

for being neurotic

this personality

one which is used

lt

Eysenck has been one of the most vehement of Spence

and Taylor's critics. For example, Eysenck found

to be positively correlated with both neuroticism

t'IAS scores

and

introversion. some of the early studies by the Iowa group

on eyeblink conditioning had shown that high anxiety subjects

established the conditioned response faster than Iow anxiety

subjects (e. g. Spence & Taylor, 1951) . trysenck suggests that

it is rea1ly the higher conditionabitity of introverts which

is reflected in these studies and cites in support of this,

the weIl-known Franks (1956) experiment showing dysthymic

neurotics (hiqh N and high Introversion) to be faster

conditioners than normals, whereas hysteric neurotics (high N
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and high Extraversion) conditioned slower' The findinq of

a positive correlation between MAS scores and

the other hand, is one which has been reliably

N scores, on

found also

by other researchers (e-g. Nettlebeck, 1973) ' so that

whatever it is that neuroticism measures, MAS scores must

meaSureasimilarunderlyingdimension.ButsincetheMAS

seems to measure other factors also, it would seem to be not

the most satisfactory instrument neither for the purpose to

which it has been applied, nor for the purpose of cfarifying

arousal conse'quences of the presence of an audience '

EySenck'svariableofneuroticismseeiTlstohavehad

more success in staving off ctitics. Eysenck (1-967) suggests

that theory underlying the neuroticism dimension is that it

is a process rather than a State of the organism. That is,

highNsubjcctsreactmuchmorestronglythanlowNsubjects

instressfuloremotíon-provokingconditions.Rememberthat

one of the criticisms of manifest anxiety ís that it could be

interpretal-ec1 as either a process or a state (section I ' 4' 1' ) '

This criticism cannot be Ieveled at neuroticism in its modern

interpretation (eysenck, fg61) ' Evidence has also been

presented which attempts to Iink the postulate directly to

phySiologicalarousal(Eysenck,196l;WeIford,]-965).Reca11

also in Section 1.3.2. of this chapter, RouttenbeTg's (1968)

phySioloqical.modetofthearousafmechanism.Accordingto

this modeJ-, there are two mutually inhibitory arousal systems'

ItistheSecondarousalsyStem(limbicsystem)whichEysenck

relates to the neuroticisrtr dimension. According to Eysenck's

and wel-ford,s theoriesr cortical arousal can be produced via

these two distinct sYstemrr:
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"Ït can be produced by sensory stirnulation or by

problem-soivi"g activity of the brain' without
necessarily invotving tte visceraf brain (timbic

system) at alI; in túis case' wQ have not autonomic

arousal, but possibly quite hiqh cortical arousaf
corticaf arousal- can al-so be produced by emotion '

in which case the reticular formation is involved

through the ascending and descending pathways

connecting it with tñe hypothalamus' rn this case'

we have ]:roth autonomic arousal and cortical
arousal"' (EYsenck' L967' P'232)'

The implications for high N scoring subjects in

stressful situations is that they will quickly become

autonomicatlyandcorticallyover-aroused.IftheinvertedU

relationshipbetweenperformanceand(both)arousal(s)hoIds'

then it would be expected that high N subjects woul-d show a

decrementinperformanceinstressfu]oremotion-provoking

situations, whereas low N subjects would not' lf we add to

thíssituationthefactorofaud.iencewithitspostulated

arousalincrement,thepredictiorrbecomes:highNsubjects

r,¡ith audience will perform worse than low N subjects with an

audience under stressful conditions' This prediction can be

modifiedevenfurtherifrecentevid.enceregardingtheunder-

lyingnatureofanaudienceistakenintoaccount(Weiss&

}4i1Ier,1971).Ifitisacceptedthattheeffectofaudience

is not onIY arousitg, but als o aversive (Weiss & Miller ' 197l-) '

thenwehavethepredictiont]-iatthepresenceofanaudience

per se (since it itself is stressful) should be sufficient

to detrimentally affect high N subj ects performance. weiss

& MiIIer's postutate v¡iIl- be further discussed in the next

se ction.

r.4.3. E xtraversion (E)

How does the perso'lality dimensíon of extraversion fit

into the drive theory of social- facilitation? A great deal
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of evid,ence exists that introverts are chronically more

highly aroused (corticall-y) than extraverts (e. S. Eysenck,

1967; Gale et aI, L969; GaIe L9l3; Savage, L964). Similarly,

a body of behavioural evidence from the areas of, motivation,

learnitg, perception, vigilance and psychopharmacology seems

to be consistent v/ith this postulate (reviewed by e.g.

Eysenck, 1967). The physiological basis differentiating

extraverts and introverts is therefore considered to be the

chronic level of arousal which is assumed to be a function

of the rate of accrual- and dissipation of cortical inhibition.

fn extraverts inhibitory processes occur quickly, strongly and,

persistently, whil-e excitatory processes occur sIowIy, weakly

and non-persistently. The reverse is appficable to introverts.

While it is interesting to note how Eysenck has developed his

position on extraversion from a neo-Pavlovian model espousing

differences in cortical excitation-inhibition (L957) to the

mod.el involving arousal states and processes (L961) , for the

pur-poses of testing audience effects, it is the latter model which

is likely to be most useful. If extraverts have a lower chroníc

level of arousal- than introverts, then this shoul-d show up as

differences in performance under audience conditions. Extraverts

shoul-d facílitate more than introverts, and if the inverted U

curve is postulated, introverts may even show a decrement in

performance under an audience if overarousal is assumed.

L.4.4. Emotionality.

An individual difference factor which has been of

interest especially amongst animal researchers is , emotionality
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(summarised by e. g. Broadhurst, Ig57 ' 1958) ' Tn fact' it

seems as if the personality variables of nelrroticism and

anxiety in humans are very closely refated concepts with

emotionalì-ty. While the personality variables are often

meaSured by the uSe of invenLories or questionnaires,

emotionality in rats has been aIlegedly measured by a variety

of methods (Broadhurst, 1957, 1958) ' These include

defecation, urination, "f|eezing", trembling' jumping'

washing, rearing, latency, and activity in an "open-fie1d"

box. While defecation seems to be a generally used and'

valid measure of emotionality (FIa11,L934¡ Broadhurst, 1957,

1958), the appropriateness of some of the other measures

mentioned has been quêstioned' Ivinskis ( 1966) ' lor

example, found that in the open-field situation with t-wo

types of stressful sbimuli (noise and bright. l-ight), only

defecation and urination scores correl-ated significantly,

while washing and activity \,^/ere poor measures of emotionality'

In J 97O he added latency to the val-idated l-ist'

There have been some attempts to link emotionality

measures to arousal or general drive. For example, Ley (1975)

took defecation measures of male hooded rats in an open field

situation and during aversive classical avoidance conditioning

which fotrowed. Assuming that defecation during avoidance

conditioning is an index of the strength of the CER

(conditionedemotionalresponse),Ley'sfindingofsignificant

positive correl-ations between open-fiefcl defecation measures

anddefecationmeaSuresdrrringconditioningsupportthe

hypothesis that emotional ì ty can be construed as a dispositional
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characteristic which contributes to general drive. AIso,

there seemed to be an inverted U relationship between open.-

field defecation and the speed of the (hurdle- j ump) response '

i. e. low speeds by low and high defecating subj ects, and

higher speeds by moderate defecating subjects. This finding

fits in rather nicely with the predictions about (stressful)

task perfoimance by low and high neuroticism subjects

d.iscussed previously. Predictions regard.ing the outcome of

adding an audience to stressful situations woul-d also be

similar when taking subjects scoring high and low on

emotionality measure.

The apparent similarity between neuroticism measures

in humans and emotionalj-ty measures in other animal-s has also

been found in a quite different way by Chamove, Eysenck &

Harl-ow (Ig12). They f actor analysed (following Eysenckian

techniques) social interaction data from 168 macaques.

within a stabl-e group situation and in less stabl-e dyadic

and triadic situations, the authors performed three separate

factor analyses on ten behavioural measures. Two of the

independent factors which emerged. were interpreted as affiliat-

ive and fearful. The authors arqued that these factors were

similar to extraversion and neuroticism in humans respectively-

A similar analogy between neuroticism and emotionatity has been

drawn up elsewhere also (nysenck & Broadhurst, l-964) in an

attempt to increase cross-species generality of various

theoretical- constructs of individual- differences of this kind'

Experiments by these authors attempting to summate drives (hunger

and air deprivation) of rats sel-ectively bred for high and low

defecation scores in the open-f ield situation, have met \^7ith

mi-xed success,
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Some evidence was obtained, howev è:-- of emotionalitY

summating wíth air deprivation in one of the above studies

(Broadhurst,

To the

been macle to

relation to

1964) .

present

date to

author's knowledge, ho attemPt has

emotionalitY in
s tudy thc variable of

the effects of audience, although some coac tion

Ivinskis , L972) -

in the oPen-

behaviour,

studies have been carried out ( e' g' Warren &

These have generally not gone beyond testing

field situation a1, for example, exploratory

early social experience and handling of rats '

T.5. Charac teristics of the Aud ience Stimulus

As has already been stated, the zajonc position on

social facilitation is that t he mere Presence of others is

arousi_nq. several moclifications have been suggestecl to this

audiencecharacteristic.Thequestionastowhetherthemere

presenceofothersisasufficientconditiontoproducesocial

facilitation effects has received most attention'

Cottrell- et al ( f96B) tested the mere presence hypothesis

inapseudorecognitiontaskunderthreeconditions:alone'

two observing peer spectators ' and two blindfolded peer

spectators. In a pseudorecognition task' subjects first

acquireaSetofverba]-habitsofdifferentstrengths,bYthe

experimenter manipulating the number of times which subjects

hadtopronounceaseriesofnonSensesyllables.TheseSame

syllables have then to be "identified" when briefly presented

onascreen.onmosttrials,thesyllableS.arenotpresented

at alI so that subjects llave to guess' Under these conditions

subjects tend to guess m(;rîe frequently syllabtes of higher
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habit strength (dominant responses) ' rn CoÇtrell et aI's

(f968) experiment, dominant responses \^/ere facilitated only

in the observing peer spectator condition' and not in the

mere presence condition which produced similar results as the

alone condition '

From these results' Cottrell et al- (1968) and CottreII

(Ig12) argue that it is not the mere presence of an audience'

but the evaluation or the evaluative potential of the

audience which is responsible for audience effects' The

blindfotdedSpectatorcondition,although''merelypresent'',

couldnotevaluatethesubject'sperformance'sincevisual

stinuli rvere usecL in the task '

CottreII's interpretation has received additional

empiricat support from several other studies' Henchy & GIass

(1968),alsowithapseutlorecognitiontask,uSedan''expert.'

audience conditon and a"non-expert" audience condition and

comparedsubjects,performanceinthesewithana]-onecondition.

ïn the expert audience condition, subjects were told that their

performance rn/as being evaluated by two "experts" in perception

and human learning,,, whereas the non-expert audience consisted

of tv¡o "students from another college"' Their results shôwecl

thatthegreatestfacilitationofdominantresponsesoccurred

intheexpertcondition'SimiIarJ-y'Paulus&Murdock(1971)

variedtheevaluativecomponentbyleadingsubjectstobelieve

thattheirtaskperformancewouldbeevaluatedeitheraftetor

durj-ng the pseudorecognition task' The hypothesis that

anticipiated evaluation by subjects facilitated performance

was supported' lnterestinc¡ly' the presence or absence of an

audience(without evaruativi: power) did not alter the emission
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of dominant responses ' In a quite different setting' Bergum

& Lehr (1963) found that vigilance performance by National

Guardtraineescou]-dbedrasticallyimprovedbyinstructi.ng

one group i-hat visits from a superior officer could be

expectedduringthetask.Thesevisitstookplacefourtimes

during the I35 minutes of the monitoring task' It seems as

if anticipated evaluation by a high status person was

responsible for this group's better performance '

Both Pauf us ç Murdoch (L91 I) and Henchy & Gl as s ( 19 68 )

suggest that evaluation or evaluation apprehension are

necessaryconditionsforobtainingsocialfacilitationeffectS.

Cohen & Davis (1973) found that evaluation in the form of

performance ratings by the audience increased the intensity of

thesocialfacilitationeffect-,althougha''neutral''audience

(passively observing unclergracluates) produced a smaller ' but

stiII significant increment in performance ' one wonders

though, how closely similar this 'neutral" audience was to

cottrell et al's (1968) blindfolded audience in terms of

mere presence '

Although assigning an evaluative role to the audience

Seemstomakeadifferenceinthesocialfacilitationeffect

in these stud'ies which used human subjects' it clearly cannot

bethewholeexplanation.Howdoesoneassignaconceptwith

cognitiveovertonessuchaS,,evaluationapprehension''toa

variety of species other than human2 Yet' the evidence

clearly points to the hiqh cross-species generality of the

social facilitation effe't' I4hat seems to be required' is a

moregeneralmodificatiorlofZa)ortc,stheorywhichtakesinto
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account audience factors such as evaluation' status'

neutratity,etc.Suchanextensionofthetheoryhasbeen

sugqested by Cottrel-t (l-968 ' 1972) '

CottreIl, whifst accepting the major tenets of Zajonc's

theory, attempted' to integrate findings that seem to both

contradict and support the theor:y- He suggested that the

drive or arousar increasing property of the presence of

others is created through social Iearnitg' and is not innately

presentaSZajonc,stheoryimplies.Cottrellsrg4eststhatthe

presence of others is a fearned source of drive (Brown &

Farber,1968)andhencesubjecttosecondaryreinforcement.

Hearguesthatvariousformsofaversiveandappetitive

stimulation occurring throughout the organism's stimulus

history are spatially and temporally paired with the presence

of others. For example' others are often sources of

frustration,praiseorreward'andcriticismorpunishment'

Throughtheusual-processesofclassicalconditioning'the

organj-sm eventually responds to only the presence of others

by anticipating positive or negative outcomes' It is these

anticipations, el-icited by the presence of others' that

increase the organism's arousaf l-evel '

CottrelI (lrg12) claims that when anticipation of

evaluatjon is removed (and hence praise or criticism

anticipations are removed) ' such as in the aforementioned

studiesbyHenchy&GIass'andPaulus&Murdoch'thepresence

of others is not arousing. rn animal subj ects ' where the

conceptofevaluationisirotapplicable,preVioussocia]-

experience with other anirnals of the same species can
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similarly serve as eticiters of anticipatíons of positive

or negative outcomes to increase arousal' For example'

hrithin groups, the feedinq behaviour of a single animal is

often frustrated by other animars who may steaf food and

cauSeotherinterruptionstothebehaviourSequence.The

animal eventually (after sufficient paírings) comes to

anticipate frustration ín the presence of others ' and hence

its arousal fevel increases' It is possibte to explain

resultsfromstudieSmentionedearlier(e.g.Harlow,1932¡

Voge1, Scott & Marston, '1950) in this way' Simil-arly '

the role of prior social experience in social facilitation

of feeding (e- g. James, 1960; James & Gilbert' 1955) seems

to f it in with Cottrell-'s theorY '

Evidence against Cottrell's theory comes from a study

by Cl-ark & Fouts (1973) who experimentally associated an

audience (the experimenter) rvith positive ' neutral ' or

negativeexperiencesofpreschoolchildren.Therewereno

differencesbetweentheneutralandnegativeconditions,but

adecrementinperformance¡r'ùaSfoundinthepositivecond.ition.

InviewofthemainJ.yverbalmanipulationofsocial

experience with these very young subjects' however' one may

wellquestionwhetherthis\'dasanaclequatelymanipulated

indcPendent variable'
.,f or Cottrell's revisôon

by McClell-and & APiceIIa

studies, aversive social

critical- comments or

changes in Performance '

SuPPort in a less direct

of.': Zalonc's - bhèerY comes f rom

(Ig45) anrl Schalon (1968) ' rn

stimulation delivered in the form of

reports of failure have -l"ed to marked

manne r

studies

these
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both positive and negative, süggesting that social experiences

exert pov/erful control over performance and motivation'

zalonc ()'972a) has noL f uIly agreed with cottrelf rs

rearned drive inte rpretation and quotes a study i. which

subjectswererequiredtoperformacomplexstylt-rsmazetask.

Subjects were specifically instructed to work as carefully as

possible so that errors would be minimised' ff subjects

perform so as to gain the maximum positive outcome in an

evaluative situation, then,the presence of an audience should

increasethisefrectancsubjectSwouldperformmorecarefully'

and hence more slowly. But Lf the presence of an audience

increases arousal, it should speed up performance even if this

results in a larger number of errors' The results of the

experimentshowedfasterperformancesinthepresenceofan

auclience, hence supporting the mere presence theory'

It might well be argued that this is not a fair way of

teStingbetweenZa)onc,sandCottrell'stheories.Cottrell

argues that a higher nonspecific arousal state is produced

by evaluation and by anticipating aversive or rewarding

consequences.Zajoncarguesthatanaud.ienceperseincreaSeS

arousal- It is probably a much more difficult task to

realisticallySeparatethesefactorsthanhasbeenattempted

in the above experiments. Even if subjects are instructed to

minimise errors and evalua'tion apprehension ' there is no

guarantee that they will do so; this is very much Iike

Allport,s(1924)attempttominimisecompetitionbetween

subj ects by sirnply inst: ucting them' Criticisms of the latter

canbefoundearlierinthischapter.TheSuggestionthatthe
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factor of evaluation per se may be responsible (in studies

where human subjects are used) for differential performance

effectsSeemsrefutedalsoinanexperimentbylnnes&Young

(I975). These authors found that' aJ-though the evaluation

factor (high and Iow) was not significant ín the learning of

amirrordrawingtask,theinteractionofevaluationwith

audience (present or not) and a condition in which the

subject was exposed to an im49e of himself (a mirror present

or not) \iüas significant' This suggests that eval-uation as a

separate factor takes on meaning only in conjunction with

theseothervariables.ThefactthattheaudienceeffectwaS

al-so f ound in the low evaluation condition (with a

,,nonevaluatiVe '' observer) SuggeSts that either evaluation

isdiffj-culttovarywithoutanaudience,oTthatthefactor

is not wholIy responsibl-e for the audience effect'

A few years ago, weiss & Mifler (I97l_) expanded on

Cottrell,sviewthatthedriveindocedbyaudienceislearned

(secondary). If the l-earned drive hypothesis is correct' then

',thedriveinducedbyaudienceobservationisnot
an appetitive drive Iike hunqer or thirst ' but an

aversive one like frustration or anxiety' This
point fol-Iows directly f rom CottrelI's learnerl
cl rive interpretation' since the evidence is
abunclant that learned drives are based on noxious
prÍmary drives tike paín (e'g' I"liller' L948) and

frustration ( e. g. Daly , Ig69 
' 

Wagner, 1963 ) and

cannot be based oIÌ appetitive drives Iike hunger
and thirst (e-g- Cravens & Renner' 1969; Myers 6'

Mill-er, ]_g54; Novin & MiIler ' L962) 
"'(Weiss c Miller, 197L, P'44)'

Ideiss & Mil Ier corr:ectIy note that most research within the

contextofthedrivethe<rryofsocialfacilitationhasmade

use of th:,e irref e.r'ant dr j ve paradigm' Typically ' the arousing

effectsofaudienceare;1ssumedtohaveirreleVantdrive
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properties unrelated to

response energisation is

in which a rel-evant drive

coul-d be used as a drive

ment contingencY, a host

It should PerhaPs

not necessarY to remain

reinforcement

only one

paradj-qm

which is

of

]-S

(as

thi s kind. What

audience stimulus

contingencies. But

the possibfe effects

used . If audlence

relevant to the reinforce-

of other predictions can be derived'

be added at this Point that it is

within the framework of IlulI-Miller-

do lr,leiss & MilIer) in order toSpence learning theorY

derive predictions of

is to assume that the

There is also evidence

is necessary, however I

is a stimulus of a

audience has

from,outsideaversive proPerties.

the Hullian framework

particular type. Weiss & Milfer suqgest that

to suggest Lhat this is the case' We

have already discussed for example, Paivio's work on

"auclience-arrxiety" ancl "staqe-fright", suggesting that an

audience is anxietY inducing.

one prediction which seems to be an intriguing possibility

is that if an audience is an aversive stimulus', then by making

it contingent upon an already learned,reFponse, suppression'

of this response ought to occur. TIlis is, in fact, the

classical punishment paradigm (e. g. Church, 196 3) ' Although

sometimes ,,paradoxicaf " effects of punishment (i.e. facilitation

of the response) are observecl (I,ùhiteis, 1956; Appel' L960;

Ferster & Appe1, Ig6I) , [he conditions under which these occur

have been sufficiently mapped out (e. g. AppeI & Peterson, 1965) '

church ( r96 3) has incleecl argued that such ef f ects occur in

spite of , rather than bec¡ruse af , punishment' In most cases '

however, where an averSiv¡. stimulus is made response contingent'
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suppression tras been the outcome' Although most work

reported in the literature on aversive stimulation has

involved shock stimuli' recently a variety of stimulus

d.imensions has been shown to produce contingent response

suppressiotr so that aversiveness may be assumed to be a

common characteristic (e'g' noise (AztLrt' 1958); blasts

of air (Church, L969))'

It is therefore reasonable to suppose that social

suppression is a distinct possibility if the punishment

paradigm is used with aud.ience as the (presumed) aversive

stimulus. An additional appealin g feature of the punishment

paradigm is that it is not specific in its interpretation to

a Hultian rearning theory framework, even though the originar

equating of an audience with an aversive stimulus may have

bccn c1 crivecl frc¡m it' t4uch work in the area of aversive

stimulation has been done ' for example ' within the context

ofoperant(andc]-assical)conditioning(e.g.reviewedby

Fantino (f9 13)) , and this offers distinct advantages also in

the study of social stimulation from audiences ' These

advantagesdonotsolelystemfromrecentextensivecriticisms

of Hullian and neo-Hullian learning theory (e'g' Hitgard &

Bov¡er, l-975) '

Bena viour in StudYing Social
I.6. The Use of ôD erant

1t is

c ond it ion in g

facititation

Fac ilitation -

surprising to dincl onJ-Y littIe

as an exPerimental situation

effects, especiallY as this

use of oPerant

for studYing social

appears to be a
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promising f ine of research. A number of reasors support this

statement.

First,operant ::esponses, in a standardised

experimental situation can be tiqhtly control-l-ed v/ith respect

to independent variabl-es. Changes in stable response rates,

for example, are believed to reflect the manipul-ation of one

or more independent variables. Since there is usually IittIe

ambiguity that the dominant response is the

conditioned response (once stable responding

these situations should lend themsel-ves well

One of the few studies to

is attained) ,

to testing

have utifisedZajoncrs theory.

operant behaviour

has been described

to this end is Heingartner's (I97O), which

Second, there

already.

already is some evidence available which

suggests that with stable response rates maintained on

positive reinforcement schedul-es (Ferster & Skinner, l-957) ,

the conditioned suppression procedure (Estes c Skinner, 194l-)

is sensitive to social facil-itation effects. In a study by

Hake & Laws (1967) , stable response rates by pigeons pecking

for food in Skinner boxes on a VI (variable interval-) schedul-e

l,,rere first attained. The conditioned suppression procedure

vras then instigated by occasionally presenting a 1.5 sec.

warning stimufus folfowed by shock at irregular intervals -

The resulting suppression during the warning stimufus periods

\^/as f ound to be susceptible to both coaction and audience.

on alternate days, a second pigeon was introduced in an

adjacent box separated from the first pigeon by a transparent

partition. The second pigeon had been conditioned to key peck
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onl-y during the warning stimulus' The effect was tÖ reduce

the suppression of the first bird during the warning stimulus

periods. In a follow up experiment' Hake' PoweII and Olsen

( 1969 ) , this decrease in suppressíon I¡/as f ound to be greater

at higher shock intensities '

Third, studies already referred to have used operant

behaviour to study social facilitation effects ' There is '

for example, the study by Metzer (lg'll_) ' who found' in a

SidmanavoidanceschedulewithshockaStheaversivestimulus,

both facititation and disrpption of the avoidance behaviour

when a spectator rat was j-ntroduced in a special audience

compartment in a Skinner box'

There is also the study by Ader & Tatum (1963) in

whichthelearningratesoftwohumancoactorSwerecompared

with lear:r-ring al-one of a f ree-operant avoidance response '

Subjectswererequiredtolearnabutton_preSSreSponSeto

avoidelectricshockthroughelectrodes'attachedtoeachleg.

No instructions lvere given to subjects' and once the

experimenter left the room' shocks were del-ivered at a rate

ofoneeVery]-0seconds.Abutton-preSScou]-ddelaythenext

shock by 1O sec', so that the shock-shock interval equalled

the response-shock interval (botl-r 1O sec') ' Out of the 12

pairs .of (yoked) coactors, 3 pairs "walked out" ' 7 pairs did

noL reach the learning criterion (Iess

mins. ) ancl 2 pairs did reach criterion '

individual subjects alone' there were 2

than 5 shocks in 5

out of the 12

walk-outs, 2 non-

Iearners '

criterion,

and B Iearners The Paired

,jonsiderablY

Iearners, after re ach in g

theresponded at higher rates than
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individual learners' post-criterion rates. Zajonc (f965)

quotes this experiment to sr:pport his theory-

SimilarJ-y pointíng in the direction of greater stress

and arousal- in the presence of others in already stressful-

tasl<s is the experiment by Brady, Porter, Conrad & Mason

( 1958) in which rhesus monkeys restrained in a chair \^/ere

required. to Iearn and perform a free-operant avoidance

schedule with el-ectric shock as the negative reinforcer.

After comptetion of the spectator condition, in which

subjects were required to avoid shock both for themsel-ves

and one yoked. spectator on a 6hr. ohr 6hr. off schedule, all

subj ects shov/ed extensive gastrointestinal- lesions , whereas

none of the yoked control subjects showed these- In the

experiment it v/as observed that whenever a shock \^/as

defivered, one effect was the communication of distress and

"anger" by the yoked spectator to the subject. The possibility

that this social aversive stimulus rnight be responsibl-e for

the ul-ceration in subjects was in fact ruled. out in a folIow

up experiment by Brady ( 1958) . Isolating the subj ects from

the yoked spectators in sound-proofed "tefephone-booths" did

not change the results. As a result of further investigation

into the time rel-ationship between perì-ods of on-avoidance

and off-avoidance, Brady concluded that this vtas the crucial

factor producing ul-ceration and not the social situation per

se. He also found that most acid secretion into the stomach

of subjects took place during the off-avoidance periods and

not the on-avoid.ance periods. The analogous (hypothetical)

situation in human terms might be to suggest that it is the
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anticipation of aversive stimuli which is the significant

variableandnottheaversivestimulithemselves.HoweVer,

social factors may still play a role in producing the altered

physiological states which ultimately lead to ulceratron '

This conclusion was also reached by Conger ' Sarvrey and Turrell

(1957, 1958) usin g gYouped and solitary rats as subjects in

a conflict situation '

The approach tal<en by Brady (1966) and his associates

seems to be an important one for our purposes, because their

f in<1 ings relating physiologica l- changes in operant behaviour '

êqnecialrv involving aversive stimulation¡ cârl relate rather
urrv

rveII to the drive theory of social- f acilitation ' As has

alreadybeenmentioned,thereissomeindirectlysupporting

physiological data for zajonc's arousal theory' in the form

of elevated urinary and plasma levefs of I7-hydroxycorti-

costeroneaSanindexol=pituitaryadrenocordicalactivity

inanimalsinthepresenceofothers.Theseraísedsteroid

rever_s are arso reliably found. in the performance of sidman

avoidance (Sidman, Mason, Brady & Thach' Ig62) ' where shock

Servesastheprimarynegativereínforcer.ontheotherhand,

this arousal response is neither found in positive reinr'orcement

schedules ( i'e . not invol-ving avers ive stimulation ) ' nor in

abruptchangesinFR-(fixedratio)schedu]-esfromlowtohiqh

values,norinextinctiontopositivereinforcementschedules.

(Mason, Brady & Sidman , L95'7) ' Although initially it was

not crear whether the arousal response courd be attributed

totheresponse-shockin-|'erval,theshockfrequencyorthe

rate of avoidance responcL.Lng, a ser:ies of ingenious forlow up

experiments demonstrated [hat the lever-Press avo i dan ce
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the critica I deter man an 9l variable
res onse per se seemed to be

, inde pende ntIY of the shocks. SimilarlY 'of the arousaL chan ge s

covariation of lever-pressing and steroid IeveIs was

demonstrated white holding the response-shock interval

constant (BradY, 1966) '

The implication for experimentation within the context

ofthedrivetheoryofsocialfaci}itationSeemstobevery

clear from the above review' Response leve1s are indicators

of arousal levels in Sidman avoidance situations, sor,that

differentialrespondersmaybe.consid'eredtobeoperating

under differential arousaf levels' Any social stimulation

wilI have to superimpose on (e'g' combine additively with)

theseexistingdifferentarousal]-evels.Itseemsno\^,lpoSSible

to predict with some greater accuracy when different degrees

of(overa]-1)arousalwil]-beat:Lained'insocia]-facilitation

experiments using Sidman avoidance' It is this rationale

whichunderl-iestheexperimentsreportedinchapterslf'1f1'v'

The foIJ-owin9 salient points illustrate the importance

of the use of operant behaviour in studying audience effects

in social- f acilitation '

Operant behaviour can be measured with relatively well

understooddependentvariables,andcontrolledinStandardised

experimental situations' The operant literature is fulf of

examples Ín which chanqes in the environment (or in the

schedulerequirements)arecorrelatedwithresponserate'

reinforcement rate, etc ' changes '

The stabit ity of rt:sponse rates af ter extended periods

ofbaselinerunningonml'Ilyschedu]-esmakesthisvariable
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especiallyusefulaSadependentmeasure¡particularlyaS

there is usually little ambiguity that the operant response

isthedominantresponse.Sidman(1960)suggeststhat€he

ideal choice of a baseline should possess three aspects:

stabiLity, sensitivity to the experimental manipulation ' and

control of extraneous processes ' These ' he suggests ' can be

obtained conveniently with the use of operant techniques'

Motivational variables have often been tested with

theuseofoperantresponseS(ontimebasedschedules)aSthe

dependentmeaSure(e.g,Teitelbaum,:- 
966)Sot-hathypothesised

motivationaleffectsinsocialfacilitationmaybeusefully

compared with these'

Thereinforcingnatureofstimuliisoftenconveniently

demonstrated in operant paradigms' For example' overwhelming

eviclence shows that making appetitive (positively reinforcinq)

stimuli contingent upon an operant response will stlîengthen

(i.e. often increase the frequency of) that response' whereas

contingentaVersivestimuliwillr'rsualJ-ySuppresstheresponse.

rt foll_ows that precise and reliabfe response measures are

necessary to determine these effects, particufarly as they

may apply to testing the nature of an audience stimulus

(see f .5, f ast two ParagraP.hs)'

LastlyIthercisSomeevidenceavaifablewhichsuggests

that responding in operant paradigms invotving aversive

stimuli is susceptible to social facilitation'

For all of these reasons' it is expected that the use

of operant paracligms sho irf d prove f ruitf u1 in f urther

investigat-ing the nature of the audience effect'
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impaired,

wiII be

re sp on din g

suppressed

1. 5, Iast

(see I--4.4) -

From the foregoing secLions' the following hypotheses maY

be derived -

1. In stressful avoidance situations ' differential arousaf

revels wilr_ combine additively with audience induced

arousalsothatathiqhleve]-sofarouSal,performance

isrimpaired and at low fevefs of arousal, performance

is facilitated by the presence of an audience' (êee I' 3'21 '

Íf being observed by an auclience is aversive ' then

performance by high N subjects wiII be impaired'

whereas performance by l-ow N subjects will- be

facilitated by thê presence of an audience' (3ee 1' 4'2) '

2

Performance bY high

whereas Performance

facilitated bY the

emotionalitY rats will be
3

by low emotionalitY rats

presence of an audience'

4 If an audience is an aversive stimulus' then

maintained by positive reinforòement will be

by a superimposed audience contingency' (see

twe paragraPhs) '
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CHAPTER 11

XPERIIVIENT I. SOCIAL AND SOLIîARY RESPONDING BY RATS ON A
E

ID}[AN AVOIDANCE SCHEDULE AS A FUN CTION OF VARYING AROUS},I
S

LtrVBLS

The purpose of this experiment was to ascertain whether

varying arousal levels on a sidman ( free-operant) avoidance

schedule would produce facilitation or impairment of perform-

ance in the presence of an audience. 1f the inverted u

hypothesis linking performance with arousal is correct, and

if the drive theory of social facilitation holds, it woul-d

be expected that:

(a) at Iow IeveIs of arousal, the introduction of an

audience \,ùi1I f acil-itate perf ormance;

(b) at moderate levels of arousal, the introduction of

an audience wiIl produce littIe, if ânY, change ín performance;

(c) at high Ievels of arousal, the introduction of an

audience will produce impairment of performance'

In Sidman avoidance, two timers regulate delivery of

the aversive sLimulus t (a) the Shock-Shock (S-S) timer, which

is in operation in the time interval when no responses are

timer, which isemitte d, and, (b)

in operation in

the Response-Shock (R-S)

the time interval when

the S-S timer is set

S-S tÍmer is stoPPed and

responses are emitted.

at 5 sec. and the R-SFor example, when

timer at l-0 sec,

in operation and

the s che dule be gin s wi th on J-y the S - S t ime r

shocks are delivereil every 5 sec- When a res-

ponse rs

operates.

timer is

emitted, the

If another

reset and a

response occurs

f urther l-0 se cs.

within f0

are gr-ven

the R-S timer novú

sec. , the R-S

until the next

shock. If no further response is emitted the S-S timer restarts

delivered every 5 sec, and so on - I-Ience alI shock:'
by responding at feast once in every f0 gec.period-

and shocks are
can be avoided
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The grid f loor and t,he vertical grid of the sub j ect

compartment were wired into a Grason-StadIer shock scrambler.

The DC aenerator delivered shocks of O.5sec. duration, while

the intensity of shocks could be adjusted from 0-5 ma to

4 ma. Automatic timers reguJ-ated shock del-iverY. The

shock-shock (S-S) intervaf was 5 sec. an.d the response-shock

(R-S) interval was 3O sec. , this particular schedule having

been shown to maintain steady respondinq for several hours

(Dalziel-, 197O), and to ha.¡e been sensitive to social

facititation in a similar apparatus (l'tetzer, L97I)

The vertical- and fl-oor grids of the spectator compartment

were not connected to the generator, So that there v/aS no

possiblity of the spectator receiving shocks. T\^/o 5-watt

houselights in the spectator comp¿ìrtmcnt providccl i ll-umination

within the Skinner Box.

The numbei: of responses made by each subject, and the

mechcrnical counLers andshocks del-ivered, triel:e recorded on

cumulative recordS.

Experímentaf Design and Procedure:

Initially, a1l subjects were conditioned alone on the

Si-dman avoidance scheclule with S-S=5 sec, R-S- 30sec, shock

duration = 0.5sec, intensity = O.5mA- Al-though thi-s is a

relatively 1ow intensity shock of a refatively short cluration,

with respecl- to usu¿ì.1 Sic.lmatr ¿ivoidauce sl-imulaLion, pilot

studies carried. out by l-he author showed that stabfe baseline

response rates could be attained and maintained using these

variable vafues. It v/as important to maintain baseline

performance using this relatively mild aversive stimulus, so

that overarousaf woul-d be unlikely to occur during basefine

sessions.
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AII L2 subjects were given daily 2 inr' sessions

throughout th? experiment; these were conducted at approxi-

mately the same time each day' At the end of the 75th

sessionallanimafshadattainedthebaselinecriterionSet

at 3 successive sessions in which mean response rates did

not vary more than 1 loe"

At this point the animals were divided into 3 groups

of 4 on the basis of their ranked' mean basel-ine response

rates, so that the 4 fastest respond'ers constituted the

,,Fast Responding Group", the next 4 constituted the "Medium

RespondÍng Group", and the 4 sl-owest responders formed the

"S1o\n/ ResPonding GrouP " '

Each animar underwent four experimentar treatments:

(a) Specta r observation (Sp) ' which involved theto

ínclusion of a naive spectator rat in the audience

compartment for the fulf 1ength of one session'

The sub j ect was again required to avoid as j'n the

baseline sessions, with shock intensity set at 0'5

rntensity IeveI 2 (r2) , during which no spectator

was present' and the subject was required to avoid

as in the baseline sessions' €Xcept that the shock

intensity was changed to -1" O mA (one session) '

mA

(b)

(c) TntensitY level 3 (I I clurinq whj-ch no sPectator
J

wAs presellL, and Lhe sub jcct was requircd to avoid

as in the baseline sessions ' eXcept- that the shock

intensity was changed to i. '6 mA (One session) '

4) , during which no sPectator

\^/as present, and the sub j ect \ivas required to avoid'

as in the baseline sessions' eXcept that the shock

intensity was changed to 2'O mA (one session) '

IntensitY leve1 4 (f(d)
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to the four different

Design (vliner, 197I):

tÐ.

were given to the subjects according

sequences of the balanced Latin Square

Tre atmen t s

T

Cñr}/

Sp

Sp

randomly assi9ned to these sequences with

the 3 animats assigneri to each o I t-he 4

to be a Fast responder, one a Medium

a Slow responder-

to control for possible ef fects of novelty

1Sp rq

fzT+r.
J

r.
J

t+,z

2

t:T2
4

r3

2

Sequences
3

4 T

Animal-s were

the proviso that of

sequences r one was

responder and one

A treatment

was deemed. unnecessqry since a previous experiment using a

closelyresemblingapparatuS(Metzer,]-97L)hadshownnovelty

(a tennis batl) not to contribute to the spectator effect

(although the baseline shock intensity was slightly higher

than used here - t-3 mA) '

Eachanimalthereforeunderwenteachofthetreatments

for one session and was returned to baseli'ne in between

treatments. If baseline could not be retrieved, sufficient

sessions were given fot a new baseline value tò emerge'

according to the same criterion ( 3 successive sessions to be

within I to% of each other in mean response rates) as before-
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Intheaudiencesessions,adifferentspectator!vas

used for each subject'

Since olfactory cues may be important in rat social

behaviour, the skinner boxes were thoroughly cleaned before

each animal started' its daily session '

A given animal \^Ias always placed in the same Skinner

box, so that any slight differences in structures of the

boxes such as the exact position of the bar ' houselights '

etc. would not interfere with each animal's performance'

rnasecondphaseoftheexperiment'afterallanimals

had compl-eted their seguences of treatments' Lhe shock

intensity setting was changed from O'5 mA to 2 mA and

further training sessions were given to establish a new

baselinemeasureaccordingtothcsamecriLt:rion'rÍ;br:fore'

trdhenthisnewbaselinecriterion\daSreached,a]-lanimaIs

were given an additional audience session'

The whole experiment lasted for I2B consecutive days'

with the f irst animal- f inishing at 1I5 days ' and t1-re last

animals finishing at L28 days' One animal died aftet l-23

sessions durinq baseline training at 2 mA shock intensity '

so that an audience session at 2 mA could not be given'

RESULTS:

The difference bctween the initial mean basclitre

response rates

re sponders was

of variance (F

response rates

of the three

significant,

= 31.3, df

are given in

groups Fast, Medium and Slow

accordin g to a one-lnraY analYsis

2/g, p{0.001). These baseline

Table 2.I-
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Gro uP s

Fast Medium S 1ow

1
J

s

S

3

a

4

a ía

7.L5
6 .65
5,L2

s- 4.15
5

so 3.64

sz 3.56
sg 3.5L

S

J

J

9

10

1I
L2

3.50
3.l3
2.67
ô 2trZ. JJSubjects

cp. mean6. 6 I Gp. me an3 - 72 Gp.mean2-9 t

Tabt e 2. L: Mean baseline rates (no. of

subjects

per util-rute)

no. of shocks

total no - of

Tf , whe re

No. of resPonses + minimum
no- of Possible resPonses
for total avoidance

response

min ute )response s per of all

in three resPonse

Medium, SIow.

Ieve L gtouPS: Fast '

Three other dependent measures were taken' and the

initial baseline mean values of these concurrent with the

mean baseline response rates are given in Table 2'2 ' The

three variables were

(a) shock rate (mean no' of shocks

(b) shock to resPonse ratio (total

j-n the se ss ion divided bY the

resPonses in the session) '

(c ) e f f ic iency of avo j-dance index

No. of shocks

No. of Possible
sho ck s

This efficiencY index

Cohen & Franch ( f96B) '

x
E Minimum no

ponses for
of possible res-

total avoidance

is taken from Mclntire' Davls'
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J

1

2

3

4

J

Ð

5

6

7

I

CD

0.178
o .244
0.175
0.175

Fast
s/R

o . 024

0.034
o.026
0.034

E

0.071
0.095
0.063
o.052

S. R.

1. 010

o.L42
0.633
r.910

GrouPs

Me di um

S/R
o .250
0. 0 39

0. 180

0.735

B

o.254
0.034
o.146
o .4L2

S.R.

o .820
4.010
L.6 32

2-680

S 1ow

S/R

o -235
I.2lo
o.573
L. L43

t6.

E

0.181
0.861
o .295
o .456

c

J

c

9

10

II
I2

Gp.
Mns

Table 2 Mean baseline values of shock

0.193 0.030 0.070 o'938 O'30r o'2L2

2

2-2go 0.805 0-456

rates (s. R. ) , shock

effLciencY indices

response leveI grouPs:
to response ratios ( s/R) ' and

of alI subjects in úhree(E)

f'ast, Medium and Slow'

The

me as ure s

p( o.0s ) ,

p<0.05),

p> 0.05 ) .

The nature of these baseline measures needs some

explanation. The measurement of performance in a Sidman

avoiclance situation is not always as straightforward as it

oftenísonpositivereinforcementschedules.Forexample,

the commonly used measures of response rate and the number

ofshockSreceivedinaSessionsometimesdonotreflect

important aspects of behaviour' The rate of response may

remain constant, while the number of shocks may increase or

decrease- Conversely' the number of shocks'may be constant'

eventhoughvaríationSoccurinthe.responserate.trorthese

reaSonstwomeaSures\^¡ereusedwhichsupplementthemore

differences between the 3 groups on these baseline

!'/ere signif icant f or shock rates (r¡=5 ' 40 ' 4f=2/9 '

for shock to response ratios (F=5'73' df =2/9 '

but not for efficiency indices (F=3'98 ' df=2/9 '
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obvious measures of response rate and shock rate: the shock

to response ratio and the efficiency index' both of which

attempt to take into account the trade-of between responding

and'shock-takingduringsidmanavoidanceperformance.The

efficiency index takes into account (i) the number of

responses in relation to the minimum number of responses

which would have avoid'ed all shocks ' and ( ii) the number

of shocks in relation to the maximum number of shocks which

could have occurred'

Lower val-ues of E are thereby believed to indicate

greater "efficiency" of performance ' The much cruder shock

to response ratio approaches l-ower values whenever (a) the

number of responses increases while the number of shocks

remains constant, or t (b) the number o1: shocks decreascs;

while the number of responses remains constant'

WhiIe (b) seems to indicate greater "efficiency"'

to indicate lower "efficiencY"' so that one needs

the response rate of the shock rate in conir'ltlction
( a) seems

to sPecifY

with this

since the dependent measures were comparisons between

the baselines and treatments' percent changes of scores in

eachtreatmentfrombaselineScoreswerecalcu]-ated.rhis

procedure .reduces the variation in the treatment scores

beLweensubjectsaSaresultoldifferentbaselinemeasureS

per so, since on three of these four baseline measures the

groups were significantly different'

Phase I
indicate the data

measure.

Tables 2'3, 2'4' 2'5' ánd 2'6

obtained for. response rates' shock rates, shock to response
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ratiosandtheefficiencyj.ndexScores,calculatedaccordíngt

to the above method'

These data were subjected to analyses of variance

according to a three-factor design with repeated measures

on one factor (treatments) (Winer' LglI' p'559)' These

three f actors v/ere (a) Response Ievels (Fast ' Medium' sl-ow) '

(b) Sequence ord'ers j-n the Latin Squar e (4 orders) ' and

(c) Treatments (spectator T2, r3' 
'q)' 

Analyses of variance

summaries for each on the four dependent variabres can be

found in APPendix A(2 ,3 ,4 ,5) '

Where signif icance vTas f ouncl at the 0 ' 05 f evel '

individuar comparisons were made of means using the "least

significantdifference,,method(lrliner,Lg1L,p.L99)These

are includecl in the f oll-owing analyses surnmary:

(r) Response Rate Changes -

treatments factor \^/as

increasinga generalJ-Y

the fq mean. Table

positive direction, all

significant and

trend from the

2.3 shows this trend

treatments havíng

rates with

OnIy the

revealed

Sp mean to

tobeina

resulted in an increase in resPonse

respect to basel-ine' TabIe 2 '1 shows that the

dif ference between Sp and f Z \'üas not significant'

but that the dif f erellces between Sp a¡rd I3' and Sp

and I4 hlere significanl" Amongst the I comparisons'

onty I4 was significantly Iarger than I-2' A related

samples t-test indicated the total increase of all

Sp resPonse rates

significant (ar_r_ =

over baseline resPonse rates to be

2.34, p<0 - 05 ) .
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Tre atmen LsResPonse Sequence Subject

Level Sp t4r-
-1

l2

f'as t

Me di um

Sl-ow

1

2

3

^

Tmt.

I
)
a
J

4

Tmt.

I
2

3

4

Tmt.

+24.7

-J.J

+I9-2
+I0. 9

-r.4
+4.2
+'7 .3

+27.2

+2L. I
+46 . A

+20 .5
+13.0

+L8 .2

+26 .8
+28.7
+2I. 5

4

I
2

3

+L2-9 +9. 3 +25 .4 +23 - 8Means

7

B

5

6

- 13. 5

+68 .7
+l-8. 3

- 15 . 9

+23.9
+43-0
+44.6

+-/.L

+23.O

+8'7 . O

+36 .9
+l_3.7

+28 .7
+t_04.0

+23.l-
+35 .2

Means +L4. 4 +2g .7 +4O - 2 +4'7 ' 8

c)

I2
11

10

+30.0

-J.Õ

+33.3
+9.0

+5 .'7

+9. B

+51. 6

rO'l n

+55.0
+33.6
+55.8

+L33 - 2

+49.O

+35. 3

+125.0
+I76.5

+Ì7.I +39-5 +69-4 +96.5Means

r-14.8 +56.0Overafl Tmt. Means

TabIe 2-3: Percent changes from basel-ine response rates

of subjects in the:Lreatments as a function

of response levels (+ indicates increased

response rate, - inclicates decreased response

rate )

+26.2 +45.0
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Response Sequence Subject

Level

Tre atments

sp tar.
J

ï
2

Fast

Me dí um

I
2

3

4

Tmt.

-47.4
-2L.1

+4 .6

- 13 ..4

0

-L6.9
+45.5

-56.5

+45 .9
+48-3
+76.3
+15. I

+49.O

+50.O

+79. L

-37.4

^

1

2

3

I'Ie an s -19.5

-110.6
-25.9
+7.L

-52.9

+56.6
+70.0
+73.6
+25.O

+6 .2

+90.3
+53.0
+14. 3

+57 .5
+89. 4

+1',L. 9

+L7 .6

:7.O +46.4 +35.2

I
2

3

4

Tmt. Means

7

I
5

6

-45.6 +56.3 +AL.O +59-2

SIow

I
2

3

4

Tmt.

+9.5

-66 .5
+49.O

-40.5

+66 .4
+L3.2
+7 4.5
+35.9

+71.8
+43. 3

+65. I
+25 .3

+82 .2
+42 .9
+78.6
+38.2

Y

L2

1l
10

Means -L2,L +47.5 +51.4 +60'5

-25 .7 +32.3 +46 - 3 +5 1' 6
overall Tmt- Means

TabIe 2.4 Percent changes from baseline shock rates

of subjects in the treatments as a function

of resPonse levels (+ indicates decreased

shock rate, - indicates increased shock rate) -
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ResPonse Sequence Subject

Level

Treatments

I I ïSp 432

Fast

Me di um

SIow

I
2

3

4

Tmt.

I
2

)J

4

Tmt.

I
z

3

4

Tmt.

-r1.8
-2.4

+I0.0
-1.0

- 4.2

-27 .4
+50.0

-3.6

+62-2
+65 .4
+82.4
+30. I

+48.I
+63.6
+86 .9

-23. I

4

I
2

3

Means -I.3 +3.7 +60'O +43'9

7

I
5

6

- 140 .0

+45.8
+L'7 .4

-q,? )

+64.4
+19.O

+82 .4

+3I.8

+r7.6
+96.I
+59 .9

+30.8

+69.5
+94.8
+70. I
+38.5

Means -32.5 +64-4 +51'l- +68'2

9

12

1l

+30.6

-3A.2
+60.9

-39 -9

+65. 3

+21.2
+83.8
+63.0

+85. 3

+57.6
+76.7
+1O . €)

+88.3
+55.5
+89.4
+1'l . 4

t0
IvIe an s

-1O.I +42-6 +6L'2 +63'3
overall- Tmt. Means

Table 2 - 5 Percent changes from basefine shock to response

ratios of subjects in the Lreatments as a

function of response Ievel-s (+ indicates smaller '

- indícates Iarger ratio) '
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Response Sequence Subj ect

Level Sp

Tre atments

I I tq
¿ 3

Fast

I
2

3

4

Tmt.

4

I
2

3

-80.8
-40.5

0

+L7.2

0

-2t. r
+44.2

-62 .3

+36 .2
+29.L
+7O.9

+l_4. l-

+33.3
+34.9
+70.6

-82-5

Means -26.O -9.8 +3'7.6 +I4.L

Medium

I
2

3

4

Tmt.

-93.8
+8.0

-0. B

-5L.2

+5 0 . 3

+6L.2
+65.0
+8. 3

+81. f
+63.8

+2-6

+48. I
+19.2
+68. 3

0

l
8

trJ

6

Means - 34.5 +46 .2 +36 . 3 +49 - L

SIow

I
2

3

4

Tmt

+22. I
-53.1
+40.1

-40-7

+67. I
+4. B

+67.8
l-,) 1

+68.7
+32.7
+55-7

-28- I

+76.5
+43.6
+66.9
-tgl - 2

9

1)

I1
10

lvle an s -7.g +37.2 +32 - I +68 - 6

Overall Tmt. Means -22.8 +24.5 +35 - 3 +43 -9

TabIe 2.62 Percent changes from

scores of subjects in

fraction of resPonse

increased efficiencY,

basel-ine effLciencY index

the treatments as a

leveIs (+ indicates

- decreased efficiencY) .
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Shock Rates s/R E
Com ar l-son ResP. Rates

Sp

Sp

Sp

1_t2

I
¿̂

T-I^
J

=L. 02

=2 .42*
=3.30**
=I.5I
=2 .40*

-E Âa**

=6.73x*
-1 1.)*)t

=1.31
=1.80
(r

-) 1O*tr

-A 
?î*t<_+. J¿

=4 - 45**

=1. f 3

=I.2 3

<1

=2.65x
-2 1É.**

-) ?"**

1t
=l-.08
<1

I
I
I
T

I
t

2

3

4

?

4

4

t
t
t
t
t
t

I8
IB

1B

t8
18

l8

t
t
t
t
t

1B

IB
'lQ

18

I8

t
t
t
t
t
t

r8

l8
I8
l8
l-B

18

t
t
t
t
t
t

L8

l8
t8
l8
18

18

f-18

*p(0.05

, **p(0.0I
Tabl-e 2.7: Summary of comparisons between af1 treatment

means in terms of the four dependent valiables '

using the least significant difference method'

Fast - Med

Med - Slow

Slow - trast

Sp

-1 2 a )k

=3.06**
(r

-tr 
tO*)k

(r
=tl - <)$'*'x btr(l

=2 . L9*
--/ 1

:.2 . 3).t:'k

tqI
3t2

t
t
t

IB

I8
IB

IB

T8

IB

l8
1B

zla--\r

<1
1B

1B

L ¿J

t
t
t

t
t

t
t
t_

'tp{0.0
*'tp{0.01

TabIe 2.82

5

Summary of comparisons between response l-evef

means wi-thin e ach tre atment

Tmts- interaction) for Mean

using the Least significant

( see Fig. 2) -

(Response Levels x

Shock Rate changes,

difference method

SlowFast Med

Sp

Sp

sp

tz
rz
r.

J

I

I

T

I

f

T

2

3

4

3

4

4

t
t
t
t
t
t

I8
10

lo

IB

]B
IB

t
t
t
t
t
t

18

1B

t8
IB

l_B

IB

t-

t
t

1B

18

1B

=L. L]
-6. r6**
-5.11**
=4 .99* *

=3.94x*
=1- 05

-o (r**

=8.09**
-ô ?c¡r(*

j1.43**

-r/ 'l
\I

=I.70

c. A1)<*-IB
r- \ 5-42**- 18/
f -->5-42*x
- 18/

-1 
tf

-I. JJ-

=1.80
,/'1

*:.p (O . 01

Table2.9:Summaryofcomparisonsbetweentreatmentmeatls
within each response l-eveI ( Response levels X

Tmts" interaction) for mean Shock Rate changes

(See Fíg. 2), using the Isd method'
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(2) Shock Rate Ch an gr: s

The treatments factor was significant' Table 2'4

showing the increasing trend from Sp to f4' the

Sp treatment having resulted in an increased shock

rate while the other 3 treatments showed decreased

shock rates with respect to baseline' The A x C

(Response Ieve] X treatnents) interactiol-l was also

significant. This interaction is graphically

represented in Fi9 2 ' whil-e Table 2 '8 indicates

within each treatment differences between the

response levels ; difference s within each response

level and betvreen treatments are summarised in

TabIe 2.g. Not'ê the inverted U tendency by the Fast

responders, but not by the Medium and Slow responders'

The Sp treatment means for afI 3 response fevel-s

indicate increased shock rates (i'e' a worsening in

performance compared with baseline) most marked in

the Medium 9roup, although if baseline shock rates

are compared with Sp shock rates for al-t subjects

combined, a rel-ated samples t-test indicates this

increase to be nonsignif icant (Basel-ine llean = 0 ' 19 '

Sp Mean = O.25, att = 1' 34)

(3) Shock to Resllonse Ratio Changes.

Only the treatments factor was significant

(Appendix A4) , TabIe 2 '5 showing a decreasing ratio

trend from Sp to I4. Table 2'7 shows that the Sp

treatment showed a significantly 1ar9er ratio than

each of the I treatments' The I treatments did not

differ significantly from each other' A related'



(4)

t-test sholved

ratios and al- I

(.rr_ o.90).

EfficiencY of

86.

that the dif f erence between base l-ine

Sp ratios was not significant

Avoidance Index Chauges -

Again onl-y the treatments faci-or

(Appendix A5). Table 2'6 showing

efficiency trend from SP to

that the SP treatment showed

\^/as significant-

an increasing

Tabl e 2.7 shows

significantlY

the I treatments. The

differ significantlY

t-test showed that the

and al- I SP Ef f iciencY

rq

(t
11

Phase 2

The change from 0-5 mA to 2'O mA basel-ine effected

changes in the dependent var j-abIes as f ollows ' Appendix Al-

gives the raw data for each of the 4 variables' TabIe 2'Ll-

presentsthepercentchangesinthe4dependentvariableSaS

a function of the (initial) response level groups' one way

analysis of variance demonstrated no significant difference

between the Fast, Medium and Slow groups on response rate

changes (F=1.57, d1=2/8) , shock rate changes (F=2 - 31, d1=2/8) ,

shock to response ratio changes (tr<1, df=2/8), and--'

ef f iciency index changes (l:=I.72, df=2/8)'

ThethreeresponsefevefgroupSwerethereforecombined

smaller i-ndex than each of

f treatments again did not

from each other- A related

difference between baseline

Indices \^/as not significant

as one group.

on the r av¡ data

Related samPles t-tests were then

(response rates, shock rates ' shock

r- 34) .

and treated

carried out

to response

O.5mA and 2

variables.

ratios, efficiency indices) to determine

mA basefines differed in terms of these 4

whether the

d ep en dent



Gro up s

Med S IowFast

RR SR

"l

sz

S
Ĵ

+2L.4 - 14r.9 -85. I -r81 -9

s_
5

6

"1

RR SR S,/R E

+2'7.4 +44.9 -106.8 +35-2

-L7.O -45.0 +4.2 -4r-5

-23 -O +55.4 - 78.5 +60.6

+81.3 +75.6 +5.4 +6L.7

RR SR s/3 E

-8.4 +58.1 -235.O +71.0

+I11.8 +28-4 +74.3 -9.3

+83.8 +54.7 -122.4 +35-5

+50.6 +69.8 +5'7-6 +60-4

Sy'R

+9 .7

E

+)? a

I

S-8.2 +I8.5 9

l0S

S

q

II

L2s_
öc U +10.3 +I4.3 +7.5

cp. +4.4 -37-7 -2A-4 -52.3
Means

Table 2.LLt

+I7-2 +32.7 -43-9 +29-O +59.5 +52.8 -56.4 +39.4

0.5 mA to 2.o mA baselines

(From data in APPendix AI) -

Percentchangesoffourdependentvariablesfrom

for all- subjects in three response leveI groups

(+ indicates "betÈer" performance) '

l. SZ deceased before a 2'O mA baseline could be

@

-¡

(Footnote) determined.



0.5 mA

2.O mA

RR

" 
ôQ

4-90

SR

1.00
0.59

S/R

o .25

o.12

E

o .22

0. l8

Tab 1e 2.LO: Baseline (0.5 mA and

sombined in
2.O mA) means of all

subjects terms of resPonse

rates ' shock rates ' shock to response

ratíos and efficiencY indices '

Differences between O'5ma and 2'OmA baselines were

significant on response rates (t Io=L'g4' 
p<O'05) and shock

rates (t.^=2-IL, p(O'05) ' but not on the other two measures'
I\J

overall, an improvement in performance on the 2mA basel-ines

compared with the 0'5nA baseline may be inferred from these

resufts.

Performance changes of the Spectator treatment at 2mA

compared with 2mA basel-ine are summarised i-n Table 2 ' 12 '

onev¡ayanalysesofvarianceindicatedthattherevJere

no significant differences between the groups on any of the

dependent.variables(forallmeasures:F(l'df2/8)'The

threeresponseleveLgroupswerethereforecombinedandtreated

asonegroup.Comparingtheperformanceon2.OmA+Sp(ra¡te2.L3)

índicatedsignificantdifferences(I_tailedrelatedt_tests)on

shock rates (trO=I-95, p(O'05); shock to response ratios

(tfO: L-g4, p<0.05) and efficiency indices (tIO=2'05 ' p'(O'05) '

but surprisingly, not on response rates (t10=0 ' B9) '

RR SR S/R E

2.O mA 4 .90

5.04

0.59
('t c) 2

o .12
0.19

0. tB
o .27

2.O mA + SP

Table 2.l-3= Comparisons of 2'O mA basefines

+ Sp means of all subjects on 4

means with 2-OmA

depend.ent measures'



Groups

Med

RR SR

-L2.3 -598.1

Fas t

S./R E

-675.O -537.0

Percent changes of four

Sp for all subjects in

performance).

SR

+13.r -r14.8

s/R E

-88.8 -80. 3

+15. 4 -6 -9

-35.3 -69.8

-45.8 -28.0

RR

Slow

RR SR S,/R E

-3.I +r7.5 -L6.1 -9.4

+2.9 -I.0 +4.0 -'7-6

+2.4 -106.8 -101.2 -r11-0

+L.2 -68.8 -67 ;5 - 45 -9

tg
5

c
o

"'7

c
0

c"1
q"2
C

J

e"4

-2 -8 -LL.2

+L6.4 -57 .7

-1.¿ -Jo.o

s

l0

I1+7.'7 -2.O +0.5 -3-3

+2O--t _38.5 +50.0 +29.7 L2

+4.9 -55.r -38.6 -46-3

depend,ent variables from 2 ' O

three resPonse level grouPs (+

+0.9 -39.8 -45-4 -43.5
Gp. +5.4 - l8 7 -2 -208. 2 -L7O -2
Means

tabl-e 2.12 z

mA baseline to 2-O ma +

indicates "better"

@
(o
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DTSCUSSTON.

In phase 1 of this experiment, the inverted U hypothesis

linking performance with arousal does not seem to be supported

by the changes in response rates due to treatments' The

differenttreatmentSdidnotdifferentiallyaffectthethree

response Ievel grouPs , althouqh overal l ' sr'rb j ects increased

responding in the audience treatment \^/ith respect to baseline'''

supporting Zajonc's theory' This increase seems to be most

simifar to a mild increase in arousal, a conclusion implied

bythenonsignificantdifferencesbetweenaudienceresponSe

ratesandÍZresponserates,andthesignificantdifferences

of audience response rates with t: and 
'4 

response rates'

This concl-usion must be temperecl howc ver , by tl.rc s j'mif 'rr:ity

betweent2andt:responserates'butdissimil-aritybetween

Sp and t: response rates (rabIe 2 '1) '

The shock rate changes reveal a somewhat different

picture of performance changes' From TabIes 2'4 and 2'7 ' it

appears that the Sp mean for aft subjects is not similar to

any of the T means. Hov/ever, an examination o1 the significant

A X C interaction (Eig'2) reveals that only for the Fast

reSponders\^'aSthereanysimilaritybetweentheSpmeanand

one of the I means (again the t2 treatment); afl other

ComparisonsbetweenSpalrcllmeanswcresignificantlydifferent

(rab].e2.g).(ra¡te2.Bindicatesthattheincreaseinshock

rates in the sp treatment with respect to baselines was J-arger

for the I'ledium responders than for either the Fast or Sfow

responders, a rather surprising finding' one expianation of



this might be to suggest

groups were much closer

shock rates than Medium

hence the Medium grouP

This exPlanation does

significant difference

that the Fast and Medium response

91.

in terms of initi'al basel-ineto gethe r

and SIow

behaved as

(rabIe 2.2), andgroups

if ir we re

not seem verY tenable

between the Fast and

a Fast group.

because of the

Medium grouP).

Fig. 2 lndicates the improvement and impairment of

performance in terms of shock rate changes' There is a

slight tendency towarcls an inverted U curve by the Fast

group. The overall- picture presented by Fi9' 2 ts that the

Sp treatment resulted in a sl-i9ht tendency towards impaired

performance and this \'ras matched only by the Fast group on

The improved performance by the rest on the I treatments seems

to fit in wit-h the postul-ated incremenl- in arousaì', al l'. 1rouqh

the Medíum and slow groups do not show an inverted u trend'

Although the A x C interaction was not significant for both

the s,/R ratio and ef f iciency ind.ex changes, the signif icant

treatments factor shows a similar trend to the shock rate

changes: a (nonsignificant) drop in performance in sp, with

progressively improving performance from IZ to l4'

Hovlcanthesedababeexplained?First'thereisthe

question of suitability of attempting to match "trelevant"

with ,,irreIevant" drive. During the I treatments, the source

of rel_evant drivc vras increased, whei:eas cluring the sp treatment

the source of relevant drive remainecl constat'rt ancl irre f evant

drive was in'creased (by audience ) ' Avoidance perf ormance

clearly improved progressj-vely during tl-re (increasing) r

treatmen!s, a f inding already wef f -documented in it1" l-iterature

f2.
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(e. g. Boren, Sidman, Herrnstein , Ig59) , consistent with the

shock intensity and duration range used in this experiment.

Although response rates increased during tire sp Lreatmenf ,

shock rates increasecl (atthough for the Iatter not signifi-

cantly over alf the subjects), a finding suggesting that

increasing irrelevant drive led to impaired performance under

the experimental conditions. some additional- evidence for

this comes from the examination of some typical comparisons

of cumufative records of basel-ines and the Sp treatment (Fi9'3) '

Although interresponse time distributions could not be measured

with the avaitable apparatus, it appeal:s as if the presence of

the spectator affected the temporal spacing of responses so

that although more responses \dere emitted (arrows on Fj-9.3),

more shocks were taken. Groups of shock (i.e. shocks taken

without responses between them) seemed to be more prevalent

intheSptreatmentthanatbaselineorinthe'ztreatment.

whil-e a change in stimulation of a social kind may produce

increasing general arousal, it may also produce competing

social- responses which interfere with the avoidance response'

Increasing the intensity of shock may produce increasing

general arousal, but it would be less likely to be subject to

interfering conpeting responses than the sociaf situation'

casual observaLion seemed to support this view. In the sp

treatment , ra1s v/ere attending. (so f ar as this was possibl-e

throughthegridpartitions)toeachotheratleastSomeof

thetime,includingtimeswhengroupsofshocksw€retaken

by the subject. In the I treatments the onset of shock was
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Fig. 3: Samples of cumulative records of two subjects

(tfO and tg) from baseline, Spectator and I2

treatments in ExPeriment l-'
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more Iikely to indj-cate to the subject that an avoidance

response was required ' as rvell- as creatiug aÌl inrtnediate

increase in arousal (relevant drive in this case) '

It appears that' while increases in response rates in

theSpectatortreatmentareconsistentwithZajonc,stheory'

rather than the inverted u hypothesis, there may yet be

another explanation which has little to do with the social

situation per se' If the effect of the spectator v/as to

make more rikely interfering social responses with as a

consequence greater shock taking' the arousal increase may

haveresultednotonlyfromtheSpectatorpresence'butalso

from the greater shock rate' Ït is impossible from the

present design to extract these two factors'

rn phase 2 or. the experiment, the performance changes

from 0.5 mA to 2'O mA baselines were not significantly

different between the response l-eveI groups' This is rather

surprising and may indicate that the three groups were no

longer sufficiently separated from each other in terms of

arousal as a TesuIt of (presumably) the Phase I treatments'

A one-way analysis of variance did not confirm this when the

r^rere compared on their "new" baseline (O'5 ma) response
gro up s

rates (Appendix Al) (F 7.46, df 2/8, P<0'05)'

not sigr-rificantlY different

rates (F I, df = 2/B),

were similar a't the higher

However ' the grouPS were

on Ll-re 2-O mA baseline response

indicating that arousal l-evels

shock intensity' It is possible that

conditions, all- groups !vere no\'^7 very

addition of a spectator added only a

under these hiqh arousal

simifar and that the

smaIl increment of
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arousal which was swamped by the already over arousln9

conditions. This is confirmed by the lack of no significanÈ

difference between the 2.o mA basel-ine and sp treatments on

response rates. The fact that on the other three performance

measures, a

high arousal

still impair

decrement was obtained indicates that even under

cond,itions, the Presence of a spectator may

is due to the arousal

interpretation is

performance. Whether this

interpretation

not clear.

or the comPeting resPonse

What are some implications of the competing response

interpretation í or the effects of audience within a sidman

avoidance situation? As has already been suggested, the

effect of introducing an audience is not only to increase

the l-ikel-ihood of emitting the wefl-Iearned bat-press

response, but afso to change the overall stimufus siLuation

so that other responses (e - g- attending to the social

stimulus, etc.) can become more probabfe'

The former effect is due to an increase in arousal,

the latter to a change in the nature of the stimulus situation

itself. what can be expected from these effects with respect

to the avoidance resPonse?

First, as the audience is introduced, other responses

such as attending to the other animal and its behaviour'

and other responses which orrli nai:i1y are very Iow in the

animal-ts habit hierarchy under the alone treatment, become

immediately more probable under the audience treatment' Hence

the overall structure of the habit hierarchy changes in thq

audience situation ín such a way so as to make the avoidance
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response not as Iikely as it was before the audience's

introduction -

Second, Zaj onc' s theory predicts that general arousal

increaSeswithanaudience,therebyincreasingthelikelihood

ofthedominantresponse.ThisaSsumeshowever,thatthe

dominant response does not change before and after the

introduction of an audience'

The implication of the first point is that the animal

wirl reduce its response rate initial-ly, and hence increase

itsshockrate.Theirnplicationofthesecondpointisthat

whenever avoidance responding occurs I it is

and. w j-th greater f requency ' There is some

Iatter from Fig- 3 (see arrows)

Fromthefirstimplication(reductioninresponserate

and increase in shock rate) comes the already suggested

implication that by increasinq the shock rate' the arousal

leveI is Iikely to increase' This in turn is tikely to

(eventually) raise the response rate again ' rt is possible

that both of these effects operate in the Sidman avoidance

scheduleundertheaudiencetreatment.Itwouldrequirea

rather different experiment to test this two-process

hypothesis, however' For example' if shock rates \''iere kept

constant, arousal changes due to the social factor could be

investigatedindependentty-Thi.swould,however'seemtobe

animpossibilityinafree-operantavoic]anceparadigm,becauSe

theanima]-determineS(withintheschedu]-etinritations)its

o\^/n shock rate - uence any attempt at matching shoc]( rates

with more vrgour

evidence fot the
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between different animals v¡ould need to take into account

e. g. groups of shock ta\en ' PSeudo-avoiclance ' etc ' It mighÈ

bemoreconvenienttousethec]-assicalescapeparadigm,where

theexperimenterdeterminestheshockdeliVery'aSthiswould

avoid some of these Problems'

S UMMARY

An experiment is reported which attempted to vary

arousal l-evel-s on a Sidman avoidance schedule in r^¡hich

electricshockservedaSthereinforcer,by(a)introduction

ofaSpectatorand(b)varyingtheintensityoftheshockat

3 different intensities' In Phase ì-' aII subjects underwent

these 4 experimental- treatments in a balanced Latin Square

Design. Atthough oll three baseline comparison measures

(response raLes, shock rates' shock to response ratios) the

three groups of subjects (Fast' Medium and Slow Responders) 
//

vrere different at the beginning and at the end of Phasê l'

they showed significant diffeiences only on shock rates in

a Response l-evel X treatment interaction ' in which only the

FastrespondinggroupshowedaninvertedUtrend'overaII'

increased responding occurred in the audíence treatment

whencomparedwithbaselines;thisincreaSeseemedtohave

some similarity with the increase in responding observed'

under th n I2 treatment' It appeared as if tl-re presence of

theaudienceaffectedthetemporalspacingofresponSeSSo

thatalthoughmoreresponseswereemitted,therewasalsoa

trencl 1-owards taking more shocks in groups ' Although these

results seemed to support Zajonc's theory rather than the
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inverted u theory, results were also discussed in refation

to a competing social response hypothesis interacting with

the various sources of arousal used. Under the overarousing

conditionsinPhase2oftheexperimentthethreereSponSe

level groups nO longer shcrw-ed dif f erent response rates ' while

ad.díLionofanaudienceshowednoeffectonresponserates.

Adecrementinperformancewiththeaud.ienceh/aSindicated

howeverf on shock rates, shock-to-response ratios and

avoidance efficiencY indices'



EXPERI},ENT 2 COMPARISON OF SOCIAL

oo

AND SOLITARY R-ESPONDING

CHAPTER 111

BY }IUM7\NS ON A FREE-OPERANT AVOTDANCE SCHtrDULE

thc objectives of this experiment were to:

( a) ascertain whether the sidman avoidance schedule

used in Experiment 1 was suitable for establishing

a relíal¡1e response rate in human subjects, when

möney foss was substituted for shock as the negative

rein forcer , and whether '

(b) once established, performance on the schedufe would

lvas the aim

as subjects t

Ie6 r) ,

and "t-ime-out"

be sensitive to changes in arousal as

of Experiment 1.

A variety of aversive stimuli have been used success-

fu11y in a

apart from

in c l- udin g

Sidman avoidance schedule with humans

electric shock. (Baer' L96O¡

"point-l-oss periods " (lrreiner,

Stone,

1963),

from monetary reinforcement (Baron & Kaufman , 1966) . I-oss of

money has also been used by Kaufman & Baron (1969) as an

e ffective aversive stimulus in sidman avoidance. rn this

last study, the presence of a green light signalled payment

at the continuous rate of us $1.80 per session. Appearance

ofafSec.red'liqhtsignalledalossof5ëfromtotal

earnings in the particular session. when the subject did not

respond the loss stimulus ociurred once every 5 sec' (j 'e' the

loss-loss in,terval 5 sec). Each response when the loss

signat was not present postpot-red the next Ioss by 5 sec

(i.e. the response - loss interval = 5 sec) Baseline training
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Iasted until each subject received 5 or fewer losses during

a given session or until a "stable" day to day loss rate was

maintained (no criterion given in the article) ' AII 7

subjects conclitioned readily and maintained steady response

rates varying from about )-2 resp /min to about 2OO r esp/min '

indicating the large between subject variatíon'

Accordingly,intl-representexperimentitwaSattempted'

to use money loss as an aversive stimulus in a Sidman avoidance

task, and to investigate whether by varyinq the stze of this

money l-oss a similar effect coulcl be obtained as the situation

inwhichanaudiencewasaddedtobaselinerespondingwiththe

original size moneY loss.

ConcurrentlY with the

indicator of arousal

behavioural measuresf a PhYsio-

(heart rate) was aiso taken, aslogical

there is some evidence that an increase in incentive is

correfatecl with an increase in tonic heart rate (nI1íot, 1969;

Elliott, Bankart & Light, L91O; Evans' L97I) ' Autonomic

measures of arousal in social faci-litation situations have

generatlybeenconfinedtoGsR(orsimilarsweatmeaSures)and

heart rate measures (e' 9' Cottrell ' L968i Cohen & Davis ' l'973¡

Henchy & G1ass, l96B) , but have not always produced results

parallel to behavioural measures of arousal ' Since GSR

measures ( ancl related techniques) do not seem appropriate in

situations where manuar manipuration is required, this study

took heart rate measures'

Mtr TH OD

Subi ects.

Twelvema]eunderg]-aduatclUniversityofAdelaidePsyclrology
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students served as sub jects. Their ages ranged from )-'l to

2Iyears.Inviewofthewellknownlinkbetweenarousal

andSmoki'g,subjectsh/ererequiredtobenon_smokers.Apart

from this proviso, subjects were randomly selected from the

PsychoJ-ogy l- male population and invited to participate

no invited' perSon refused, when it waS explain that money

could be earned-

Apparatus.

Subjects\dereseateda]-oneinonecornerofanexper].-

mental room facing a sloping panel box which displayed a 4-

digit mechanicat counter, a response manipulandum' a 1 sec'

whj-te response feedback Iight and a f sec' red money-loss

light. (see nig-4) . At the beginning of cach sess j-on tire

counter was set at O15O which, the subject' was told '

represented $1.50. The counter was set to subtract from

this total units of 5 (representing 5ø) according to the

fol-lowing free-operant schedule. The (money) Loss-Loss time

intervaf (corresponcling to a shock-shocl< interval in S idman

avoidance) was set at 5 sec. while the Response-Loss interval

(corresponding to a Response-shock intervaf) was seL at 30 sec'

by means of two mechanical- timers '

Responding was effected by pulling a 30Omm long handle

through a distance of 25Omm with a force of l-000 9ms (see

Fig. 4) . Each response reset the Loss-Loss timer'

ThesubjectwaSattachedtoa''Both''portabIeECG

recorder by means of an electrode on each feg and one efectrode

on the non-preferred arm; it was explained to the 'subj ect that
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FiS. 4z (Simulated) Subject

in

with apparatus and audience

Experiment 2.
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SomeautonomicactivítywouldbemeaSuredduring+-hesession.

The number of responses and stimuli were recorded on

counters a'nd a cumulative recorder' AII programming and

recordingequipment¡Jleresituated.outofthesubject'ssight,

behind a large room dividing screem in the same experimental

room. A 75dB white noise generator masked sounds made by the

recordingequipmentandmovementsmadebytheeXperimenterin

leavingandenteringtheexperimentafroomforthepurposeof

taking ECG samples'

Procedure and ExP erimental- Desagn.

At the start of each session atl subjects were attached

the aPParatus box and
to the ECG recorder, seated facing

instructed:

"You are here to earn money' which is registered
on the meter' Whatever amount is showing oll the

meter at the end of the session is yours - but
you will be paid only after aII sessions have

been comPleted" '

Subjects were relieved of books ' pens ' watches ' etc' '

but given no further information as to the nature of' the

experiment, the reinforcement schedule or the response required'

Sessions Iasted for 60 mins' and during each session four

3o sec. ECG samples vrere obtained at approximatery l5 min'

interval s, bêginning at l5 min ' from the start of Lhe session '

Subjects generally took the first scheduled Ioss and then

started responding at varying rates' Atl subjects were given

5 traininq sessions, at the end of which all but 2 subjects

had attained the baseline criterion set at 2 successive

sessions in which the mean response rates did not- vary more
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than I lo%. For the 2 subjects who did not satisfy this

criterionrtheirlearningcurves\^/ereextrapolatedand'a

hypothetical- "basel-ine" response rate determined for the

6th (exPerimentaf) session'

Atthispoint,thesubjectsweredividedinto3groups

of4onthebasisoftheirrankedmeanbaselineresponSe

rates,Sothatthe4fastestreSpondersformedthe''Fast

RespondingGroup",thenext4formedthe"MediumResponding

Group", and the next 4 constituted the "Slow Responding Group"'

Each subject in each group was randomly assigned to

oneofthesefourexperimentaltreatmentSduringthe6th

session:

(a) Spectator observation (Sp), which invofved the

aclditionofanaudiencicoJ=lmalcacadclrti<;ltri:lt¡l'¡'cr

of the staff of the Psychology Department for the

fuII Iength of the session' \¡lhen the subject

entered the experimentaf room' he was introduced

to the audience who was w'riting there:

"This ís Dr. X- who wil-1 be observing your
performance during this session; you are
asked not to talk to him' "

The audience was then seated approximately 200cm'

from the subject (see Fig' 4\ in a chair which had

been present also during the training sessions '

Subjects were not acquainted with the audience as

the staff member was not involved in the first year

course. The subject was then given the same

instructions as before each baseline training session '

The audience had been instructed to passively observe

the subject at his task and not to respond if the
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from the

commun i c ate

addition of
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verballY, smiled,

the audience ' con-

in the training

(b)

etc. APart

ditions \trere

sessions.

MoneY Loss =

identicaf to those

\Oé (IZ) I The subject was instructed

as in the training sessions ' and condítions were

identical to those in the training sessions except

for the replacement of 5É losses by LOé l-osses'

(c) Money Loss = l5 é (f s)' The subject \^/as instructed

as in the training sessions '
and conditions were

identical to those in the training sessions' except

f.or the replacement of 5ø losses by a5ø l-osses'

(d) Money Loss = 2Oø (T¿)' The subject was instructed

as in the training sessions ' ancl condi bj ons were

identical to those in the trainins sessions' except

for the replacement of 5ø' losses by 20é losses'

Because it was noticed that from the second session

onwards some subjects started responding before the first

l-oss of the session was scheduled' one "free loss" was grven

to afl subjects 1O sec' into each session after the second

session - This procedure ensured that alI subj ects took at

least one money loss; failure to have undertaken this amend-

menttothereinforcementschedulewouldhavemadeineffective

the three experimental- treatments r2' t3 and tq for

excePt

to +10
subjects- At the completion of each SESSION

s ome

the first,

whe the r

completed
subjects were asked to rate on

they had experienced a change

session in comParison with the

a scal-e of -10

in anxietY in the just

previous se ss ion '
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RESULTS

The difference between the initial-

response rates of the three groups Fast'

responders \'üere signíf icant ' according to

of variance (F = 4-61, df = 2/g' p{0'05)

root transformation \^/as carried out on the data

baseline response rates are given in Table 3' 1'

Gr ouP s

Fast Me dium S I ow

mean basel-ine

Medium arÌd Sl-ow

a one-v¡aY analYsis

afte r a square-

These

tt 34.23
o oa

7.00
6-93

J

S

5

6

7

oo

6.50
4. 38

3.85
3.35

J

J

c

9

IO

ll-
L2

3 - 15

- -c

I )q

) 21,

s2

J^
J

S¿

Gp. me anL4 .25 4 .52 2.6r

Tabfe 3.I: Mean baseline response rates (no'of

responses per minute) of al-l- sub j ec'ts

in three resPonse l-eve L gr ouPS '

The mean no' of l-osses tal<en during baseline are glven

in Tabre 3.2 - Trrese were signif icantry dif f erent (F 4 ' )'7 ,

df = 2/9, p(O.OS¡ between the groups' after a square root

transformation of the data''

GrouPS

Fast Medíum Slow

2

aJ

4

4

I
l-

l
I

"t
cu2
q

J

c

c

5

6

7

o

S

S

c

c

9

10

11

L2

3

l2

9

13C

4

Gp.mean l- " 
tq 6.58

Mean number of
subjects-

Tabl-e 3-2 Iosses taken during baseline by aIl
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SCSSAONS,

for each

in Tab l-e

the grouPS

r06.

the efectrocardiogram sampres during the basefine

a mean beats per minute (bpm) rate was determined

subj ect in the baseline sessions; these are grven

3.3. There was no significant difference betvreen

(F = L.52, d'i 2/9, P7o'05)'

Gr ouP s

Fast Medium SIow

S

c

S

S

I
2

3

4

S

q

q

J

5

6

7

B

84. B

64.9
8r-4
87 .6

6'7 .1
o2 )

65 .9
aA 1

10-2
9

'15-L
10

rr 55'B

L2 73'1

S

Ð

C

S

Gp. mean 80 - 0
68 .7

Table 3.3: Mean bpm of alI subjects during basel-ine'

Two-!vayanalysesofvariance(nays,IgJ2,p.44o)v¡ere

conducted on percent changes from baselines in the four

treatments as measured by the three dependent variables

response rates' foss rates and heart rates' The tv/o

indepenc]entvaiiiab]-eSwereresponselevels(31evc]s)anil

treatments (4 fevels) ' These data are summarised in Table 3' 4

to Tabre 3.8. Because onry one subject had been assigned to

eachcombinationofthetv¡oindependentvariables,nowithin

subjectserrortermscouldbedeterminedandtheresponSe

l-eveI X treatment interactions v/ere used as the etror terms

intheanalyses.Noneofthefactorsol-lallYofthedependent

measures lnlas significant'

During the last basefine session al-l- subjects indicated

thattheyhadexperiencedeithernochangeil-lorlessanxiety

in comparison with the previous session' Anxiety changes
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duringtheexperimentaltreatmentSaregiveninTab].e3-9

A tlvo-way analysis of variance showed that neither the

treatments nor the response Ievel- factors v¡as significant

(F = 1.45, F 1.31 respectively) .

Response

Levels

Tre aLnien ts

Sp tqt:I
2

Fast
Medi um

S Iow

_to ô

-2r.3
+0.6

+116.0
+I04 - 0

+L4. 4

-9.8
+43.3

+4.5

+167.O
+51.9

+9.8

c"4
sz

"9 1l

"1
c
-o

c
12

3

6

10

S
c

c
2

5
S

S

Gp. Means -16-6 +78-l- +I2. 7 +78-2

Tab le 3. 4

Source

Percent changes from mean baseline response rafes

of aIl subjects durinq the treatments as a function

of response l-evef s (+ indicates increased '

decreascd resPonsc ratcs;) -

df MS F

Bet\n/een Subjects
Response LeveI (A)

Treatments (B)

Error (AB)

2

)
J

6

30 70. 3

6848.8
2497 . O

r.23
) 7A

Table 3-5: summary of analysis of variance for data in Table 3'4

Response

Level

Tre atmen ts

Sp I t4
32

Fas t
Me dium

Slow

-33.3
0

-50.0
+55.6

-25.O
+3 B - 5

0

+66.7

-207 .7

c
z

c
5

c"tt

c
-L

c
"B
c"12

3

6

10

c
4

1
c

S

S

c

9

Gp . lvle an s - 11. I +f.9 +4 .5 -41 .O

Percent changes from mean basefine no- o

afl subjects during the treatments as a

response IeveIs (+ indicates improvement
ance, - impairment) -

f fosses of
function of
in perform-

Tab Ie 3.6 :
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df MS

826

L681

7946

<L
<I

F
Source

Bet\^leen Subjects

Response Levef (A)

Treatments (B)

Error (AB)

2

3

6

TabIe 3.72

Response

LeveI

Summarlr of.

Tab 1e 3. 6 -

Sp

analYsis of variance for data in

tqt¡f )

+I3.1-
+8 .4

+10. I

tra

+0.9

- 3.2

1É

+'7 .4
+3.4

+f7.0

5
c

e" to

-L4.3
-4-6

+23.6

+l-.6

c

S

c

2

5

t1

SFaSt
Me di u.m

Slow

4 1

I
q

c

Gp.. Means +I0. 5

219

+9. 3

TabIe 3'8:

Source

Between Subjects

Response LeveI (A)

Treatments (B)

Error (AB)

Table ? o. S ummarY

Tabfe 3

of analYsis of variance for data in

I

Percent changes from mean baseline I{eart

Rate data (bpm) of atI subjects d'uring the

treatments as a function of response leveIs

(+ indicates acceleration ' - indicates

deceleration) -

MS Fdf

2

6

l.56 .9

116 .6
98.3

r.60
1. 19
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Response

LeveI Sp tqt3t2

Fast
Me di um

Slow

+2

+2

-3

sz o

s_ 0
5

CA"r1 v

"t
"g
C"L2

+2

+2

+2

+2 e
3

o
c
" 1o

4

7
J

q

0

0
9

-r-0-33 0 +o.61 +2Gp. Means

Tab le 3. I0

DISCUSSION

It \^Ias

a money-1oss

an audience.

forced to use

sessions; this

Rated anxiety changes (on scale of -10 to +10)

of aIl subj ects during tre atments ( comparison

with Iast basel-ine sessions) , as a function of

response levels (+ índicates more anxiety) '

necessary to establ-ish the feasibility of using

free operant avoiclance task j-n con junc l-i()n with

Because of budget limitations, the author was

a relatively smalf number of subjects and

makes strong- conclusions about obtained effects

dif f icuIt. Nevertheless, the study v¡as successf ul- in the

sense of showing that it was possible to estabfish a reliable

response rate with money l-oss as the aversive event (negative

reinforcer). The sensitivity of this procedure with respect

to al-tering possibl-e sources of arousal- however, must be

questioned. In this experiment most subjects fearned the

avoidance task quickly (within 1 or 2 sessions) and responded

at rel-atively high rates whil-e taking few (if any) losses '

so that a preliminary unavoidable loss Lrad to be given at the

beginning of the session. It is known that when the aversive

event is rarel-y encountered in avoidance conditioning,
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(a) responding comes under the control- of stimuli whose

distinquishing characteristic is the absence of the aversive

event, and (b) a high degree of resistance to extinction is

developed (1(aufman & Ba:ror-, l_969) ' It follows that either

omitting or changing the intensity of the aversive event

does not produce any change in the stimufus conditions

control-l-ing the response - In other words ' it appears that

attemptj-ng to manipulate arousal by changing the intensity

of the aversive event in this experiment was not successful'

This is to some degree supported by the small- changes in

heart rates produced by the I treatments (tabIe 3.8), and

similarly by the smal1 changes in the subjective estimates

of anxiety (rable 3. IO) . Although response rate changes

in the treatments stopped short of significance, Juclc¡ing by

the size of the changes it is possible that a better designed

experiment may demonstrate a significant effect here (ra¡te 3'4) '

The spectator treatment can be regarded in this

experiment as being dj-ssimilar from the other i-Yeatments In

respect of stimulus conditions and the manipul-ation of

arousal, because it clearly v/as not subject to the difficulties

of the T treatments. Because of the smal-1 number of subjects

(3) who underwent the spectator treatment, it is not useful

to attempt to d,emonstrate statistical significance \'/ith

respect to baselines- There seelns to be a slight trend,

however, to\^/ards impaired performance under the sp treatment

when compared with baselines, concomitant with slight increases

in hearL rates co11 sistent lvith the inverted U hypothesis

between performance and arousal- CIearIy this inference is
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not very por¡/erf ul, âDd hence only suggestive '

Because of these difficulties encountered with the

high efficiency of performance by many of the subjects in

the free-operant avoidance paradigm' it was decided to

investigateapositivereinforcementschedulewithhumans

which might be sensitive to the effect of audience' yet noL

present the difficulties encountered in this experiment'

This is further examined in Chapter y'

S UM}4ARY

An attemPt was made to

by humans on a free-oPerant

Ioss as the aversive stimulus would be sensitive to (a)

changes in the si-ze of aversive stimulus and (b) the

presence of a spectator' Subjects were run to baseline

and then divj-cled into three groupS of r¡ast, Medium and

srow responders. one subject from each group was ranclonrly

assigned to one of four treatments (IZ \od loss'

r = I5d l-oss, I, = 20ø loss, sp with basetine 5d loss)*3 4

rt hTas found that there were no significant differences

betweenthegroupSorbetweenthetreatmentsonaflofthe

dependentvariablesused.It\^/aSconcludedthattheschedule

was not a useful one to test (a) and (b) above as many

subjects \,vere very efficient responders and took few losses

so that changes in the size of the money l-oss were difficult

determine whethe:r. resPonding

avoid.ance schedule wíth moneY

to administer to subj ects
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CH.IiiJTER lV

EXPERIMENT 3. THE ROLE OF EMOT IONALTTY OF RATS IN SIDMAN

AVOIDANCtr RESP ONDING WITI] AN D WITHOUT AN AUDIENCE.

The object of this experiment v/as to test the hypothesis

that performance on a aversively motivated task by hiqh

emotionality rats wilI be impaired by the presence of an

audienceandperformancewil]-befacilitatedbyadditionof

an audience to low emotionality rats '

The rol-e of emotionality as an index of arousal has

already been d'iscussed in Chapter I (Î' 4' 4) ' one study

(Ley, l:g75) strongly supported the hypothesis t1'rat emotion-

ality is a dispositional characterisiti'c which contributes to

generaldrive,byshowingpositivecorrclat-iclrtsbct-vJcrjn()pcn-

fielddefecationanddefecationduringavoidanceconditioningt.

Other studies howe ver ' have suggested that the concept of

emotionality is a compfex one' For example' paxl (Ig64)has

shovrn that the various measures by which it has been assessed

are not always highly correl-ated' Similarly' rvinskis (f966)

using an open-fieId situation' found defecation and urination

to be varid measures, but not activity and washing- whimbey

& Denenberg (Lg61) using factor analysis of a number of these

meaSures,haveshownthatdefecationintheopen-fieldloaded

on one f actor (callecl "emotio¡rality " ) while activ j t'y l-oadeC

onboththe.,emotionality''and'the''exploration.'factors.

AIso activity on the first day in the open-fiel-d correlated

positively with defecation' whereas on subsequent days the

corre l-ation tnras ne gative '



It seems then, that

and. most validat-ed measure

is defecation. LatencY of

113.

rhe most reliable (Tvinskist 1"968)

of emotionality from the Iiterature

movement from the central- positíon

been validated as an emotionalitY

although its rel-iabilitY \das

1968) - ActivitY in the oPen-fieId

in the

me as ure

open-fiel-d has also

by rvinskis (197O) '

found to be low (rvinsl<is,

is a much more dubious measure of emotionality and hence was

not used ín the present experiment'

Furthermore, Denenberg (Lg64) suggests that during

avoidance conditioning (a stressful- Iearni-n9 task) an inverted

u relationship exists between aduft performance and emotional-

ity, such that optimal performance is attained by animals

with moderate emotionality and poorer performance is attained

by animafs who are high and low in ernot-iolr;rlìt-y'

can the addition of an audience with its postulated

arousal increment summate with the emotionality factor?

Since the concept of emotionality is often used interchangeably

with the concept of arousal (DenenbQr$t L964), this may indeed

be hypothesised. Hence it woufd be expected that the addition

of an audience to low emotionality rats will- improve their

performance and adding an audience to high emotionality rats

will impair their performance, provided that the inverted' u

rel-ationship between performance and arousal is assumed, and

an avoidance situation is usecl .

An additional- phase was added to the experiment to test

the effects of emotiol-ratity and audience on the resistance to

extinction of the avoiclance respon se. In giving separate

blocks of extinction sessions with retrieval- of basel-ines in

between, the normally observed phenomenon is of a gradual
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decreasingresiStancetoextinction,Sothatlorexample,

inthefirstextinctionblc-lckthegreatestresiStanceto

extinction is observed, in the Second bf ock, a s'omewhat

lesser resistance is observed and so on (e'g' Boren &

Sidman, Lg57) - The usual- explanation given fot this

phenomenon is that the animal eventaully learns that once

it goes beyond the R-S interval without receiving a shock'

it wil-I not be shocked again during that session' so that

no more avoidance responses are required'

Sinceanincreasinglevelofarousalwouldbeexpected

to facilitate the learning of this temporal discrimination

provided overarousal does not occur' the Iow emotionality

groupshouldbenefitfromanaudience''spresenceduring

extinction, but the high emotionality (rroul) Inay show i-rn¡r'rircd

extinction performance with an audience if overarousal is

as s umed .

METIlOD

Subjects.

Sixteenbrownhooded,üiistar-straín,maleratswere

used as subjects and another sixteen were used as audience

rats. At the be ginning of the experiment ' al-l- animals were

aboutgO-I2Odaysoldandwereselectedfromacolonyof

2OO rats, aLI of which had been subjects in a cl-ass exercise

invofving continuous reinforcemellt (crf) , extinction to crf

andfixedratioreinforcement.Allanima]shadlearneda

bar press response ' but the time spent in the Skinner box

foreachanimalamountedtolessthan:_4h<¡urs.Atthe

completion of the class exercise, all 2OO animals were tesÈed
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individuallyforscoreso]l'twoemotionalityindices-the

number of boluses excretecl (D) and the Iatency of movement

fromthecentra]-square(L)inanopen_fieldapparatusduring

a single 3 minute period'' The thirteen animals which scored

highest and the thirteen which scored fowest on the D and L

measures v/ere further tested for 3 minute periods on three

successive days and' from these the final selection of the

eight highest and the eight lowest scorers was made' The

basis for choosing the highest and lowest scorers \^/as by

cafculatingameanDandameanLScoreforthethreetesting

days. The fínal eight highest D and L scorers and' final

eightlowestDandLScorersv/ereselectedonthebasisof

their mean D and mean L scores' (see Appendix B1) '

The D and L measures Idere obtainecl by the fo1l-owing

technique. Subjects $/ere transported from the animal holding

areatotheexperimentalroominabucket,onesubjectata

time. Care was taken to handle subjects gently in order to

avoidproducingunnecessaryStress.subjectswereplaced'in

thecentreSquareofanopen-fieldapparatusrvhichconsisted

ofaSquareenc]-osureconstructedofhard_boardpaintedblack

ontheinsidewallsandfloor.Theboxmeasuredg0cmsalong

each side and 3O cms' high' The floor was marked into 25

equaLsizeSquares.SubjectsvTereplacedonthecentresquare

facingawayfromtheexperimenterwhomovedawayadistanceof

3mbehj.ndarackofemptycagestomakeobservations.Normal

roomillumínationwasprovidedbyfluoreScentlights.Atthe

endofthethreeminuteperiod(measuredbyStopv/atch),the

subject was taken out, the floor of the open-fieId apparatus

c]eanedwithanBo-20mixtureofviaterandmethylatedspirits,

and the next subject run' Each animal- \^/as tested at
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approximatel-y the same tirne eaclÌ day'

At al-l stages during the experiment the animafs were

housed singly and given ad rib f ood and ¡¿ater '

Apparatus -

For the experiment proper the same four aud'ience

SkinnerboxesaSinBxperiment](ChapterI.T)wereused,along

withtheSameshockapparatus.ShockSv/ereofO.5SeC.duration,

with the intensity of shocks set at 1'3 ma (a moderate level

of shock under Sidman avoidance conditions) ' The S-S

interval was again set at 5 sec' with the R-S interval- at

3Osec.ResponsesandshockSwererecordedonmechanical

counters and continuously monitored on cumulative recorders'

Procedure.

AII subjects were given daily 2 hour sessions at approx-

imately the same time every day' At the end of 65 sessions

had attained the baseline criterion again set at

Sessionsinwhichmeanresponseratesdidnot

vary more than 1ro*'

In Experiment l, subjects were given one session of'the

audience treatment and then returned to baseline- It is

possible that by giving more than one session any effect due

to the treatment might be more pronounced or be easier to

differentiate from baseline ' Hence in this experiment three

successive sessions of the audience treatment were given to alI

subjects.Afterthesethreetreatmentsessions,baselineS\,¡ere

retrieved-

IntheSecondphaseoftheexperíment,aIlaníma]-Swe-re

given tróio sessions of Shock-off soliLary extinction' then

baselj-neSwereretrieved.TwoSessionsofsocia]extinction

alI animals

3 succe s sive
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followed during which the slpectator rat \^/as present' Baselines

\^Tereagainretr-ievedandtlriswaSfoftowedbyanothertwo

sessions of sol-itarY extinction

The first of the two sessions of the three extinction

before; then

sh o ck rrv as

blocks involved 2O mins' of

f or the remain in I l-0 0 min s '

turned off. Tn the second

for three

normal avoidance as

of the session, the

of. the two sessions of the three

extinction brocks , Do shock r¡/as given at the be qinning of the

session, so that these second sessions fasted for loomins ' each'

Duringtheexperimenta]-]-subjectswerea.lwaysgiven

theSamespectatorratduringthesocialsessions.skinner

boxeSwereagaincleanedbeforeeachanimalcommencedits

daily session- The last animal finished at the end of the

81sl- sessíon.

At the compl-etion of runnan9'

on the emotionalitY indices D and L

all- animals were tested

consecutive

the indice s
days as

RESUI,TS

before, to give a reliability check of

The differences between the two groups of

\^/ere significant on both the Dt measure (ar-n =

n (,o. c rt in theand the L f measure (trn = 3-2r,

(See APPendix B) -

me an

sub j ects

s.54, p<0.001)

predicted

direction

The difference betin/een the two groups on the initial

baseline response rates (Table 4'l- ) was significant

2.57, P<O'Os).(tr-o
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Groups

c"2r

"qz
c"46

Subjects SAI

ts¿
sgo
c"gz
"180

Hi h Emotionalit
5 .32.

2 .86

3.26

" 
?o

4.73
4. 49

5.05
3_89

Low Emotion al i t

":g

"ag
q
" toz
c" tqo
c"15B
c

1bJ
c"L73
c"tsg

7.63
4.30
6 .22

7.30
3-95
5.59
4.O3

7.11

Means 4. r7 5.85

Table 4.Lz Mean baseline response rates (no' resp'

per min.) of high and' Iow emotionality

subjects.

Differences between the two groups on the other three

d.ependentmeasuresareshov¡nbytheirrncanSan<]l;t-¿nrl¿rr<]
deviatíons in Tabf e 4 '2 ' only on the effíciency of avoidance

index was the high emotionarity group significantly better

(0.05 levet) than the fow emotionality group (Iow E scores

indicate greater "efficiency" - see Chapter TI)' On shock

rates,therewasonlyatendencytowardstheconventional
0.05 Ievel of significance'

Dependent Variable
S,/R ES.R

Emot i on al i tY

G rouP s

Comparisons
of High and
Low GrouPs

0.914(O.34)
r.28 (0.35)

o-235(0.13)
o,240(0.09)

o.232(0.08)
o.4lr(0.14)

High
Low

t + 1.98* | = 0.08 t = 2.84**

*,k p(o.os (2-tailed)
* p(o.l-o (2-:*ailed)

Comparisons of Means of the mean shock rates (S'R') '

show to response ratios (S/R) ancl efficiency of

avoidance indices (B) of the high and low emotion-

ality froups ( standard deviations in brackets) '

TabIe 4.2
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Phase f

TabIe 4 - 3 summarises the mean percent changes ( for

High and Low Emotionality groups) obtained in the four

dependent variabtes during the 3 audience sessions' Two

factor analyses of variance \^/ith repeated measures on the

audience session factor (winer' L97I) were carried out on

individual percent change scores for the four dependent

measures.Thesefotiranalysesj-ndicatedthatneitherthe

audiencesessionfactornortheemotionalityfactornorthe

interactionbetweentlresewaSsignificant(seeSummaryof

these analYses

carried out on

]n

the

Table 4.4). Planned comparlsons

percent change scores for each

were

subject

the High and

plannerì
averaged over the 3 audience sessions' betv¿een

Low EmotionaJ-ity groups ' These scores and l-he

comparison analyses are given in Tabl-e 4'5'

Del2endenl Variabfe

High

Emotion-
ality
Groups

Low

Tab fe 4. 3

Audienc e

Session
I
2

3

RR SR S/R E

I
2

2

+4.o
+2.L
+4.0

-7 .1
L)(

-3 - 4

r1 0

ôa
-o. J

AO

-L7 - 3

-9.L
- 18.8

_'l ? 
^

-8. 3

-2-2

-1L L

- )-I.2
-É

- 38. I

-2L. 1

-42-2

- L.9

-5.6
-9. B

Mean percent changes from baseline measures of

the four dependent variables response ratel (RR) '

shock rates (SR) , shock to response rat j os (S'lR)

and efficiency of avoidance indices (E) ' during

the 3 audience treatment sessions as a function

of High (n=8) and Lov¡ (n=8) Emotionality groups'

(+ indicates "better" performance ' - indicates
t'\dorse" Perf ormance) '
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De en den t Variables F r ati os

lìR SR s/R E
Source df

Betv/een Subjects

Emot ion a ti tY

croups (A)

Errot (Subjects)

Within Subjects

Audience
Sessions (B)

AXB
Error (S X S)

f o .66

L4

0-ro
1.00

0.09

o .22
o .22

t_.83

L. 25

0.84

0.19

o.02
0.33

2

2

2B

Tab l-e 4. 4 :

High

Gr oup s

Lo\^¡

Pl-anned
Comp ar i s ort s
Between

Summaries of resufts of analYses

for data from which Tabfe 4'3 is
of vari ance

der ived.

Depen den t
SR

Vari ab le
s/R ESubjects RR

2L
L)
46
4l
54
90
93

tB0

+4-B
-0.1
-o )

-6. B

+3. f
+L9 .4
+13.3

+2 .6

-24 .6
-9.4
+2 .9

-63.8
+2 .6

+3 B. B

-8-1
trtr

-20 .5
- 15. 3

-1 ?

-7 4.5
+5.3

+46.8
+4-L
+2-7

-27 .7
-7 -9
+7 .7

-65 .4
-r.4

+31.9
-r8-l

-6.8
EmotionafitYGrorrp -8.5 -1 d- -rr.0Means +3.4

39
69

ro2
L46
t58
163
rt3
L99

- 18 . 3

-q ¿.

-l. r
-37.8
+14.0
_1) O

-I.3
+45.2

tr^ 1

+2.O
-r< ?

-41.0
+L8 .2
-56. B

- 4.9
+37.8

-89.5
-5-8

- 35.7
-125 - 7

+2'7 .6
-82.6
-6 .9

+46 .5

-28.L
+4 .9
-7.9
+l_. I
+9 .2

-4r.o
- 4.'7

+20.o

GrouP Means -3.0 -15.0 -34.O -5.8

t+0.68 L=O.42 L= I- 09 t=0 ' 43

High and Low
Bmot i on al i tY

Percent change scores for each subject averaged

over the 3 audience sessions fot aII 4 dependent

variabfes as a function of Emotionality' Pl-anned

comparisons between High and Low Emotionality

groups \,üere not significant at 0'05 fevel'

Tab Ie 4 .5



audience e ffects

This represents a failure

found ín Chapter If when

L2L.

si gni ficant at

to rePlicate the

aIf sub j ects \^/ere

trn7hen the Emotionalitl'

differences between baseline

measures examined (APPendix

the c omp ari s ori s

the O.O5 Ievef-

for RR, SR,

groups were combined and the

measures and mean audience

IJ2) , it

S /R and

was found that none of

E \^Iere

comb in ed .

Phase 2: Extincti-on.

Table 4.6 shows the percent changes from baseline

response rates in the three extinction periods' A repeated

measures analysis of variance design (winer ' 197L ' p' 518)

with repeated measures on Extinction Periods (Solitary f 
'

Audience¡ Sol-itary 2) was carried out on the data in TabIe

4.6. That is, two separate analyses were carried out on the

Session f scores and the Session 2 scores ' It \^/as decided

to treat these sets of scores separately since the procedure

of extinction varied between them = immediately before

Sessionlperiods,2Omins'ofnormafshockavoidancervas

given,whereasnoshockavoidancewasineffectimmediately

before the Session 2 periods' Tables 4'1 and 4'8 show the

analyses of variance summaraes for the data in TabIe 4'6 '

The only significant F ratio was obtained for differences

betweenthe3BxtinctionPeriodsontheSession2scoreS.

The greatest suppression of responding during these Sessíons 2

waSduringtheAudiencetreatment,thenextduringsolit-ary2

treatment whife Ieast suppression occurred during the sol-itary

f period, suggesting that the e f f ect of the Audience \Àras to

inhibit responses during the second extinction sessions ' Table

4.gconfirmsthiseffectbutorìfysignificantlyfortheLow
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EmotionalitY 9rouP.

If an arbitary criterion to extinctlon during each

session of a l0 minute block with the emitting of 1 response

or l-ess is set, the data in Table 4'IL are derived' If

subjects had not reached the criterion a score of l-00 minutes

waSgiven.Analysesofvariancesummariesofsessionland

Session 2 scores are presented in Tables 4'12 and 4'73' It

can be seen from these tables that again only in the Session

2 scores did differences between the 3 extinction periods

become significant. There weÏe afso significant dj-fferences

between the Emotionality groups' Planned comparisons of

Sessionland'session2ex1inctiontimeswithAudience

extinction times were made (Table 4.10).

Retesting al-l- subjects at the compl-etion of the

experiment on D and L measures gave data (oZ and L2 scores)

reported in Appendix 81. The high reliability of the D

measures was evident (r = O- 89, df = L4, p<O' Ol') ' but the

L measures could not be reproduced reliably ' (r 0 ' f3 '

df L4, P)0.r0)-



SoIitarY I
llxtinction Periods

Audience

I23,.

SolitarY 2

siont Session2 Sess ionl- Session2
Sub ects S essionL Session2 SeS

Hig

Emo
tio
al-
itv

2L

42

46

h,47

54

oaì

93
-re 

o

67 .5
95.5
85.9
88.9
95.3
23-8
83.4
65 .6

59.9
'7L )

)^ q

48.4
7 3.7
85.0
50.1
65.5

98.3
96.2
9U.. Y

98.4
99 -B

65.3
97 .8

98 .1

93-9

70.o
90.0
86.5
a) q

85.6
98.2
89.3
96.O

tr
õÕ - J

CA A

99 .1
63:2
92 .6

94.5
46 .5

84 .5
46 .3

aa o

82.O

87.7
83.9
48.4
60.0
92 .8

34.8
tJ-ó

70.4

1r.6

ôo a

99.O
oo L

99.l
99.O

86 .2

99.3
94.3

74.5
o? )

90.5
98-9
97.1
50.3
82 .3

6L. 4

81. 6

56.0
a¿- n

aÉ tr

92-7
93.9
31 .l
B3-5

70 .4

76.O

99 .4
99.O

99 .I
93.4

100

85.1
99.8
o? o

96.1

77.9
99 .3
99.2
96 .6

90.4
95.2
80.4
9 4.2

9L.7

9 4.2

roup- t5- /
o? )

ans
Gr oup s

39

69

ro2

Low 146

158

16 3

l-73

L99

99 .6
98 .9
98.4
96.6
98.5
oq '7

o? ?

98.3

o1 0

91 .5

r oup

OveraIl
Means

ans 59.1

1. l.l 9I.2

Planned
Comparisons
Be twe en t= l-

High and
Lo\^I Emot.

33 t<] r<1 r<1 t<1 r<1

TabIe 4.6 Percent changes from

3 Exbinction Periods

ity ( alI scores are

baseline resPonse rates ín

as a function of Emotional-

negative).
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df ì4S FSource

Betrtleen Subjects

EmotionalitY (A)

Error (S)

Within Subjects

Extinction Periods (B)

AXB

Error (B x S)

213.5 r.63

193.3 1. 15

167.5

1

L4

LL66.2

)-r49 .7

1. 01

)

2

2A

Table 4.7 : Analysis of variance summary of

Session I scores in Table 4'6 '

df MS FSource

Between Subjects

EmotionalitY (A)

Error (S)

V'Iithin Subjects

Extinction Periods (B)

AXB

Error (BS )

I l-26 . rO 1. 16

T4 10 8. 39

159.9 I

47 .92

28.05

5. 70 *2

2 L.7L

28

* p (0.01

Tab le 4.8 : Analysis

Session 2-

of variance summarY of

scores in TabIe 4.6'
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I - ilrrd

Se ss ion 2

Sol- 2 AudSoI

Hi gh

Low

Session I

NS

NS

NS

t :2.76*
l

Session 1

t -a 111<
7

NS

Se sion 2

7

NS

=2.O4*t

* p (0. os

p) o. os

Planned comparisons of Solitary I and Solitary 3

Extinction (with Audience) changes in response

rates (data from Table 4'6) carried out separately

for High and Lolv Emotionality groups '

SoI 1 Aud Sol 2-Aud

Session 2Session 1 Session 2 Session l-

NS

Table 4 -9 :

t =2 .89 *l =3.0f*t NSHigh

Lovr

NS 1

*

NS NS NS NS

p(o.or
p) o. os

Planned comparisons of Solitary 1 and Solitary 2

Extinction with Audience Extinction times to

reach criterion (data from Tabfe 4'IL) carried

out separate Iy f or Hi qh -'-t¿ Low Emotio"tf ity

NS

Table 4. I0:

groups.



Sub ects

SolitarY I

Sessionf Sess íon2

Exbinction Periods

Audi- e n ce

Sessionl Session2

L26 .

Sol-itary 2

Sessionl- Session2

2L

42

46

Hi-gh 47

-umo- 5 4

ti on€ 0
a1itp3

IBO

87.0
10.0
10.0
f0.0
10. 0

100.0
7r.o
89.0

16-5

16.0
lB.5
lo. 0

10. 0

57.O

25.O

14-5

85.0
10.0
79.O

34.5
30.5

100.0
54.s

100.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
46 .5
10.0
l_5-0

55.0
10.0
29.O

10.0
l0-0

I00.0
50.0
84.0

r0. 0

10. 0

r_6.0

10. 0

10. 0

26.O

10.0
10. 0

Group
Me ans

48. 4 20 .9 6r. 7 15 .2 43.5 12 .7

39

69

ro2

Low 146

Emo-15 B

tionI63
al-- 173

l_0.0

10.0
100.0
9r.0
10. 0

58.5
85.0
85.0

86. 0

45.O
?tr 

^

36 - 0

35.0

-1 J.5

31.0
23.5

5l-5
r0.0
trr tr

I00.0
98.0
2L-O

100.0
41. O

16-0

32 .5
15.5
1,9.0

10-0
1.L q

À1 tr

IO.0

10.0
10.0
60-0

100.0
a1 (

32 .5

90-5
47.O

¿"q o

28.0
13.5
26.O

10.0
26.O

40.0
10.0.L99itv

Gro up
Means

56 .2 qq Á. )) q A1 a 25-338.1

Ove ral I
Means

tr1 a 29 .5 60 .6 18.9 45.f7 19.0

Pl-anned
comparisons
Between
High and
Low Emot.

=f .84* nsNS t NS ns t -.) " " *
L4 I4

*

NS

p(o.os
p) o. os

Table 4. LL Time taken
e xtin c ti on

periods as

(minutes) to reach the críterion to

during Sessions l- and 2 ín 3 Extinction

a function of trmotionalitY '



Source

I27 .

df MS F

Between Subjects

EmotionalitY (A)

Error (s)

IrTithin Subjects

Extinction Periods (B)

AXB

Error (B X S)

t

L4

L28 - 38

3319.3

888.58

LO5.77

38g . L4

{r

,) ta

\-1

2

2

28

Tab1e 4-12: Analysis of variance summary of

Sessíon I scores in Table 4'Ll'

df MS F
S o urce

Betv¡een Subjects

Emotionality (A)

¡,rror (S)

Within Subjects

Extinction Periods (B)

AXB

Error (B X S)

I

L1

1831.5

39 L. 32

598 .69

97 .65

115.37

4 .68*

5.19*

(r
2

2

2A

tr p(0. os

TabIe 4. 13 : Analysis of variance sumÍlarY of

Session 2 ín TabIe 4-Ll-.
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DI SCUSSION

Phase t of the exper:Lment showed that there were no

differences between the High and Low emotionarity groups

with respect to the presence of an audience ' although

baseline response rates and efficiency of avoidance index

scores did differ between the two groups' This indicates

that separating the subjects according to D and L measures

did have an effect upon responding in a sidman avoidance

situation- The High emotionality group showed lower baseline

responserates,buthigherbaseline.'ef.ficiency'.ofavoidance

than the Low emotionarity group (see Tabres 4-r and 4'2) '

This is a rather surprising Tesult' since it would be

expected that High emotionality is related to high arousal

under avoidance conditions (Denenberlt Ig64) ' The baseline

response rates obtained in this experiment clearly do not fit

in with this prediction - in fact they show the reverse of

theDenenbergtheory.Itísdifficufttoexplainthesedata,

but the following might serve as suggestions'

rt is possible that the emotionarity groups were not

separate enouqh from each other in spite of the significant

D and L differences' as the rats were selected from one

populationwhichhadbeentreatedsimilarly(housingconditions

etc.). rt might be possible to breed subjects for high and

lowemotionalityoverseveralgenerations'Infact'strain

differences in emotionality have been shown to affect open-

fieldandconditionedavoidancebehaviour(I,]ilcock&Broadhurst,

Lg61). AIso housing conditions (isolated vs' smafl groups)

of hooded rats are known to affect emotionality measures
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(warren & Ivinskis, Lg73), Ì¡ut the direction of these

differences is in question as some studies have shown

reverse tendencies (e.g. Lataní, Cappetl & Joy ' l_91O) ' The

point is that groups high and low on emotionality may be

separated further than was done in the present experiment by

manipulation of strain and housing conditions'

Another possibility explaining the above data concerns

thenatureoftheavoidancetask.Denenberg()'964)suggests

that animal_s high on emotionality shouf<1 perform similarly to

animals low on emotionafLLy, whire moderately emotionar animals

should pe rfotm best' Tt may be that the Iligh emotionality

group is closerG-p "moderate" emotionality'than the Lovr

emotionality 9roup, and hence shorved greater efficiency of

avoidance.ThiSeXpfanationisoffsetlroweveT,bythel-Iiqh

emotionality group's ]ower response rates' which shoufd have

been higher than the Low emotionality group ' if the arousal-

response rate Iink holds (KimbIe' I96I) '

why was there a fail-ure to significantty reproduce the

audience effect shown in Experiment I? agáin this is a rather

puzzlingfeatureofthe'presentexperimentwhentheaudience

effect in Sidman avoidance under verY similar conditions has

been shown to occur under at least two separate occasions'

ThereisonefundamenLaldifferencebetweenthiseXperiment

andthesepreviousoCcasionshowever:subjectSwererandomly

selectedinthelatter,butweresefectedonthebasisof

emotionalityScoresintheforrner.HovreVer,ifemotionality

isnotadeterminerofaudienceeffectsinSídmanavoidance,

replicationofExperiment].resultsshouldstit]-haveoccurred
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v¡hen the subjects were combined, since random subject

selection would have been satisfied (because emotionality

can be considered an ítttlevant variable) ' Yet no facili-

tation or impairment effect was shown when the subjects \^¡ere

combined , oT when the two groups I¡Iere considered separately '

This may be explained by considering another variation

betweenExperimentlandthisexperiment,rvhich''was-thèshock

intensity.significantaudienceeffectswithresponserate

changesv7erefoundinExperimentlwhentheshockintensity

\^/as 0.5 ITIA, but not ¡¡'hen it was 2'O mA' The present

experiment'sl-3mAtendstofitinwiththe2'OmAdatafor

which an overarousal swamping effect was suggested' (see

Chapterlf-DiScuSsion),rvlrichmas]<ed.tlrearousafincrentent

duetoaudience-Hovrever,therewasa'lifferencebetwcen

baseline response rates between the emotionality groups'

while this \e7as not the case for the three groups in

Experiment 1.

Similar trends appeared on cumuLative records during

theaudiencesessionsaSwereobservedinEXperimentl.Both

emotionality groups seemed to take groups of shocks rather

thanoccasionalshocksduringbaselineSessions,andbursts

of responses seemed to be more frequent (see Fig' 5)' The

implicationsoftheseintermsofcompetingsocialresponSes

havealreadybeenc]iscussed(oiscussion,Chapterll).

Phase2oftheexperimentindicatedthatdifferences

inshoc]c-offextinctionwithandwithoutanaudiencewere

apparent between the emoLionality groups ' but ollly wil-h

respecttotheSession2scores(responseratesandtimeSto

reach the extinction criterion) ' With the response rate
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variable, bot,h the High anrl Lov¡ Emotionality groups showed'

the smal-l-est response rates in the audience extinction period

with respect to both the solitary extinction periods, but

only f or the Lo\^I Emotionality group \^¡as this "bene f it "

signi-f icant (see Table s 4.6 and 4.9) . This finding supports

the hypothesis that the Low Emotionality group should benefit

f rom an audience,s presence during extinctiotr, altllough the

High emotionality group díd not suffer impaired extinction

perf ormance with the audience as \^7as hypothesised '

with the time to criterion variable (Tables 4'Il and

4.10) the above trend did not fo,llow through consistently,

although differences between the Emotionalitli groups were

significant for the solitary 1 and solitary 2 session 2 times

with the High Emotionality group extinguishing faster'

Extinction times on the audience periods were not different

between the groups. with the time to criterion variable then,

neíther of the two groups "benefited" from the presence of

audience during extinction. Neverthe Iess , PâItiaf s upport

of the audience extinction hypothesis was provj-ded by the

analyses of the response rate variabte ' I{hy did only the

Low Emotionalj-ty group benefit from the presence of the

audience ?

It seems to indicate partial support fot thea 9ar-n

r athe rZajonc theorY than

thel-ess, Za jonc's theorY

ality grouP

extinction.

did not al-so

The Inverted U

also been suggested earfier

group was not sufficientlY

the Inverted U trypothes is ' Never-

cannot explain why the Hiqh Emotion-

benefit from the audience during

theory could claint Lhat, as has

in this chaPter section, the High

removed from the Low EmotionalitY
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group, and had in fact not reached a Large d'egree of over-

arousal-. It seems difficult to accept this reasoning'

howe\/er' because of the reversed from expected ordet of

baseline response rates between the Emotionality groups'

How would the competin g response theory explain the

extinction data?

First, the presence of an audience during extinction

would be expected to suppress or inhibit avoidance responding

bec¿ru,!je c:f thþ alteration of the probabilites of responses in

thehabithierarchy,makingsocialresponsesmoreprobab]-eat

the expense of nonsocial (including the avoidance) responses'

Ho\Àf ever, when the social stimuf ation is removed, responses

in the hal¡it hierarchy tend to revert to tl-leir oriqinal

( i. e. pre-audience ) probability levels ' 'flhis rcturn is

incomplete however, because the anima]- has had experience in

the Skinner box which involved no shock as weIl as social

stimulation, so that there are elements of permanent change

in the animal,s habit hierarchy. HoweveT' animal-s which are

highonemotionalityshouldhaveSho\^/nthiseffectaSwelfaS

those low on emotionality because a change in the habit

hierarchy is e,f f ected and not only in arousal '

One important distinction is to be made between the

competingresponsetheoryandZajonc'stheorywithrespectto

theseextinctionresults.trÙhereasZajonc'stheorypredicts

that the acq uisition (i - e - learning) of the new no-shock

should be impaired by the presence ofresponse contingencY

anaudience,thecompetinqresponsetheoryrvoufdpredictthat

theeffectsofanaudienceduringextinctionshouldbeto

suppress temporarily the avoidance response' Hence the l-atter

explanation should be favoured'
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SUMMARY

The hypothesis that hiqh emotionatity rats would

show impaired performance and low emotionality rats would

show facilítated performance with an audience in a sidman

avoid.ance task was not supported' There did seem to be a

suppression effect durinq shock-off extinction when an

audience of one spectator Iat T¡/aS added, however ' This

effect was most marked for the Low emotionality grouB. It

was conc Iuded that although Za j onc ' s theory \,vas not re f uted

by these datar âo explanation involving competing social

responses interfering with the avoidance response seemed'

more 1ikely.
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENT 4 Z THE ROLE OF NEUROTICIS}{ IN DRI RESPONDING

OF HUMANS WÏTH AND WITHOUT AN AUDIENCE.

The object of this experiment was to test:

(a) the suitability of the DRL (differential reinforce-

ment of Iow rates of respondinq) schedule to the

audience effect with humans as subjects, and

(b) to test the effect of hiqh and Iow degrees of

neuroticism interacting with this possible effect.

The outcome of the experiment in chapter III \^/as used

to reject the paradigm of free-operant avoidance of money

loss in conjunction with studying arousal effects of an

audience. To maintain some continuity between that stildy

and the present one, however, it \^tas decided to investigate

the usefulness of another schedufe which also required

temporal discrimination, but which was more difficult for

humans than a free-operant schedule. One such schedule

which seems to present itself for this purpose is DRL

(differential reinforcement of low rates of responding) -

(Ferster & skinner. l-g57, p.33). In this positive reinforce-

ment schedufe, r€inforcement is contingent upon the occurrence

of a response separated from the preceding respond by at Ieast

some specified time interval. For example, on a DRL3O

sched¿Ie, only responses preceded by a 30 sec. pause or

greater are reinforced; if the subject emits a second response

within 3o sec. of the first, the timer is reset and he must

now wait 30 sec. from the second response'
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One of the problems in measuring performance in

Experiment 2 was the extremely high rate of response

exhibited by a number of subjects; this made performance

measures and the delivery of aversive stimuli difficult.

The DRL schedule however, required a low rate of response

and forces the subject to postpone responding for at Ieast

a given period of time if reinforcers are to be delivered.

fn alI positive reinforcement schedules, unl-ike Sidman

avoidance, responding which does not meet the reinforcement

contingency extinguishes, so that the deliwery of stimuli

assumes much more control over the behaviour. Using a

positive reinforcement schedule therefore would seem to

overcome some of the problems encountered in Experiment 2.

avoidance rapid responding is only a

in the DRL schedul-e rapid responding is

Whereas in Sidman

waste of effort,

both a waste of effort and actually postpones the delivery

of the reinforcement.

Human subjects perform reasonably well on DRL schedules

regardless of whether they are given instructions (Bruner &

Revusky, 1961; Carter & MacGrady , l-966) . For example, Der^¡s

& Morse (1958) found that from 80% to 9Oz of the responses

of subjects \^rere reinforced on a DRL25 schedule.

It might be expected that performance on a DRL

schedule, especially if the contingency requires relatively
IIong tRTts (i.e. large values for the DRL schedule), wiIl.

be affected by the presence of an audience. There is some

evidence for example, that motivational variabl-es such as

the amount of deprivation and magnitude of reinforcement

affect performance by increasinq the rate of response
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(reviewed by Kramer

doxical e ffe ct s ince

frequently

schedule.

Ieads to

& RiIling,

in cre as ing

a de cre ase

the rate of response

19lO). This is a para-

of reinforcement on a DRL

Consequently, arousal_ increases, such as those

postulated to be associated with the prcscnce of an audience,

woul-d be expected to increase the

I^Iith the easily aroused high

performance on the DRL schedule in

audience shoul-d be disrupted more

response rate.

N scoring subjects,

the presence of an

than with the stabLe l-ow N

that the former becomescoring subjects

over aroused very

scoring subjects

facilitate their

if it is assumed

reactivity to stimul-ation

rather than overarousal,

less then optimum arousal

using relatively large DRL

Chapter I, 1.4.2). Low N

hand, Fây be expectecl to

if it is assumed that low

feads towards optimum arousal-

and that subjects are working at

baseline sessions- By

quickly ( see

on the other

performance

during

val ues it seenìs possible to

and hence notensure that subjects are not overstimul_ated

overaroused.

METHOD

Subjects,

Sixteen male and female undergraduate University of

Adcf aiclc firsl.'-ycar psychology stuclcnts part- j cipatcc'l in

the experiment. uight subjects were randomry sel-ecl-ecl from

the extreme upper end (N> 19) and eight subjects from the

extrerne lower end (N\< 5 ) of the N scores of the psychology r

student population who had earlier comprel-cd l¡orm A of the

trysenck Personality fnventory (Eysenck & trysenck, I964)



The range of the scores possible on the

dimension was O-24. As in Experiment

were required to be non-smokers; their

Ll -24 years.

response feedback light, a I sec. green

v¡as installed. The mechanical counter

138.

neu.roticism

reinforcement light

2, all subjects

ages ranged from

Apparatus.

A modified version of the apparatus in Experiment 2

was used. The modifications were as fo11ows. The response

manipulandum was removed and a 20mm long finger key \^ras

added. The key could be fully depressed by applying a

force of 25O gms. through a distance of approximately lOmm

this represented a response. As well- as the 1 sec. white

was rep J- ace d

The tube

bya

secondro\^r of 4 neon-tube digital

from the l-efthand side had

while the third and fourth

symbol

s t imul- i

room by

between

f rnarked immediately above

and recording of data was

means of cabling through

box andthe e xpe rimen taI

alone in one

display units.

a $ marked immediately

from the lefthand side

above it,

had the

them. Programmi,ng of

effected in an adjoining

a small hole in the wall

the equipment. Subjects

\¡¡ere Seated

facing the box on a small

.About 150cm. to the left

chairs. These were present

accomodated. the two-member

SESS]-ONS

Procedure

corner of the experimental- room

table placed against the wall-.

of the subject v/ere placed two

during aII sessions and

audience during the audience

At the start of each session, the sub ject \^/as seated



facing the experimental box and instructed:

"Yorl are here to earn money, which is reqistered
on the display in front of you. By manipulation
of the response key you have to discover how the
money is registered. Whatever amount is showing
on the display at the end of the session is yours
but you will be paid only after all sessions have
been completed. "

Subjects were relieved, of

but given no further information

experiment. Sessions lasted for 60 mins.

took between 3 and 5 sessions to reach the

L39.

books, pens, watches, etc.,

as to the nature of the

and subj ects

criterion

baseline which \^/as

the mean response

criterion had been

session rnras given

introducing to the

(one male and one

room:

" (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

set at 2 successive sessions in which

rate s did not vary mo re than 10 e" . Af ter

attained, one experimental audience

to each subject. This consisted of

subject the audience of two spectators

female) as hey'she entered the experimental

"These are Dr. X and Dr. Y, two members of the
Psychology Department, who wiIl be observing
your performance during this session; you are
asked not to talk to them".

Previousty, the audience had been given the following

instructions:

Try to observe the subject for most of the
time of the session.
Do not talk or communicate in other ways with
each other or the subject.
Try not to distract the subject from his/her
work by your behaviour such as shifting your
chair, etc.
Do not let the subject see your watch.
It is intended that the subject perceive the
audience as "evaluative " but passive. This
is hopefully accomptished by you making some
notes on the writing pads provided at approx-
imately 10 min. intervals.
Do not go to sleep in the experimental chamber-"(6)
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scale of -10

140.

the first,

to +10 whether

At the compl-etion of each

subjects were asked to rate on a

they had experienced a change in

compteted session in comparison

Subjects \¡Iere also encouraged to

atI about each session.

betwe en

(t=0.05,

in the j ust

previous session.

anxiety

with the

write down any comments at

All subjects were shaped to the DRLI0O schedul-e Ín

the first dession by reinforcing responses which followed

progressively longer and longer periods until at the end of

the first session, al-l- subjects were satisfactorily respond-

ing on the schedule.

RESULTS

The difference between mean baseline response rates of

the High and Lo\^/ N groups was not significant according to

an unrelated t-test (t=O.26, df=14, P) 0.05). The difference

Subject

mean basefine reinforcement rates was not

df=14 , p> O.O5). These data are given in

High N Lovt N

RR RftR Subj ect RR

significant

Tabl-e 5.1.

RfTR

tt
sz
e

S¿

ts
S.

t)

sz
q

Õ

0.556
0.559
1.375
0.659
o .487
0. 4 39

0.398
0.5 l-7

o .428
0. 36 3

0. 309

0.348
o .426
o.4I7
o-478
0.433

o.451
0.570
0.595
0.500
0.416
o.604
0.391
t. B9 3

0.368
0.451
o.4s7
o.437
0.337
o.426
o. 305

0.41_0

S

5

S

c

s

J

9

l0
II
L2

13

T4

I5
16

Means o.624 0.400 o .674 0.399

Mean baseline response and reinforcement
rates of aII subjects in two N groups.

Table 5. I



Interresponse

cumulative records

categories of IRT v¡ere measLre¿

times ( IRT) \^/ere measured from the

and used as a dependent variable. TI^¡o

L4L.

re in for ce d

(i.e.<100

for each

(i.e. ÞtoOsec. )

sec). Tabl-e 5.2

subject.

and. IRTrs which

: IRT's which \^Iere

r^rere not reinforced

shows the means of these categories

High N LOw N

Subi ect Rfd Unrfd Subìect Rfd Unrfd

S

e

e

S

S

S

I
2

3

4

5

6

-

R

L20 .5

l-52 .5

L20-8

L28.7
L26 .6
140.3
156 .4
LLz.3

45.0
43.5
15.8
22 .8
78.0
28 .5

93-4
93.0

l-50. 6

lr2 .2

118.7
L2T.2

160. r
LO9 .7
L46 .5

L43.2

79.O

92.5
56 .2

92.O

75 -8

15.O

43.5
7.L

c

c

e

S

J

q

S

s

9

10

II
L2

13

L4

r5

T6

¡4e an s L32-3 52 .5 L32. A 65. r

Table 5.2:

The differences between the N groups were not signifi-

cant for either the reinforced IRTrs (t=0.06) or the

unreinfroced IRT's (t=0.84). Efficiency of DRL ratios \^¡ere

Number of Reinf rcements , fromalso calculated (Efficiency = umber of Responses

Kramer & Rilting, 1970) . Mean basel-ine efficiency ratios

shown in TabIe 5. 3 did not di ff.er between the N groups

Mean baseline IRTts (sec) for
and unreinforced resPonses of
in two N groups.

re in force d

all aubj ects

(t=0.05).
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Subiect

High N

Effic. ratio

Lo\nI N

Subiect Effic. ratio

c

S

c

c

c

c

q

I
2

3

4

5

6

l
8

o.llo
0.683
o .226
o.546
0.875
o .962
0.820
0.836

s

J

S

J

S

S

q

9

10

11

L2

13

I4
I5
16

0.816
o .796
o.772
o.Bt4
0.809
0.710
o.165
o .22I

Ir{e an s 0. 715 o.720

Table 5.3 Mean baseline efficiency ratios of alI
subjects.

Percentage difference scores \^rere calculated betwee¡r

the baseline measrlres and the experimental audience treatment

measures. These are presented in Table 5.4. There \^/ere no

significant differences between the N groups on any of these

measures (RR: t=0.31, RftR: l=I.23t tRT - Rfd: t=0.57,

IRT - Unrfd : L=L.L2, E : t=1.19. Similarly there was no

significant difference in the anxiety ratings between the two

N qroups (t:f-.01). The two

and baselines compared with

these d.ependent measures.

N groups were

the audience

therefore combined

treatment on each of

The r a\^/ d at a for these are given

between the baselinein Appendix C. Although the differences

and audience means \¡¡ere in the dire ction indicating better

performance in the

variable, only the

audience treatment for all but the RfdIRT

Efficiency of DRL measures gave signifi-

= 4.48 ,cance (BaseIine Mean

df 15, p( 0.00f) .

0.718, Aud lt{ean = 0.805, t



Subject RR RftR

Hiqh N

TRT
Rfd Unrfd

+3.8

Anx Subiect RR RftRE

LOW N

Rfd

+8. 6

IRT
Unrfd
+10.1

-q2 aì

1a o

0

U

+4. 4

+14.7

-32.4

E Anx

0

-I.I

+20 .5

+33. 1

-5.8

+39 .2

+3.5

+J-ö

+8. 4

+15.6

-L2.5

-3.5

-13.1

-0.8

+10.7

-? Ã

+21.9

+o-2

-1

+6

+3

+3

+2

-1

0

c"9
c"ro

"11
c"12
c"t:
tt¿

st5

e" )-6

-9-5 +8.0 +2-I

+2 .8

+4 .5

+L2 .6

+L9 .2

+8.6

+13.3
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+7.9 +2.6 -2-O -9.0 +I1.3

+13.5 -0.2

+5 - 6 +2.6

+42.o -9.1

+t-.5 -l-3.'1

+36.'7 -8.9 +37.5 +63-2

+g-4 +I3.4 -1r-5 -20-L +38. 3 -20.4

+1.8

-5.9 +0.5 -rr. r -34-7

-9.I +7.9 +'7-6 0

Means -2.L +I-I +2-3 +23'6 +14'8 +I'5 +2.1 +I0.3 -I.6 -I.1 +7.6 +O-4

Table 5.42 percentage difference scores between baselines and the audience treatment for 4

dependent measures (Response Rates, Reinforcement Rates' Interresponse times and

Efficiency) and Anxiety rating changes from Iast baseline to the aud'ience session'

P
,Þ(,
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DTSCUSSION

The tv¡o N groups \^rere not different on any of the

baseline measures, âfl apparently surprising finding.

Several possible explanations may be considered. First,

the nature of the DRL100 schedule required that subject to

postpone responding for at least 100 secs. 'since the last

response for a reinforcement to be del-ivered. These Iong

IRT's may not have been associated with overarousal- in

either of the two N groups - underarousal seems to have

been a more Iikely result. The tatter possibil-ity is

supported by postexperimental statements from subjects

indicated. boredom in baseline sessions. A second explanation

is that the hypothesised differences in the N groups do not

occur in baseline sessions because a positively reinforcing

task is used rather than an aversively motivating task.

Thus the conditions for overarousal in the hiqh N group did

not exist in the basel-ine sessions. Both of these explanations

seem reasonable.

The addition of an audience of two high-status

spectators did not produce differential effects between the

N groups. This is even more surprising than the baselíne

situation, especially if the two explanations above are

accepted. The presence of the audience according to Zajoncts

and Cottrefl's theories should under these conditions have

produced an increment in arousal. According to hleiss & Mi1ler'

( 19 7I) explanation of the drive theory of social- facilitation,

this arousal increment is through an aversively-motivated

process (see Chapter I, I.5). It is under these conditions
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that we would have expected the high N subjects to react

strongtyandhavetheirperformancedetrimentallyaffected.

However,nodifferences\^/erefoundbetweenthet\^ToNgroupS

onanyoftheperformancechangemeasures'afindingwhich

casts doubt on the usefulness of (a) N scores as predictors

ofperformanceinthepresenceofanaudienceonaDRLtask

and./or (b) the stressfulness of a high status audience'

Both of these possibil-ities should be considered further in

thepresentcontext,asanimportantimplicationarisesfrom

the m.

It is generally accepted for example' that N scores

areonlyaverycrudemeasureofthe(presumabty)genotypic

reactivityoftheautonomic(andemotional)rnake_upofa

subject (Eysenck & Eysenck, Lg.7.t), even though subjects on

retestingofNscores(EysenckPerSonalityÍnventory,FormB)

immediately after the experiment showed high reliability"

(r = .t0.86, p4O.OO5). Because these scores may only be

crude measures olarousal reactivity' a clear: margin of

error exists in assessinq the performance measures in the

aboverespects.Ttisalsopossib].ethattheexperimental

conditions were not conducive to overarousal' It is expected

thatbehaviouralperformancedeficiencieswouldoccurwith

high N scoring subjects under conditions of stress' (cf' the

behavioural formula : Neurosis = Neuroticism X Stress'

Eysenck & Eysenck, LgJJ, p'60)' The (supposed) stress

factor used in this experiment (i'e' being observed by a

high status audience) was not quantified' so that its

supposed effect was not independently assessed' The results
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from Experiments 1, 2 and 3 suggest that the arousal

increments as a resuft of audience observation may be only

of smafl magnitude. Tt is therefore a possibility that

the stressful- effects of audience are of smaII magnitude

aIso. In the Iatter case, performance decrernents would

not be expected to occur ne cessarily. The results from

this experiment showed some evidence for greater efficiency

of performance during the audience sessions for all subjects

combined, so that the above argument may have some merit.

'The fol-l-owing experiments attempt to investigate the

question raised here : can the nature of the audience stimulus

be regarded as stressfuf or aversive? The choice of the

DRL schedule may prove to be a good one to test this question,

as there have already been reported in the literature several

studies in which aversive stimulation is used in conjunction

with DRL schedules (Azrín & Ho1z, 1966; HoIz et aI, 1963) '

S UMMARY

It was hypothesised that highIy reactive

scoring subjects' performance on a DRL schedule

by the

stable

their

hiqh N

with money

presence of

N scoring

performance

gain as the reinforcer \¡Ioul-d be impaired'

two high status spectators, whereas the

subj ects were hypothesised to facilitate

under these conditions. No differences \^rere found between

the N groups during baseline or the audience treatment,

al-though when the groups h/ere combined there ¡¡/as some

evidence of greater efficiency during the audience treatment-

To explain the disconfirmation of the hypothesis it !v,as

suggested that differences in performance between the N groups
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be expected particularly under stressfuf conditions.

data therefore cast some doubt on a central tenet of

the drive theory of social facilitation which asserts that

the nature of the audience is aversive and hence stressful'
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CHAPTER VI

IMPLICATIONS OF E)PERTMENTS L, 2 , 3 AND 4

VI. I. THEORETICAL ISSUES ARISTNG FROM ATTEMPTS TO SUMMATE

VARIOUS SOURCES OF AROUSAL

The experiments carried out so far have attempted to

arousal in order tosummate various postulated sources of

test the revised. drive theory of social facilitation with

respect to. the audience paradigm in conjunction with the

inverted U hypothesis, Iinking arousal with performance-

Although many studies (already reviewed in Chapter I)

have shown the inverted U relationship between performance

efficiency measures and arousal, most of them employ a

single stimulus dimension (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908; Broadhurst,

1959). Some studies, however' report attempts to summate

various sources of arousal (Broadhurst, 1964¡ Lind, 1976) -

In the Iatter StudY, an attempt \¡/as made to determine whether

arousal can be considered unidimensional. It is argued that

stimuli which induce an increase in arousal ougtt to be

additive in their effects on behavioural efficiency. If

two stimuli administered separately produce anINincreases

inverted U

in the two

function with behavioural efficiency, then j-ncreases

stimuli administered at the same time should prod,uce

changes in behavioural efficiency. At low levels of stim-

ulation, the two stimul-i t.ogether should produce more arousal

and improve performance, whereas at moderate and high levels

of stimulation, the two stimul-i together should produce

progressively more arousal thereby impairing performance if

overarousal is assumed. Using the two stimuli of white noise
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and shock at various intensity Ievels, a classically

conditioned avoidance response (shuttle-box) served as the

dependent measure. The results showed that the predicted

summation effects did not occur. Although inverted U curves

'ûrere obtained for both stimuli separate ly , the stimuli

',combined,'aIso produced an inverted U function with the

individual data points at aIl combined intensity levels

not differing from the mean data points at aIl separate

intensity leveIs. Hor¡/ever, the linear and curvilinear

coefficients of the combined function \^¡ere significantly

different from those of the separate functions, indicating

that an interaction effect had occurred. No convincing

explanation for this was given by Lind (1916) , although

sêveraI were considered - these shaIl be considered also at

a later stage in this chaPter.

In the older HulI-Spence framework, drive summation

wàs used as an experimental method to test the theory'

especially the big D construct. Several recent authors have

argued persuasively against the validity of the generalised

drive theory (BoIles, Lg67; Hind,e, l97o; Mackintosh,:-.9T4).

Particularly when appetitive stimuli are used in attempts to

summate specific drives (e.9. hunger and thirst) which have

produced results apparently supportive of generalised drive

theory (e.s. webb, L949¡ Brandauer, 1953), these attempts

have ultimately met with severe methodological problems

(Mackintosh, Lg74) making a drive summation hypothesis

un tenab le .

Evidence slightly more favourable to drive summation

comes from the interaction of appetitive with aversive drives
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(reviewed by McFarland., 1966). This evi-dence need not be

considered in detair here, except to note that a reasonable

degree of consistency in findings is also lacking (Borles,

L967, p-277) - only sometimes may combinations of appetitive

and aversive stímul-i produee facifitation of behaviour. Most

of this evidence however, comes from studies which invorve

the transition of óne stimulus to the other rather than the

concurrent presentation of both stímuli (see Mackintosh, rgl 4).

Facilitation of performance obtained under these conditions

can be explained arso by a "rebound" hypothesis (Mackintosh,

1974' p.352) which has some useful imprications for testing

the possible aversive nature of the audience stimurus. These

will be considered shortly.

vle have seen so far that the evidence for arousar or

drive summation from the Iiterature

results of the experiments

with this general trend.

the occasional failures of

carried

is controversi al.

out so lar seem to

It is possible that some or

the experiments to obtain

The

fit in

al-1 of

predicted.

ofsummation effects are reflections of the inadequacies

general drive and arousal theories, rather than refutations

of Zajoncrs basic postulate that an audience stimulus is

arousal inducing

Lind (L976) suggests several alternative interpretations

which warrant some attention. rt has been suggested, for

example, that physicaL systems d.o not operate in a rinear

fashion throughout the range of, an impressed stimurus (patton,

1970). ceiling effects might be predicted whenever stimuli

are combined according to this interpretatíon. The stimuri

used in Experiments r, 2 and 3 were the audience and the
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scheduled aversive stimulus (shock or money Ioss). ff

these two hypothesised stressors interact nonrinearry,

predictions regarding the effect on performance can range

from under to overarousal-. Evaruation of this expranation

mr.ist await either more knowledge with respect to the

operation of physical systems t o:l . untj.I arousal- is measured more

directly than in these experiments.

Another explanation suggested by Lind is based on an

attention mechanism and in some respects is similar to the
competing response theory put forth to explain the data from
Experiment l-. The attention explanation suggests that subjects
at any one moment selectively attend to one stimurus and not
at al1 to the other. These hypotheses both seem prausibre

in accounting for some of the resurts in Experime.nts,r and 3.

A difficulty however occurs when it is considered that athigher
levels of stimulation with the proposed build-up of arousal_

by repeated shocking at the rate of every 5 seconds (when

subject ceases responding in the sidman avoi-dance schedure),
such a selective attention mechanism tends to be unad.aptive.
Another difficulty with the attention hypothesis is that
recent developments by attention theorists aIlow the existence
of a mechanism by which the organism can simurtaneousry

process t\,ro stimufi (Mackintosh & Turner, l97l).

rt is difficur-t to avoid the conclusion at this stage,
that Zajonc's postulate regarding the general drive increasing
or arousing effects of an audience has come at a belated
period in the zeiLgeist of learning and motivation theory.
General-ised drive theory has seemingly been irrepairably
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discredited (Bo1Ies, 196l; Mackintosh , L974) = arousal

theory finds difficulty in predicting accurately basic

motivation hypotheses involving the addition of several-

stressors or a combination of stressors and a.ppetitive

stimuli.

At this point it was decided to pursue the possibitity

of using this manipulation of interacting appetitive and

aversive stimu1i with respect to testing the contention

made in Chapter I (I.5) that an audience is basically

aversive.

VT. 2. INTERACTIONS BETIVEEN APPETITTVE AND AVERSIVE

STIMULT : CONTRAST EFFECTS.

A quite different analysis of interacting schedules

involving appetitive and aversive stimuli is offered by

the study of contrast effects. This study is concerned

with transitions between different reinforcing events and.

the effects on responding on one schedule with changes

occurring in another sched.ule. For example, the transition

from a schedule or situation involving aversive stimul-ation

(or the omission of appetitive stimul-i) to a schedule or

situation involving appetitive stimulation is often

accompanied by an increase in responding in the appetitive

schedul-e. Pavlov (1927 ) attributed a similar phenomenon

within classical conditioning to a rebound effect and cal1ed

it positive induction. He found that the presentation of a

CS- immediately before a trial with CS+ was sometimes

associated with a magnitude increase of the CR elicited by

the CS+.
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The term "contrast effect " was coined by Skinner ( 19 38 )

for the effects observed when exposure to more than one

condition of reinforcement accentuates or increases the

difference between the conditions when administered

independently. T\n¡o broad ef f ects may be observed: ( a) positive

contrast, which occurs when exposure

condition of reinforcement enhances

to a Iess favourabl-e

to a more

negative

f avourab l-e

favourab le

contras t,

cond i tion

performance

condition of reinforcement, and (b)

whieh occurs when expÖsure to a more

of reinforcement suppresses performance to a less

favourable condition of reinforcement.

Mackinto,sh (f974) distinguishes beÈween several

varieties of contrast effects, aIl of which can be either

positive or negative. The fírst category is caIIed transient

contrast. For example, negative transient contrast is

defined as suppression of responding to St (stimulus

signalling the Iess favourable reinforcement condition) by

immediately preceding exposure to SZ (stimul-us signalling

the more favourable reinforcement condition). The effect

is called transient contrast because it seems to be present

only whife the discrimination between St and SZ ís being

is facilitated orlearned, and because

suppressed only if

Transient contrast

performance

immediately

stto

ir foll-ows exposure to s2"

effects have been well-reported in the

literature in free-operant studies using pigeons (e.9. Nevin

& Slruttl-eworth, 1966), and usitrg rats (e.rJ. WiLliams, L965;

Bernheim & VüilIiams, l-96'7). These studies rul-e out a

fatigue-Iike process and fluctuations in mot.ivation as

possible explanations for the particular performance changes

observed.
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behavioural contrast. This effect can

negative correlation between response
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observed, is called

be defined as a

rates in the

of different stimuli fotlowing a change in vaiue of

pre sence

one of

the stimuli.

signalling a

schedule signalled

SimiIarly, during

between a red key

key

the

S, changes from

formation of a

VI to extinction.

successive discrimination

Iror example, the rate of response to tt

variable interval (VI) schedule increases if a

by

the

correlated with reinforcement and a green

pecking

gre en
"orr.Iateå 

with extinction, a pigeont s rate of

rate of pecking thered key increases while its

key decreases (Reynolds, 196I) . Behavioural contrast is

considerably more permanent than transient contrast, as is

suggested by a considerable body of evidence. For exarnple,

Nevin & Shuttleworth (1966) found that response rates to

s. in a multiple schedul-e were maintained above control-
1

Ievels long after the transient elevation of responding at

the beginning of each S1 period had disappeared. Similarly'

RiILing et aI (1969) and also Hearst ( 1971) observed a

positive contrast effect over 60 sessions of running.

Generally, the procedure used to obtain behavioural

contrast has been to use a multiple (VI, VI) changing to a

multiple (VI, extinction) schedule with pigeons responding

with a key peck. Evidence of behavioural contrast has also

been observed in other species such as rats (Pear & Wilkie,

IgTI; ¡4ackintosh, l-9'74), although the eff ect is sometimes

not as pronounced. It has been suggested that the

behavioural contrast effect occurs because a decrease of
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reinforcement occurs in sz and this results in the decrease

in responding during S 2. Many reported experiments have

subsequentty attempted to investigate the question whether

increases during St are caused by a decrease in responding

or by a decrease in reinforcement during SZ. Mackintosh

(I9 14 ) suggests that this is the \^Irong question to ask 
'

since positive contrast has been found during tt in both

the absence of reduction in reinforcement and in the absence

of reduction in responding in 52. It afso has failed to

occur when one or other has been reduced, sugqesting that

neither condition is sufficient, and neither is necessary'

for the appearance of positive behavioural- corrl-rast.

Behavioural contrast has also been observed with the

use of aversive stimuli. One of the early studies i'n this

area (Azrín, 1960) found for example, that punishment of

positively reinforced responses with electric shock during

St but not during 52, in a multiple schedule, results in

transient decreases in responding during SI. Brethower &

Reynolds (1962) subsequently showed using similar conditions

that not onJ_y did responding decrease during the punished

St component, but also that responding increased during

the non punished SZ component. This contrast effect is

known as punishment contrast. The-puníshment contrast

effect has been reported by a number of other authors

(Ilo'Lz;-'Azrin & Ulrich, l_963; Lattal, 1969; Rachlin, 1966)

using positive reinforcement maintaining schedules-

Punishment contrast has also been reported during Sidman

avoidance with rhesus monk€YS, thus considerably increasing

the generality of Lhe,phenomenon. (r,attal & Griffin' 19'72)-
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Azrín & HoIz (I966) found that after severaf

sessions of punishing positively reinforced responses,

removal of punishment resulted in transient increases

in response rates which exceeded baseline response rates.

fhis effect (afso caIled punishment contrast by the authors)

seems to be similar to and different only in degree from

schedutes in which alternating periods of punishment and

no-punishment occur wíthin individuaL sessions. The latter

design was used by HoLz et al- ( 1963) usinqr a maintaining

DRL 3O sec. schedule with pigeons key pecking. Subjects

typically responded with low efficiency during basel-ine

training, with frequent short bursts of responses and

infrequent Ionger TRTs (Ieading to an increase in the

probability of reinforcement in the DRL schedule) - In

experimental sessions, periods of shock punishment super-

imposed on the DRL schedule were alternated with no-

punishment periods. The effect was to produce punishment-

contrast. In the punished periods, burst of responses

decreased with corresponding increases of longer IRTs and

the probability of reinforcement. In the non-punished

periods, response rates increased to above baseline leveIs,

which (paradoxically) Ied to a d,ecreased probability of

reinforcement. Thus the effect of punishment during the

punishment contingency \^/as to increase the efficiency of

performance. The increases in responding during the non-

punished periods proved to be transient, however, because

with extended experimental sessions (4) , response rates

during the non-punished component returned to basel-ine rates.
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Thesetransienteffectsl¡¡eresimitartothosefound'

by LattaI & Griffin (L972) in shock punishment of periods

of Sidman avoidance behaviour which alternated with

periods of non-punished Sidman avoidance' Response rates

increasedinthenon-punishedcomponentwhileresponSe

rates decreased in the punished component'

Both of these studies support !Ùertheim's (1965)

suggestion that contrast may be a rel-atively general

phenomenon observed d'uring the formation of discriminations

involvinq aversive stimufation' Species generality may

similarly h,e inferred from these studies since contrast

effects have now been reported in rats, pigeons and

rhesus monkeys. A suitable question at this point would be

to ask whether human operant behaviour can also show contrast

effects of this nature. The next chapter reports such an

attempt.

How may aII of this be related' to the effect of an

audience?Itmaybereca]-ledthatthenatureoftheaudience

stimulus has been posturated as aversive (see chapter r, T'5) '

Punishmentcontrasteffectshavenotbeenreportedinthe

]-iteraturewithaversivestimuliotherthanelectricshock,

althoughtheSuppressiveeffectsofavarietyofaversive

stimuri has been welr reported (e.g. noise, campbetl & Broom'

1965; bar sIap, Skinner, 1938; etc) ' Church ( f963) has

summarised the available evidence at that time regarding the

effects of punishment. Although sometimes the effect of

punishment is to facilitate responding' Church argues that

these effects tend to occur in spite of, rather than because

of punishment. In most cases, however' the response-
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contingent presentation of an avêrsive stimulus at mild

oï moderate intensities induces çupBression of responding.

The remaining experiments reported here investigate

the possibility that the contingent presentation of an

audience on a positive reinforcement schedu'ì e can (a)

suppress responding and (b) produce a p{rnishment contrast

effect under similar conditions as has been found with

electric shock.
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C}IAPTtrR VII

EXPERIMENT 5 : CONTRÄST EFFECTS WITH HUMÄN SIIBJECTS ON A

DRL SCHEDULE.

As suggested by the literature review in the Iast
chapter, one of the first problems which needed clarification

was the question whether humans would show a contrast effect

on an operant schedule when money gain and loss served as

the controlling stimuli. VrTouId the ef f ect as observed

with rats, pigeons and monkeys generalise to humans with a

secondary reinforcer (money) rather than primary reinforcers

(food, shock, etc.)? HoLz et al- (1963) found that their

contrast effect \^ras optimised if the shock intensity was

relativeJ-y miId, but sufficient to carrSe suppression in the

punished component. Paradoxically, this l-ed to an increased

frequency of reinforcement in the punished component beoause

of the nature of the schedule requirements (DRL 30sec.) and

because the basetine response rates were not conducive to

optimal reinforcement. Alternating periods of non-punishment

within the same sessions produced a disproportionate increase

in responding above baseline 1eve1s. These were invariably

associated with a decreased reinforcement rate as response

bursts (i.e. short IRTs) ¡ecame more frequent.

Could such a contrast effect be obtained on a DRL

schedule which used money gain to maintain responding, but

which used money foss as the aversive stimulus? If so r what

gains

decided

would be the relative intensity or size of the money

and money losses which produced

to und.e rt ake an inve s ti gation to attempt to answer these

the effect? It was

questions. Tn the experiments to be reported in this chapter,
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the sizes of the money gains and money losses were varied

in order to produce a contrast effect with humans as

subjects.

Since lrleiner ( 196 3) has already obtained suppressive

effects of punishment in the form of response cost (point-

Ioss per response) with human subjects in avoidance and

escape conditioning, it seems possible that .suppression of

responding may be obtained under the conditions outtined

above.

EXPERIMENT 5A

ME THOD

Subjects.

18 subjects, males and females, a1I first-year

psychology undergraduates vol-unteered for the experiment

in reply to a general invitation to participate on a

departmental notice board. It \^¡as explained to sub j ects

that they could earn several dollars in the experiment

provided that they attended all sessions required by the

experimenter. All subjects were experimentally naive.

Apparatus.

The apparatus used, in Experiment 4 was used with

several modifications.

First, a 75 dB, I sec. tone source \^ras situated at

the top right hand side of the box display. This \¡/as

activated only when a loss \^¡as programmed, and always

occurred simultaneously with a I sec. red light presentation.

The tone \^/as added to f acilitate signaf ling of a money loss.
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Second, a1l programming of the experimental

contingencies and the recording of response data was by

means of cabling to and from a PDPSE computer located in

an area well removed from the experimental rocm. A

cumulative recorder \^ras hooked up to the computer to

record reinforcements and responses.

Reinforcements (up-counts on the neon-display units)

were registered within l- sec. of a response. Punishments

(down-counts on the display) v/ere registered approximately

Lr-2 sec. after the occurrence of a response so that both

reinforcement and punishment (or "response cost" could be

made two discernible events when one re sponse \^/as emitted.

Procedure and Design.

It vTas decided to increase the opportunities for

reinforcement compared. with, Experiment 4 as some subjects

had reported boredom during the long IRTs required on the

DRL100 .sec. schedure. The minimum fRT for reinforcement was

hence f orth re duced to 6 0 se c. and a l-1

and fol-lowing experiments operated on

daily sessions Iasted. for 45 mins. and

approximately the same time each day.

During the preliminary baseline

were required to learn and perform the

criterion mean response rate which did

10% between two successive sessions , ot

of maxinum possible reinforcements for

subjects in the present

a DRL60 schedule. All

\^¡ere scheduled. for

sessions aIl subjects

DRL60 schedule to a

not vary more than

to 7OZ of the number

any one ses s ion .

Before each session began,

chair facing the display box and

were read.

subjects r¡¡ere seated in the

the following instructions
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"Give watches, books, pens, etc. to the
experimenter for safekeeping. Do not
move from your chair for the 45 mins.
of the session. Do not smoke or eat
and concentrate on the task which is
for you to make as much money as
possible appear on the display. You
have to discover how the money is
registered on the display, by manipul-
ating the l-ever. Whatever amount is
showing at the end o,f the session is
yours i each session' s e arnings will be
added together and you will be paid the
Iump sum at the end of the experiment,
but you must complete aIl- sessions
before you get the money. Please do
not talk to any other sti¡dent about thi s
experiment. "

The starting position of the neon-display units

500 (ss.00). rrbeEinning of each session \^ras \^ras initially

explained to sub j ects that this r¡/as an arbitrary zero point

so that money could,be gained or lost in each session and.

money gained in one session could be lost in another. No

further explanations or instructions were given to subjects

until debriefing at the end of the experiment.

After baseline criterion had been obtained, each

subject \^¡as given one experimental 45 min. session which

involved the alternation of two stimulus components lasting

for 5 minutes and 10 minutes eachr so that the session

contained three 5 minute components and three 10 minute

components. The session started with a 5 minute component -

alI of these components were identical to baseline training

i.e. DRL60 sec. was in effect. The 10 minute components

involved the DRL60 sec. schedule in addition to response

cost (punishment), so that all responses were followed by

a downcount and alI responses which reached or exceeded the

minimum IRT requirement for reinforcement (60 sec.) were

followed also by an upcount.

at the
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following six

sub jects:

cpr
Gp2
Gp3
cp4
Gp5
Gp6

AIl subjects

3 or 4 sessions of

16 3.

response

pre sented

aI I me asure s

tr ain in g.

rates and

Baseline mean

mean IRTS are

were assigned randomly to one of the

groups, so that each group contained 3

(ø ) ¡o\Á/ncoun È (ø)Upcount

(s

(s

(s

(s

(s

(s
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7

10
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16
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s-)
b
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5

4
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)
J

3

3

4

4
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

reached basetine criterion either at

DRL6 O

rates, mean reinforcement

in Table 7.1. Differences between the groups on

yielded F ratios of less than l-, indicating that aII groups

performed similarly under the respective baseline conditions-

Means \^¡ere computed for these 3 dependent measures

from the 2 components of the single experimental session.

component I (: periods of normal DRL60) and Component 2

(3 periods of DRL60 + response cobt) are represented in terms

of these 3 measures in Table 7.2.

Tv¡o

the groups

on each of

Summaries

$/ ay

and

analyses of variance hlere carried out between

also between the components and baselines

variables. (Winer, 1971) .the 3 dependent

of the analyses are presented in Tabfe l -3- These

indicate that there were no differences between the 6 groups 
'

but that differences between baselines and compohents were

significantly different on alI three dependent measures.
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Subject RR RftR TRT

Gpl

4

Gp2 S
5

s

7

Gp3 S I
s

9

Gp4

Gp5

cp6

10

l_l

L2

st¡
c"14
tts

0.89
o.a2
0.87

0.53
0.91
r.38

o.98
0. 96

0.93

o .82
0.73
0.87

0.87
I. 02

0.73

1. 16

0.87
r. 47

0.80
o .1r
0. 80

0.53
o.16
0.58

o .64
o .62
0.71

o.76
0.73
0. 78

o.7r
0.69
0.69

0.53
0.80
0.69

65.8
7L.1
68. 3

LO1 .4
65 .1
4L-9

60 .'7

61.3
63.0

7r.0
80 .7
68.3

68.0
57 .6
80.4

46 .9
61 .4
40 .4

st
sz

S:

S

S

6

S

S

c

s

S

S

16

r'7

18

Means o.94 0 " 70 65.9

Table 7.lz Baseline dependent mèasüres in Experiment 54.
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RR RftR IRT

Subject Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 1 Comp 2

cp L ,Z
q

0.87
o.71
o-77

o .61
o.21
o .61

e o.73
0. 80

0-B0

o .27
0.60
o .67

0.60
o.13
1.13

0.60
o.47
o.61

o-61
o.73
L.27

o .61
o-41
0.80

0.53
0. 70

0.50

0.57
0.63
o.ll

0.80
0.53
0.57

0. 70

0.53
l_. o3

r.1 3

0.80
0.30

o .27
0.60
0.53

0. 80

0.63
0. 70

0. 33

0.50
o .51

0.57
0.43
0.53

0.53
0.43
0.37

0.43
0.40
o .20

73.3
67 .2
1L.3

81.6
98.4
55.9

88.9
r32 .4
87.8

95.6
80 .2
51.6

68. 3

r20.o
126 .1

72. A

81. 6

79.9

r7 4.9
83 .7

rl-2 .6

101_ . 8

84. 3

lo.1

16.3
110.6
102.0

t-5 4. I
-l_06 . 9

54.0

33.1
72.O

102.8

c

3

6

t

4

10

ll
L2

o .27
0.53
0.53

o.47
o.47
o .67

182.0
IO2.3
104. 0

Gp 2 tS

s

e

Gp 3 S-
Õ

S

c

c

S

9

Gp4

cp5

cp6

0.53
o .47
0.53

t3
L4

15

o.47
o.47
o .41J

q

S

16

T7

18

0.33
o .47
0.40

Means 0. 70 0.73 o.4t 0.50 93.1 93.0

Tab Ie '7 .2 z Means of 3 dependent measures in the two
components (Component | = DRL60, Component

2 - DRL6O + response cost) for al1 subjects
in Experiment 54.
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S our ce

Depe n den t
df RR

variable F-ratios
RftR TRT

Betl^/een Subjects

croups (A)

Brror ( S )

VJithin Subjects

B ase I ine
with

Components (B)

AXB

Error (B X S)

2 4 .48* 36 .29* * L4 . l-9* x

10 0.65 L. 32 _l_. 9 5

24

5 I. L4 2. O0 I. L2

l-2

* p( 0.05

Table'7.32

** p( 0.0001

Summaries of results

for d.ata in TabIes 1

of analyses of wáriance

1 and 7 .2.

Inspection of the overall means of

indicate that most of the variance

baselines and comPonents

can be accounted for bY

both components. General-the differences of

ised suppression in

ove ral I me ans .

base lines from

both components is indicated by these

Comparison by inspection of individual subject data

in Tabte 1.2 with those in Table '1 .I (baselines) sugqests

that only tg exhibited a punishment contrast effect; tt5

showed a behaviouraf contrast effect (no suppression), and'

most other subjects (e. g. tO) showed generalised suppression

in both components. Some subjects (e'9' StO) showed a

contrast effect, but with suppression occurring during the

non-punished component and acceleration of responding during

the punished component! Cumulative records of the experi-

mental sessions of the three subjeÇts SO, S9 anq tte are
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given in Fig. 6.

The effectiveness of suppression of the response cost

varíabIe has been demonstrated in this experiment, although

contrast effects seem to be much Iess reliabJy obtained.

It is not immediatety clear what caused this intersubject

variability. Subjects were asked to write down their

responding strategies immediately after the last baseline

and experimental sessions. Reference to Appendix D

(f xperiment 5A) shows ans¡ú/ers given by sub j ects. Although

all- subjects could describe that during baseline the DRL

contingency required a constant time interval between

response, the majority of subjects during the experimental

session said that they attempted different or varying time

intervals in order to avoid the losses. The subjects who

showed contrast effects could v'erbalise (rouqhly) that

alternatitg periods of loss of money and gain of money were

in operation and seemed to have adjusted their responding

accordingly. These resufts may be interpreted via two

hypotheses. The first of these may be described as a

"cog'nitive" hypothesis which examines a subject's strategy

for responding which would maximise his reinforcement. By

changing the requirements of the schedule, a subject would

necessarily be required to alter his response strategy.

Under these conditions it would be reasonable to expect a

subject to "experiment" or "test different hypotheses" as

to which response strategy might optimise reinforcements-

Since the DRL schedul-e requires the subject to not respond

for a given time interval, a seemingly obvious change which
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could occur is a change in the time interval. rhis \^/as

indeed bel-ieved by most subjects (see Appendix D

Experiment 5A) .

The second hypothesis may be described as an

" information-content " (of the reinforcement contingency)

hypothesis. lnformative predictors of reinforcement woufd

be expected to acquire greater reinforcing power than

redundant stimuli or unreliable stimuli. In the present

experiment the conditioned stimuli (SDs) signalling the

loss and no-loss components v¡ere temporal ones and required

to be estimated by subjects. Since these temporal

conditioned stj-muIi were both lengthy (5 to -l-0 mins), and

competinq with the response to (itself temporal - 60 sec.),

they may have been unreliable for many subjects, and exert

Iess control- over responding than was intended.

Both of the above hypotheses seem plausible and they

both imply that by giving subjects more information with

respect to which component was in operation (whether this

occurs through more efficient "hypothesis testing" by

subjeùts or through a more reliable to with greater inform-

ation content) may be a useful method to obtain contrast

more reIiabIy.

EXPERI¡4ENT 58

Fotl-owinq the l-ast

was made to the computer

that during the response

the display box would be

suggestion, a s1íght alteration

program used in Experiment 54, so

cost component the red light on

continuously on for the duration



of the compsnent, rather than

with a money l-oss. Hence the

l-r70.

come on for I sec. associated

red Iight's function was to

for thè response costbecome a discriminative stimulus

component.

Similarly,

Experiment 5A had

be argued that subjects in

chance to accommodate,.to' the

it may

Iittle

experimental session, and that by giving

experimental sessions of the alternating

produce a more reliable contrast effect.

were run under identical condítions as in

subjects more

components may

Hence, some subjects

Experiment 5A

response cost(i.e. no discriminative

component) , except that

sessions instead of one.

stimul-us lor the

they under\n¡ent three experimental

METHOD

Subjects.

Six male and female, aIl first-year psychology

undergraduates who were experimentally naive (i.e' had not

participated in any previous psychological experiment)

vol-unteered for the experiment in reply to a general

invitation to participate on a departmental notice board.

It was agaín explained to subjects that they needed to

attehd every session required by the experimenter in order

to receive the money at the end of the running.

Apparatus;

This was tire same as in Experiment 5A with the

mod.ification mentioned above.
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Procedure and Design.

The procedure of schedul-e requirements, session 1ength,

instructions to subjects, etc- v/as the same as in

Experiment 5A.

Since contrast effects had been obtained in

Experiment 5A only with

this \Àras retained as a

subjects on resPonse costs of 5d,

constant here, so that all six

of 5ø. during the resPonse costsubjects had

component.

rather than

downcounts

Reinforcement size (upcounts) was kept as 4ø

3É. to maintain (it was assumed) a slightly

higher motivation Ievel in subjects.

All subjects were trained to baseline level-s

according to the same criteria as before. At this point,

3 subjects v¡ere given one experimental session which was

identical- to baseline conditions (DRL60, upcounts = 4é)

during the 5 min. component, but whiöh also included d.own-

counts of 5c. contingent on each response and a red Iight

showing continuousJ-y during the 10 min response cost

component. These components atternated as before, each

session beginning with a 5 min. component and finishing with

a -10 min. component.

The other 3 subjects \^/ere given exactly the same

experimental session as Group 5 in Experiment 54, except

that they v/ere given three successive experimental sessions

instead of one.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Subjects 2, 4 and 6 comPrised

experimental session involving the

during the response cost component.

data are presented in T¿rbIe 7 .4 -

Group 1 which had one

continuous red Iiqht

Baseline and comPonent
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Subjects

e
tl

c"4sz

Base Iine

Component

I

Component

2

(Response
cost)

0.80
0.60

l.33 .2

0.33
o .25

LL2 .2

0.87
o.73

135.8

RR

RftR
IRT

RR

RftR
IRT

RR

RftR
IRT

0.87
o-13

69.0

1.00
o .62

59.8

r .21
o.67

82.O

o .57

o.Ll
37 .9

0.87
o-16

67 -9

0. 40

0. l_0

22 .9

Table 7 -4: Comparisons of Baseline with components mean

dependent measures of subjects with response
cost discriminative stimulus in Experiment 5B

Inspection of these figures indicates that:

(a) suppression of respond.ing occurred during the response

cost component for aIl- three subjects, and

(b) a slight tendency toward.s acceleration during the non-

response cost component occurred lor gne subject only (S4),

but this was not very pronounced - the other two subjects

showed IittIe change in response and reinforcement rates

during this component compared with baseline. (N.e. Ìuean

IRTs are not very sensitive measures, unless ïRT distributions

are al-so given ) .

Subjects 1, 3 and 5 comprised Group 2 which had three

successive experimental sessions identical to that given to

Group 5 in Experiment 54. Baseline and component data are

presented in Table 7.5. Subject l- showed Little consistent

suppression or contrast over the three experimental sessions.
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At the post experimental enquiry this subject could not

correctly verbalise the experimental contingencies.

Subject 3 showed generalised suppression (induction) to

both components, which was fairly consistent over the three

experimental- sessions. Subject 5 showed consistent

suppression in the response cost components over the three

sessions, although behaviour in component 1 (non-response

cost) seemed to be around baseline l-evef ( it might be

possible to interpret responding in the third experimental

session as slight acceleration).

Subjects' answers to the post-baseline and post-

Iast-experimental- session's questions indicated that al-1

subjects (excepa t:) could verbalise that alternate gain

and l-oss periods were in operation, (Appendix D, Experiment

5B), so that giving subjects more information with respect

to this part of the contingency does not seem important in

producing a more consistent contrast effect.

RR

tt
RftR IRT

e
J

RftR IRT

Subjects
5

2
RR RftR IRT RR

Basel-ine O.90 O.80 59.2 0.9I O.76 65.6 0.89 O:82 66-4

Comp

I
0. 70

0. 75

0.80

0.65
0. 70

0.65

81.1
15. L

10 .9

0.33
0.73
0.60

0.33
o .61
o.47

I17 .I
87. 3

LIs .2

0.73
0.87
1.00

o.67
o-67
0.73

71 .6
7 4.2
60.0

E t
E

E

2

3

Comp

2

0.93
0.65
o .87

0.50
0.65
0 - 80

55.8
I4.5
70. I

0.40
o.41
o.37

0. 30

o .41
0. 37

I47.2
117.r
r48. 4

o .67
0.43
0. 17

E 0.60 a9.2
0.43 L225
0.17 234.9

I
2

E

E
3

IYiean Basefine and mean component dependent
measures of 3 experimental sessions of all
subjects in Experiment 58.

TabIe 7.5:



A feature

Chapter need a

nature of the

involving the

downcounts).

L]4.

of the two experiments reported in this

little further discussion. This is the

re.inforc.*.tit and punishment used, both

same stimulus di.mension (money upcounts and

Contrast effects in the Iiterature have

reported when different stimul-us d'imensionsgene ral ly

are used

be en

for reinforcement and punishment (e.S. food and

shock respectively) .

effects observed in

This raises the possibility that the

the present experiments are qualitatively

different from those using different stimulus dimensions.

Not only would the same sense modalities be activated and

similar types of motivation states be reqúired in the

former case, but also the effects could be qualitatively

different from those where dimensionally different stimufi

interact. Several arguments may counteract this possibility

however. For example, punishment contrast has been reliably

obtained where shock has served as both reinforcement and

punishment (Lattal & Griffin, 1972). This study has already

been referred to in chapter vI (vt,z.¡. A1so, an aggressive

response in rats can be effectively elicited and punished

by the same shock stimulus (Roberts & B1ase, 1971). Lastly'

the work of lrleiner (l-963) with human subjects has shown that

the suppressive effects of response cost (punishment) using

the same stinulus dimension as the reinforcer (points having

monetary value) are similar to those which have been observed

with shock punishment in animal subjects under analogous

interval schedules. The fact that quantitatively similar

data are obtained does not necessarily discount qualitative

differences, although it may make them Iess IikeIy.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

OveralI, the t\^/o experiments reported in this chapter

seem to bear out the following conclusions:

(a) Introducing response cost by downcounts of 5é

when responding was reinforced by upcounts of

4é on a DRL60 sec. schedule generally produced

suppression of res-ponding by human sub jects,

although a few'subjects accelerated their

responding.

(b) V{hen a response cost component wàs atternated

with a non-response cost component, a variety

of behaviours \^ras observed during the Iatt.er

component : suppression (induction), a return

to baseline 1evel responding, or acceleration

(contrast).

(c) Providing subjects with further information

when resBonding is to be costed. (punished) and

when it is not, in the form of a discriminative

stimulus, did, not seem a more reliable method

of obtaining a consistent contrast or induction

e ffect.

(d) Giving subjects several successive experimental

sessions in which these alternating components

are presenÈed did not seem to give a more

consistent contrast or induction effect.

Generally, it has been demonstrated that contrast (behavioural

and punishment) can be produced by using the respons.e cqËt

variable, but the method so far has not proved to be very

reliable. The effect of suppression durinq the response cost

component, however, seemed to be more reliabl-e.
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CHAPTER VIÏI

EXPERTMENT 6 : A COMPARTSON OF AUDIENCE AND RESPONSE COST

ON HUMAN DRL PERFORMANCE.

It was decided at

of the audience factor

this stage to

in con j unction

continue the testing

with a

schedule superimposed on

Since it was established

a maintaining DRL60

punishment

schedule.

the previous chapter that

woul-d l-ead to suppression of

used as reinforcers, downcounts

l-n

response cost in most cases

when upcounts are

upon responding may be used as a suitable

treatment for an investigation of possible

effects on performance of an audience (for

j ustification, see Chapter T. I I.5 , last two

re spon din g

contingent

comparison

suppressive

theoretical

paragraphs ) .

RecaIl the postulate also put forward in Chapter I

(I.5.) that the usual effect of punishment is to produce

suppression of responding (Church, 1963) and that a variety

of stimulus dimensions (such as shock, noise, bl-asts of a:-r,

etc.) produce contingent response suppression. The common

feature of these stimulus dimensions appears to be

aversiveness. Since an audience in presumed. to be an

aversive stimulus also, contingent response suppression may

be predicted. Can punishment contrast also occur when

exposure to an audience is made response contingent?

This hypothesis was tested also in the present

expe riment .

An additional factor which attempted to take into

account personality differences in the dimension of
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extraversion \^/as included also. This dimension' s role

has already been briefly discussed (Chapter I.4.3) but needs

further clarification in the present context.

Eysenck (1957, 1967) has argued at length that

although extraverts are traditionally the more sociable

group, introverts are more social-ised because they form

socially conditioned responses faster and more readily than

the (more sociabfe ) extraverts . The possible aversive

nature of audience should therefore have greater effects on

a greater decrement inintroverts' performance, producing

responding during suppression.

A similar prediction may be for the performance

will be more

extraverts since,

derived

under response cost; that is, introverts

affected (i.e. greater suppression) than

according to Eysenck, extraverts will form conditioned

responses Iess readily. Jones (1973) has already shown that

in an operant conditioning task (continuous reinforcement)

introverts condition better than extraverts when monetary

reinforcers are used. ThiS prediction from Eysenckts theory

is also supported by Gray (l-9'1l-) who argues and presents

evidence for the contention that extraverts perform worse

than introverts on tasks invofving aversive stimulation.

ME THOD

Subjects.

Twelve members of the first-year class in psychology

at the University of Adelaide participated. None of the

subj ect.s had experience in operant conditioning tasks.
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(Evidence that reinforcement history affects the mediation

of human subjects on DRL schedules has recently been

published (Stein, 197'7). Six subjects were cÌassed as

extraverts and six as introverts from their scores on the

E.P.I. (Form A). Extraverts' scores ranged from 3-4 and

introverts' scores ranges from I8-20 (tfre possible range

is O-24) .

Apparatus.

The apparatus used was the same as in Experiment 5

with the following additions. Tmmediatery above the sloping

panel, l00cm. from the floor, was a cIear, double perspex

screen 60 cm x 40cm, which contained an air layer of 4cm.

between the tv/o perspex sheets. The screen could give

the subject visual access to an adjoining experimentar room

by means of two curtains travelling on a track and driven

by a small- electric motor within this room. NorrnaIly, the

curt.ains \^/ere closed. During the times when an audience

stimul-us was scheduled, the subjectrs response v/as forrowed

between .l- and 2 secs. by a I sec. red Iight and by the

curtains opening and. revealing an audience watching passively

the subject for 15 secs., after which the curtains cl-osed.

The audience, who sat in a srightty higher position than the

sub ject in order to observe him at his task, \^/as physically

removed from him by a distance of approximately l_OOcm. as

measured "through" the screen (See Figs. 8 and 9). Normal

room lighting v/as

\¡¡ere made to sound

used for both experimental rooms. Efforts

attenuate both experimental rooms from

each other by the use of carpet and seal-s around. the common

d.oo r .
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Fig. r B:

Fig. 9

(SimuIateA)Su¡ject with apparatus anil
Professor 2 with curtain in the "open"
position. (N. g. professor 2 wore spec-
tacles during aII Audience sessions
although not so depicted here)

(Simul-ated) Subject with apparatus and
Prof essor I with curtain in the ,'open,'

position. (N.8. photograph taken from
video-tape, hence brightness inconsistencies),
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Responding was effected by pressing a finger rever

pJ-aced near the foot of the disptay box with a force of

250gms. through a distance of I cm. continuous depression

of the l-ever had no ef f ect on the programmed. contingencies.

rf a response \^/as emitted when the curtain rr{as still in the

open position, a further l5 sec. open period v/as programmed

from the time of the last response.

Arl programming of the experimentar contingencies,

and the recording of response data was by means of cabling

to and from a digital- pDpB computer located in an area werl

removed from the two adjoining experimental rooms. A rogic

diagram of the apparatus is given in Appendix El_.

Pro:cedure and Experimental ¡qsign-

rn the prefiminary baserine sessions subjects were

required. to l-earn and perform the DRL6o sec. schedule to

a criterion mean response rate which did not vary more than

10u between two successive sessions, or to 7oz of the number

of maximum possible reinforcements for any one session.

rnstructions to subjects et the beginning of each

45 min. sèssion \^rere identical to those in Experiment 5. as

were the arbitary zero point, and the basic design of the

experimentar sessions. Each experimental session again

began with a 5 min. component which alternated with a lo min.

component. Arr of the 5 min. ("non-stimulus" component)

components \¡¡ere again identical to baseline conditions. The

10 min. components ("stimurus" components) invorved the

DRT,60 schedure in addition to a superimposed contingency

which was response contingent exposure to:

(a) an audience of one of two professors from the psychofogy
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Department. Both professors had earlier given class

lectures to subjects and wore name tags in a prominent

position so as to ensure recognition by subjects. It

v¡as decided to use the professors as audiences in an

attempt to maximise the magnitude of any audience

effects in accordance with the known effects of audience

status and potential evaluation (e.g. Henchy & GIass,

1968). Professors in Australian Universities are at

the top of the academic ladder; they hold ,'Chairs,' in

Departments and are the most senior academic positions

available - these are generally held by internationally

recognised authorities in particufar fiefds. The

audiences were instructed to observe passively the

subject at his taskr âDd to make in view of the subject

a pencil mark on a pad d.uring the open-curtain periods.

Appendix E2 gives the actual audience instructions.

(b) a response cost treatment in which a downcount of 5é

with a 1 sec. red Iight l- to 2 sec. after a response

was administered.

(c) a nove1, "non-social_" stimulus (a full size bust of

Augustus Caesar placed on a classica'l piIlar - see Fig.7)

which repraced the professor. The bust faced the subject

from approximately the same distance and height aS the

professor in the audience treatment.

Atl- subjects under\^/enÈ each of these three treatments

in three separate sessions. Random assignment of subjects

to different treatment sequence orders was according to a

balanced Latin square design in which extraverts/íntroverts

and the two professors \,r'ere counterbalanced (Winer, 1971) .
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Fig. 7 (Simulated) Subject with apparatus

and Novel Stimulus with curtain in

"open " pos ition.



At the end of

return subjects to

control over their

for I0 out of the

the sequences it

baseline in order

DRL6O performance i this

L2 subjects (tZ and t.-.Z

t8 3.

was attemPted to

to demonstrate stimulus

\^/aS SUCceSSfUI

could not be

returned) .

At the end of each session, sub jects \^¡ere asked on

a scale of -IO to +l-o to rate their anxiety change with

respect to the l-ast session. After comptetion of their

second and third experimental sessions, subjects were

asked also to indicate their anxiety change with respect to

the Iast baseline session. They were again asked to write

down what strategies they used fot responding'

RESULTS

The data in Tables 8.1, B'2, 8'3 and 8'4 are

presented as mean percentage changes from baseline levels

of response rates, reinforcement rates, interresponse times

and efficiency of DRL ratios, respectively, versus the mean

of the nonstimulus and ,the mean of the stimulus components

(see Appendix E3 for subject scores) .

The data, were subjected to a 3 factor analysis of

variance with repeated measures on 2 factorS (treatments

and components) (lrliner, 1971, p.539) ' These are presented

in Appendix 84. The extraversion X treatments interaction

r¡¡as the only signif icant f actor f or resPonse rates (F 2,30= 3.55 '

p(0.05). when this is followed up by the lsd method of

comparisons between means, only the dif f erence bet\^Ieen

extraverts (x = -35'1, s = 31.5) and introverts (x +17'8'

s = 66.3) on the response cost treatment was significant

(.¡o 2.14, p(0.05), (see Tabl-e 6.f).



Task Component

Non Stimulus

S Èimulus

Aud

+5.7 (L2.3)

-s.r_ (13.4)

Extrave rÈ s

R.C

-34.2 (26.O)

-35.9 (36.1)

fn tr overt s

N.S Aud R.C

+16.6 (23.8) +33.7 (87.1-) +l-8.7 (66.3)

-2.4 ( 8.9) -O.2 (27.4) +l-6.9 (66.3)

N.S.

-4.9 (9.0)

+0.3(13.9)

Mean of Non

Stim. and Stim.

Overall Mean

+0.3 (L4.2) -3s.t_ (3r.5) +7.1 (19.5) +16.7 (66.8) +17.8 (66.3) -2.3(12.0)

TabIe 8. 1:

-9 .2 (29 - 4) +r_0.9 (ss.6)

Mean percentage changes in response rates (respr/min) from base-

lines (standard deviations in brackets) for extrar¡erts and

introverÈs during 3 experimental treatinents each separar-ed into

two task components.

P
@
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Task Component

Non Stimulus

S timu]-us

Me an

OveraII Mean

Aud

+2.4 (16.8)

+3. 8 (].3.2)

Table 8.2 z

Extraverts

R.C

-32.r (2s.2)

-37.2 (16.8)

-r0.0 (24.5)

Mean percentage

lines ( standard

N.S

+6.9 (l-8.2)

-3.5 ( 3.8)

Aud

+9.6 ( 8.9)

+4.6 (28. t)

Introverts

R.C

-s.s (ls.8)

-re.9 (20.r)

N.S

+22.6 (20.3)

+8.9 (11.9)

+3.3 (fs.1) -34-4 (2L.s) +L.'7 (14.1) +7.I (2l-.O) -12.7 (1e.s) +]-5.7 (18.0)

+3.4 (22.9)

changes in reinforcement rates (rfts/min) from base-

deviations in brackets) .

F
@
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Task ComPonent

Non Stimulus

S t imul us

Aud

-5.8 (r4.4)

+4-3 (12.0)

Extraverts

R.C

+4 8. 7 (40 .9)

+69.4 (76.5)

N.S

-6.e (r]-.2)

-1.s (5.0)

l-n

Aud

-s,6 (30.2)

+1.0 (16.8)

Introverts

R.C

+2.2 (36.5)

N.S

+2.O (7.7)

+7,.4(12.1)

Me an -0. I

Tab fe 8. 3:

+59.1 -4.2

Mean percentage changes

(S.o. in brackets)-

+s.9 (54.9)

-2-3 +4-I +I. 7

Interresponse Times from baselines

P
@
or



Task Component

Non Stiinulus

S t imu lus

Me an

OveralI Mean

Aud

-o.4 (17.1)

+2.8 (t_0.3)

Table 8.4

Extraverts

DA

+7 .8 (15.1)

-8.e (13.9)

-2.L (ls.s)

Mean Percentage

from baselines

N.S

-e.4 (2O.7)

-0.1 (7.2)

chan gre s

(s.o. in

Aud

-4.6 (24.r)

+0.1 (14.9)

Tntroverts

R.C

-9-), (33.6)

-21,.3 (r.8.7)

N.S

+19.0 (25.8)

+6.7 ( 7 .2)

+\.2 (t4.2) +r.8 (16.1) -4.r (16.2) -0.8 (20.4) -ts.2 (27.9) +r2.9 (1e.9)

-1.0 (2s.1)

in Efficiency Ratios (E

brackets).

No. rf ts /m:-n
No. resp/min

F
æ
-J
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For reinforcement rates (See Table 8.2), the

treatments factor \¡¡as signif icant (EZ,30 = 22.6l-, p<O' 001) ,

although the components factor also approached conventional

significance levels (Ul, rO = 3-34, p<O-10). u Table 8'5

presenÈS a Summary of the means under these two factors.

By inspection of the treatment factor means it is apparent

that the response cost treatment mean was smaller than both

the audience and novel stimulus treatment means '

Aud R.C N.S

Non Stim +6. 0 -18.8 +L4.7

S tim +4 -2 -28 .6 +2 .7

Me an
Stim

of Non-
and Stim +5.l- -23.7 +8.7

Table 8.5: Reinforcement Rates (mean percentage

changes from baseline) in the 3

treatments as a function of the 2

components.

For interresponse times (see Table 8.3) ' only the

treatments factor was again significant (t, 
,rO=4.4i-, 

p ( O ' O5 ) ,

although the extraversion X treatments interaction also

approached significance (U r,rO=3.35, p <0. f O) . lnspection

of the means indicates that the response cost treatment,

parÈicularly for extraverts, gave rise to very much Ionger

IRTS in both components than any of the other treatments,

aIl of which had component means close to baseline values.

For efficiency of DRL radios (see Table 8.4) none of

the factors or interactions was significant, although the



extraversion x treatments interaction

significance (ur,rO:3.26, p=0. O6) , as

X components interaction (r, 
,rO=2.95 t

The data analysis presented so

I89

agaln approached

weIl as the treatments

p(0.10).

far seems to indicate

out on the response

effects appeared

summaries of

there a slight

direction.

that the response cost treatment in both components produced

rel-iabl-e suppression of responding with concomitant decreases

of reinforcement (presumabJ_y because most subjects \¡rere

responding at rel-ativery efficient baseline revers) and

increases in IRTs. The suppression of responding vras confined,

however, to the extraverted group. The audience and nover

stimurus treatments, however, seem to have had rittle overall

e ffe ct on performance .

The mean anxiety change scores ( Tabl_e 9.6) were neither

significant between introverts and extraverts nor between the

3 treatments.

The mean money scores v/ere significantly different

between the treatments only (rr,r0=f91.3, p(O.OO-l_) and

inspection of Tabre 8.6 reveal-s that this difference can be

accounted for by the response cost treatment money l_osses

when compared

audience and

with money gains which are similar for the

novel stimul-us treatments.

A planned comparison

rate variable to determine

\¡¡aS Carried

if contrast

within each treatment. TabIe g-l presents

these. OnIy in the audience treatment was

tendency, towards contrast in the predicted



B ase line

Anxiety 0

Money 126 (28)

Aud

-1.3 (2.3)

L2s (24)

Extraverts

R.C

+4.8 ( 1. 1)

- 1s (2e)

N.S

-o.2 (0.4)

]-26 (30)

Base line Aud

+2-5 (2.4)

Introverts

R.C

+0.5 (0.8)

- 11 (23)

N.S

-0.8 (I.2)0

TabIe 8.6: Mean changes in

or lost (cents).

721- ( 16 ) 1,27 ( ]-s ) 13s (6)

ratings from baselines and mean amount of money earned

in brackets).

anxie ty

(s.o.

P
\0
O
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Aud R.C N.S

Non Stim

Stim

t(df=30)

+I9.'7 (63.8)

-2 .6 (2L.7 )

L. 34*

_7.7 (s6.e)

-9.s (se.6)

<1

+s.8 (2O.9)

-1.0 (10.1)

, <r

Table 8.72

As a foIlow up to the significant (at Ieast

IeveIs) F ratios obtained in the previous analyses

variance in the treatments factor (or interactions

* p / 0. 10 ( I-taiIe d)

Summary of contrast effects between components

in the 3 treatments with mean percentage changes

in response rates as the dependent measure (N.e.

the pooled error term from Appendix E4.I was used).

differences betr¡/een the two professors

at 0.05

of

involvin g

wi thintreatments),

the audience tre atment were

as it seemed from individual

variance might be accounted

These data are summarised in

investigated with the lsd method,

subject data that some of the

for by professor differences.

TabIe 8.8.

Prof I Prof 2 Compar:ison

RR

RftR

IRT

Non Stim

St im

Non Stim

Stim

Non Stim

Stim

+0.8 (3.7)

-e.r(15.e)

-2.e(r3.6)

-3,8(16.3)

-5.7 (14.4)

+7.L (8.0)

+38.6 (86.1)

+3.9 (24.6)

+14.8 (14.8)

+12.L (23.9)

-5.1

-1.8

( 30.2 )

( 18.2 )

1
\I

¿1\\I

"30

t30=2.28**

t3O=2.36**

t30=2. I3**

It2o-

tzo
** p( 0. o5 (2-tailed)

Comparisons between the trnlo professors in the
audience treatment on 3 dependent measures
(pooled Error Term MS were used in the lsd

:"ï"::":i" :::_:'"nonse 
and reinf orcement rates 

'

TabIe 8.8:
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These data indicate that Professor 2 gave rise in

acceleration of responding in the Nonstimulus component

compared with Professor 1 in the same component. Professor

2 also gave rise to a greater reinforcement rate in both

components than Professor l-. However' the suppression of

responding shown to Professor.l- was not significantly

different from the (very slight) acceleration shown to

Professor 2 ín the Stimutus component, although performance

as measured by reinforcement rates was clearly better with

Professor 2 than with

A consideration

Professor 1.

of subjectrs written responses to the

used provided somequestion as to

illumination on

what strategies they

this curious Professor difference. Reference

to Appendix E5 shows the verbal (written) reports by subjects

after the audience treatment. The responses pertainíng to

subjects;'experiences to the audiences v/ere classified by 3

independent judges not av/are of the hypotheses)according to

whether they belong to an "aversive" or "appetítive" category.

AII judges were given the data in Appendix E5 and were asked

to indicate whether the responses to Question 2 indicated

an "aVerSiVe" or an "appetitive" experience. All three judgeS

gave exactly the same data (rable 8.9) with ttO as the only

subject not describing Professor I as aversive.

Prof f Prof 2

Responses
Aversive

Appetitive

0

6

5

]-

Numbers of subjects describing the two audiences
as either "aversj-ve" or ""ppetitive" as rated by

3 independent judges.

Tab l-e 8. 9
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A Fisherrs Exact Probability test performed on these

data indicates a significant rel-ationship between type of

audience and perception as aversive or appetitive (p< 0.05).

These data are supported by an examination of t-he cumulative

records of e-9. two subjectsr SU who was observed by

Professor 2, and tg who was observed by Professor I (rigs.

l-0 and 11 respectively). !ùhereas the baseline performances

of these two subjects are similar, t5t= performance shows

clear suppression of responding (e. 9. during the Iast l-0 mins.

of audience exposure) and tgt" performance shows no such

suppression. The latter subject shows a high degree of

acceleration during the second 5 min. period (nonstimulus

period) , demonstrating contrast between the components.

DISCUSSION

The large variability between subjects in performance

is 9ne of the most striking aspects of these results. The

personality factor of extraversion seems to have affected

only the performance on the response cost treatment, where

extraverts showed a Iarge degree of suppression generalised

to both components and introverts showed acceleration

generalised to both components. This indicates some repeated.

ambiguity about the efficacy of response cost as a suppressor

of performance and hence as a suitable comparison condition

for the audience treatment. Punishment contrast v/as not

obtained in the response cost treatment which suggests again

that the ef f ect is dif f icult to obtain rel-iabIy, as \4Ìas also

suggested by the experiments in the previous chapter. The
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response rate changes for the response cost treatment also

seem to contradict the hypothesis that extraverts form

conditioned responses less readily than introverts, since

the reverse was in fact obtained. An inspection of the

reinforcement rate changes for extraverts and introverts in

the response cost treatment tempers this tentative conclusion,

as extr:averts also missed. out on more reinforcements during

both components than introverts. This indicates that

introverts performed better than extraverts during the

response cost treatment.

The extraversion factor does not account for the

relativery large variability in performance in the audience

treatment. However, in this case, the differences between

the Professors (Tables 8.8 and 8.9) seem Èo indicate fairly

clearly that Professor 1 who produced suppression in the

stimulus component was peïceived by subjects as being

"aversive", and. Professor 2 wlno produced no suppression in

the stimulus component was perceived by subjects as being

"appetitive". Although this explanation is post-hoc, it may

have drawn attention to a variabÌe which has not been

considered before in the riterature : that of individual

audience differences. The observed differences in this

experiment cannot be explained by differences in (a) evaluative

status, since both \^rere professors, or in (b) anticipated

negative or positive outcomes for the subject, since alt

subjects had similar limited experiences of the professors

onry in a rarge recture crass earlier in the year, and had not

been assessed by them (this vras confirmed by questioning
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subjects at the completion of the experiment).

One possibte explanation of these differences is to

suggest that the effect of a passive audience is mediated

by a host of nonverbal communication factors such as eye

contact, body posture, facial expression, etc. These may

or may not be perceived by the subject as evaluating or

threatening, or imply negative outcomes of the social

interaction. This is clearly an unexplored avenue worthy

of further investigation.

There \¡/as very l-itt1e evidence of a punishment

contrast effect being the result of audience exposure. The

overall results for audience in Table 8.1 are produced by

subjects showing either suppression in the stimulus component,

but not the two events being shown by any one subject. The

acceleratíon in the nonstimulus components where it occurred,

does seem indicative of a behavioural contrast effect, however

(see for example the cumulative record of Sg, Fig.11) - This

effect, although not quite the same as predicted, does require

some explanation.

Recall- that behavioural contrast can be obtained by

reinforcing responses in the presence of discriminative

stimulus 1 in one component and by not reinforcing responses

in the presence of discriminative stimulus 2 in a second

component of the same sched,ule. The response rate during the

second component decreases as a result of extinction to positive

reinforcement, but responding is increased beyond baseline

levels during the first component. Although at no stage was

the audience associated with extinction in the present

experiment (since responding was still reinforced on the DRL
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it was present in one component and.'absent in theschedule),

othe r.

ïf it is assumed that the audience itself had acguired

reinforcing characteristics, then withdrawal of, the audience

would cause extinction. Durinq the initial stages of

extinctionr êrt increase in responding is usually observed'

before a gradual reduction of responding follows. This may

explain the increase in responding observed during the non-

stimulus comPonent.

This explanation of the contrast effect observed in

the present experiment agrees very nicely with how subjects

perceived the audience. l\then the audience t¡/as perceived as

"appetitive" the contrast effect described above \^IaS obtained'

and when the audience was perceived as "aversive" Suppression

in the stimulus component was obtained'

Adifficultywithinterpretingthe''appetitive''version,

of the audience stimulus as a positive reinforcer arises,

however, when no increase in responding is observed during

íts introduction during the stimulus cornponent. What confuses

the issue here is that responding during the stimulus

component is maintained by another reinforcer (money), so

that reinforcer interaction effects would be predicted - these

cannot be separated from this experimental design (see chapter

x, X.4 for future research implication) '

There were no significant clifferences bet\nleen extraverts

and introverts on the audience and the novel stimulus treat-

ments. The former suggests that the audience effect is not

sensitive to the personality dimension of extraversion, a
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rather surprising finding in view of Eysenck's personality

theory's predictions. The similar absence of significant

differences between high and low N scorers in Experiment 4

also supports the broader conclusion that extr^eme personality

differences according to these two dimensions are not

important in determining sensitivity to audience stimul-ation

in DRL tasks. It should be remembered however, that in both

Experiment 4 and this experiment, the subject samples were

relatively smaII compared with the large samples generally

used in personality studies (Eysenck, 1967), so that the

above conclusion must be tentative.

It is known that the amount of suppression in a

punishment paradigm is dependent upon the manner of intro-

duction, the contingency and the i.ntensity of the aversive

stimulus (Azrin & HoIz, 1966; church, 1963). fn this

experiment it was attempted to make the intensity as Iarge

as possible by the use of high status academics and first-

year students as sub j ects. The manner of introduction \¡Ias

sudden and the immediacy of the presentation of the audience

stimulus td/as within

factors should have

2 sec. of the response. Al1 these

prod.uced close to maximum suppression

known about the punishment procedure,

normally expected of

in a DRL schedule,

reliably have

an aversive

according to

yet this \^Ias

what is

not reliably observed.

Generally the results of this experiment revealed

three unexpected findings:

(a) an audience contingency does not

the effects

c ont in Çency

(b) an audience contingency has suppressive effects

only if subjects perceive the audience as being

" ave rs ive t' .



(c) an audience continqency

in responding when it is

perceive the audience as

199.

giwes rise to an increment

removed only if. subjects

being " appeti hive " .

SUMMARY

An experiment is

if an audience stimulus

performance in a DRL60

and extraverts) . After

reported which

has aversive

attempted to determíne

consequences for

schedule by human subjects (introverts

baseline training, subjects were

of one or two

given 3 treatments:

(a) response contingent exposure to an audience

prof essors, who observed the sub ject f or -l-5 sec. following

a response,

(b) response contingent "cost", which involved a loss'of money

(a known aversive stimulus) following a response,

(c) response contingent exposure to a novel stimulus for

15 sêc. following a response.

These treatments were given in one (stimulus) component of a

two-components session, where the other (nonstimulus)

component was identical to baseline conditions. The results

showed. that there were differences between extraverts and

introverts only on treatment (b), where extraverts showed

suppression of responding and introverts acceleration during

both components. Resul-ts from treatment (a) revealed that

with one professor, suppression occurred during the stimulus

component and subjects described the experience as "aversive";

with the other professor, acceleration occurred. during the

nonstimuÌus component and subjects described the experience
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as "appetitive,,. There were no effects on responding by

treatment (c) indicatinq that treatment (a)'s effects

were not due to novelty. The aversive/appetitive nature

of the audience stimul-us was interpreted as being mediated

by nonverbal communical,i-on.
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of an appetitir¡e response contíngency leads to an immed'iate

increment in resPonding-

Tn the previous human DRL experiments, most subj ects

were responding at highly effícient rates compared \^/ith

pigeons (e.S. Ílolz et ãI , 1963) or rats (e'g' Richardson &

tonghead, 7914). Typically, pigeons and rats on DRL schedules

show bursts of responses even after many base line training

sessions. It is these very short IRTs which reduce perf or.m-

ance efficiency. Short IRTs are sometimes observed in human

DRL responding, but the prevíous experiments have shown that

these occur either at the beginning of training or when the

response contingency is altered. Tn the tatter case, the

occasional- re-emergence of bursts of responses may be due

to an attempt to find ancl optimal strategy for respondi-n9

on the alterecl schedule. Tn the f ormer case (pigeons'

pecking responses and rats' bar pressing responses) bursts

of responses are sometimes explained by considering these

generally successful instrumental responses, both of which

invol-ve conìponents of the unconditioned response to f ood, to

be determined partly by an ticipatory conditionincr (Mae ktn!-Qsh '

Ig74) . This explanation for bLlrsts of responses in the case

o1 animal studies is to be preferred over an "optimal

perf ormance btrâte'gt"explanation, as the behaviour tends to

be both stereotyped and persistent, while not being reinforced.

HoLz et al (1963) showed that introducing response

contingent shock at meclium intensity produced more efficient

perf ormance t.han on basel ine by pigeons on a DRL30 sec '

scheduf e. When the shock 'vas removed in a second schedul-e

coÌnponènt, resLlonding v/as greater than basetine levels" with

a resultant dccrease in r,1Lnf orcement (punishmenl- contrast) '
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Since the performance of rats on DRL schedules ls

markedly l-ess efficient than DRL performance by humans'

any suppressive effects are predicted to produce'a more

dramatic increment in performance efficiency. To investigate

whether an audience contíngency produces this effect and

hence can be considered to be "aversive"' or whether it has

effects on performance which can be considered to be

,,appetitiVê,,, an eXperiment along similar f ineS to Experiment

6 was carried out except that the subjects were rats

performing on a DRL schedule'

Because both novel (Contrucci et êI ' LglI) and social

sbimuli (Wheeler & Davis, Ig61) have been found to disrupt

perf ormance b,y rats o11 DRL schéclules ' several controf

conditions (treatments) were used' In one treatment' an

aurf ience ( one rat) contingency v/as given ' In another

treatment,ananaesthetizedratwasexposedfoltowinqa

response;inanotherastuffedrat(nove]-stimulus)served

aSstimu}us,andinanotherLreatmentneitheraratnora

novelstimuluswaSpresent.Theanaesthetizedrattreatment

v¡as used for two reasons: first' a non-anaes+-heLLzed

audience rat may be active and display body movement, and

this activity itself may be responsible fot performance

differences; second., there is some evidence that anaesthetized

ratsareaSeffectiveaSactivenon-anaesthetizedratsin

fa.cilitatingavoidancepetformance'(Marina&Bauermeister'

)914) -
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Subjects.

Eíght experimentally naive hooded rats '

ol-d at the beginning of the experimen't served

with another eight rats serving as spectator

animals were housed individually and kept in

room which l-toused numerous other rats used by

A L2 hr. liqht - 12 hr. darkness

204.

about 100 d.aYs

as sub j ects ,

animals. AII

an airconditioned

the PsychologY

cycle was

given

22-hf .

for one

each d.y,

throughout the experiment- The rats were

ad fib water throughout the experiment and kept on

food deprivation daily schedule. Animal-s were run

hour claily sessions at approximately the same time

a

Department.

main ta ine d

Two

boxes were

a1 umin i um

the back

stainless

al umin i um

expose an

x l0cm.

specially

used (nig

rval ls and

constructed

. L2), each

after v¡hich they were given ad 1ib food for I hr' Thrs

procedure kept alt animals at approximately 80 - 85% of their

normal body weight determined before deprivation commenced'

Apparatus.

audience observation Skinner

22cm x 22cm x 22cm, with two

perspex roof, front door and back' In

corner nearest the bar and food trougth, a permanent

steel vei:tical_ grid arrangement covered a double

walled door which could be vertically raised to

afuminium audience compartment measuring 20cm x f0cm

When Lhc verl,ic.Ll door was closed, no visual access

was possible beLween the compartments. sounds from all

sources were masked bY a 'i5 dB white noise generator-

olfactory sources within l-,he boxes were masked by thoroughly
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I
I

Fig. 12: Audience Observation Skinner Box
(Subject Compartment in foreground.;
spectator compartment behind
subject's head) in Experiment j.



cleaning both compartments and liberally sprinkling a

germicidal vanilla Powder

the stainless steel grid

each animal- commenced its

in both comPartments \^rere

the compartments - these

removed from each other-

the compartments ran

additional attemPb to

and auditory sources

the subject when the

an a

206.

in the cleaning traYS underneath

floors in the comPartments, before

daily session. The onIY air holes

in and around the access doors to

were the lai:gest possible distance

The vertic al- double door between

doul:rfe rubber track in an

or attenuate further olfactorYprevent

from the

verti.cal

audience Yat, from reaching

d oor v¡as closed.

a standard Skínner boxThe subject comPartment was

with a bar 7cm. above the floor and food trough immed'iately

belorv the bar. 45 mg. "Noyes" food pellets could be

delj-vcrccl by a rotating peflet dispenser" Both compartments

contaÍneo two 5-watt houselights each to provide illumination'

The grid floor of the subject compartment v¿as wired to a

Grason-Stadler shock scrambler and DC shock generator which

coul-d del-iver O. 5 se c. shocks of varyin g intensity '

All stimul-us programming and response recording was

done by cabling to a digital PDP 11 computer situated in

another room. Cumufative recorders hooked up to the system

provided a furtheT recording means. A logic circuit diagram

of the vertical door arrangement is given in Appendix F1'

Ex erimental Desl- n and Procedure.

compartment

an il then run

appar a i:us f or 2

for 3 sessions

Initially, aIl- subje:cts \^/ere habituated to the subject

sessions of half an hour

of t hr. Training on DRL

of the

on crf
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followed a progression of increasing DRL values with

successive sessions, so that a1f animals had 1 session on

DRL5Sec. ' 1 session on ÐRL10Sec., etc., until DRL30sec.

v/as reached. All sub¡ects were then run to baseline

criterion by daily t hr' sessions ' The basel-ine criterion

v¡aSsetattheattainingor3successiveSessionsinwhich

mean response rates did not vary more than 10% ' The

criterion v/as attained by subjects in different numbers of

sessions ranging from 1 4 to BB sessions '

A DRL3Osec. schedul-e v/as chosen since HoLz et al

(Ig63)hadearliershownpunishmentcontrastusingtthis

schedule using food reinforcers and electric shocks of

varyingintensitiesastheaversivestimuli.îheirsubjects,

after baseline training, \^¡ere put onto a L2 min' shock-on

component alLernating with a 3 min' shock-off component

wi.thin each session' It was decided that' in the absence of

literature studies using a similar design ' this procedure

should be followed. Hence, arl of the experimental treatment

sessions forrowed this design. subjects were run on each

of the experimental treatments for the number of sessions

that they required to "stabil-ise" mean response rates to

vary not more than lO% for 3 successive sessions' The mean

of the latter was then taken for comparison purposes'

In the first Phase of the exPeriment, each subject

treatments, suPerimPosed on the
underwent four exPerimental

DRL30 schedule:

ectator treatment (sp), which involved placing a
Sp

spectator r-a:- in the audience compartment' The animal

had previously been habituated to the audience compart-

ment to eliminate ex1;'Loratory and emotional behaviours'

(a)



Durinq the

responses

spectator

The time

J

L2 min. audience stimulus

were followed bY a -l-5 sec'

1^¡r -¡ì qino and l-owering ofpt

204.

components alI

exposure to the

the vertical door'

the door took
taken for the door to be fu11y raised vTas about

4 sec. from the time of the resPonse

about I sec. to be lowered' when 'the l-5 sec ' exposure

period had elapsed' ff a response was emitted befote the

15 sec- exposure period had elapsed' another 15 sec'

exposure v¡as given from the time of the last response'

During the 3 min' nonstimulus components the vertical

doorwaSneveTraised.fnallsessionsoftheSpectator

treatment ' sub j ects \^/ere always explosed to the sarne

spectato r raL, and each subject had a different

spe ctator.

(b) A nae s hhet tzecl' Sp ectator treatme

identíca1 conditions as in (a) were in operation ' except

that the spectator rat \^¡as replaced by a non-moving

anaesthe tLzeð' rat (the same rat which served also in the

spectato r :creatment) The general anaesthetic (sodium

pentobarbítone sorution - 6o mq/mr) was administered by

intraperitoneaf injection at the d'osage of 55-60m9'per

Kg. of body vreight approxrmately 15 min' before the

session \^/as due to start' This dosage had earfier been

determined to be optimal in preventing bodily movement

for a Period of at least 80 min'

Stuffed S e ctator treatment ) , in which identical

nt (anSP), in which

conditions as in operation , QXcePt that the

a stuffed hooded rat

South Australian Museum)

(a) vrere in

re1-rlaced bYspectator rat

(prePared bY

was

(c)

courteslz of the



(d)

in a tyPical

face looking

No SPectator

rat rest Pose (4

straight ahead) -

treatment (NsP),

209.

le9s on the ground with

ín which

operation,

identical

t_n except that the

and not rePlaced bY any other
conditions as in ( a) r¡/ere

re move dspectator rat was

rat or object-

These treatments given to subjects according to

of the balanced Latin Square

Tre atments Subjects

we re

the four different sequences

design

Sequences

Subjects \'rere randomly assigned to these sequences

with the proviso that in each of the four sequences the

two subjects would not be assigned' to the same Skinner

audience box.

Betweenthetreatmentsrsubjects\^Terereturnedto

baselines.Iftheorigínalbaselinecould.notberetrieved,

a new baseline response rate \^/as determined according to the

same criterion as before'

Asecondphaseoftheexperimentstartedwhen-.each

animal had completed its last treatment' Baseline v¡as

firstretrieved.Aseriesofsuccessivesessionswasthen

given to each subject whjch involved response con tÍn gen t

of varying

I

2

3

4

Sp

An Sp

S tSp

NSP

AnSp

S tSp

NSp

Sp

S tsp

NSp

Sp

AnSp

NSP

Sp

AnSp

StSp

s1's5

cc
zo

5^rÐ-
5t

õCÐ¡tue

O.5sec.durationshockthr:oughthefl-oorgrid



intensities betlveen 0.fma to O.6rna. The same tenporal

components (3 min. and 12 min) as in Phase 1 were used'

wit-h shock occurring only in the 12 min' component' The

same shock intensity IeveI was used {ror any one session'

although varying numbers of sessions on particular shock

Ievels vfere gì.ven to different animals. some of these were

expected to produce suppression (in the 12 min' colnponent)

anð,/or contrast (in the 3 min' component)

RESULT' S

Phase I

Raw data in the form of mean response rates and

reinforcement rates of baseline and the treatments are

pr:esentecl as a function of the two components (Cf = non-

stimufus; cz = stimulus) in Appendix F2' Percent chanqes

between the respective baselíne and treatment components

were calculated for response rates, rein forcement rates

and the DRL ef f iciency index (i ' e' Ct in basel-ine which

corresponded temporal-l-y was compared with Cl in each

and C^ baseline \^,ras comPared
2

These were subjected to a

2ro.

with cz in e ach

two-way analYsis

and components

factor).

given in

significantlY different

and also the treatments

tre atmen t '

treatment).

of variance (mixed modeI, with treatments

as fixed factors and subjects as a random

Summaries of the analyses of variance are

Tables 9.1, 9.2 and 9-3-

The resPonse rate cìranges vrere

between the comPonents (U 
, ,t

x comPonents in terac tion r'rr as

Table 9.4 Presents the me¿ns

significant (r3,2\ = 4.73)'

of a1l- sub jects' Percent changes

17.s3)
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F

59. 3 -:: I

f7.53**2641 .)-

15 3. 7

?to ?

74-l-

151. 0

69 .1

^ 
11*

2L

2\

rr* p<0.005

Analysis of variance summary table for percent

changes in mean resPonse rates '

MS

MSdf
S ource

Treatments (A)

Compohents (B)

Subjects (S)

AXB

AXS

BXS

AXBXS

p{0-05

2

1

7

a
-)

7

Tab Ie o'l .

FdfSource

Treatments

Components

Subjects (S)

AXB

AXS

BXS

AXBXS

Tabl e 9 -2

247.1

874.7

390. 3

448 .6

680.1

443.4

397.5

/1
\!

(A)

(B)

3

1

1

3

r.97

1. r3

percent

2\

'2L

Analysis of variance summary table for

changes in mean reinforcement rates'

'7
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MS

328 .6

l_2896

1183.5

2152.O

1098.5

rB'7 3.1

583.5

6.88*

F
c] fSource

p { o. o5

Tabl-e 9. 3

/1
-4._ -L

Tt:eatments (A)

Components (B)

SubjecLs (S)

AXB

AA¡)

iJ)15

AXBXS

3

I

7

3
3 . 69 *

1

2T

2,L

/\naJ-YS1s

changes

o.[ variance summa]îy table for percent

in mean efficiencY DRL r:a'Lios



in re sponse

comparl-sons

between the

Mean Square

The results

rates in the treatments'

were carried out to test

components in each

as an estimate of

of these are:

2L3.

Planned orthogonal

for contrast effects

treatment, usinq the A X B x S

the poPuJ-ation e rror var:- ance '

Sp tre atment

AnSp treatment

StSp treatmcnt

cz

cz

cz 2T

ct
VSC

ct

vsC 5.15*

4 .6'7 *

0.58

I.96

StSP

2 2l-t

tI
vs

2L

2Lt

Nsp treatment Ct vs

(* p{0.05, 2-LaiIed)

:t

Sp AnS p NSp

Non Stim
Component
(cr )

6tim
Component
(c 

2)

+IO .4 +9. I -2 .6 +4 .5

-11" I -o 1 -5.0 -? 1

Table 9.4 Mean percentage changes in response rates from

baselines in the components during the experi-

mental treatments -

Contrast effects showing an increase in responding

during the nonstimulus component and. a decrease in respond-

ingduringthestimuluscomponentwereevidentforboththe

spectator

were not

and the anaesthetized sPectator

significant for the stuffed traL

treatments ' but

and the no-sPectator

treatments.

Since none of the i:]Xpêrimental effects for the percent

changes in reinforcement rates were significant, no further
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analysis was done on them'

The percent changes in efficiency of DRL index (raw

data in Appendix F4) vrere significant again on the

components effect (ut,, 6'88) and on the treatments x

components interaction (r 3,2I = 3' 69) ' Table 9 '5 presents

the means of afl subjects percen't changes in efficiency of

DRL index values in the treatments. Pl-anned orthogonal

comparisons testing contrast effects within each treatment

yielded the fol-lowing results:

Sp treatment, Ct vs

AnSp treatment, Ct vs

StSp treatmeht, Cl vs

NSp treatment, Cl vs

(* p{0.05, 2-tail-ed)

cz

cz

cz

Cz'L2L

:t

4. O6*

3.90*

o .26

1- 18

S tSp

2L

2L

2T

t

t

Sp AnSp NSp

NonS ti-m
Component
(cr)

Stim
Component
(c2)

-1 - 4 -L6.6

+30 - 5

+8.5 +I-2

+15.5+4I.1 +11-.6

Table 9.5

These data support the conclusion that during both

the Sp and AnSp treatments an increase in efficiency of

performance occurred during the stimulus component and a

decrease'in efficiency o(.rcurred during the nonstimulus

component. These contras,t effects were not sig,nificant for

the StSP or the NSP'treaItnent'

Mean percent,::'ro changes in E

in the c omp or:L i': n t s dur in g the

tre atment s .

from base lines
DRL
experimental
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Differences between Ct and CZ on baselines were not

significant when mean component response rates are compared

(seeAppendixr3)SothattheseresponSecontrastef-fects

are unlikely to have been caused by possibl-e pretreatment

component differences. similarly, differences between ct

and C2 on basefine efficiency DRL index values \^/ere not

significant, except for baselines immediately prior to the

stuf f ed rat tre atment in which perf ormance in cz frt/as more

efficient Lhan in
"t

(Appendix F3). The effect of the StSp

treatment v/as to narrow this difference to nonsignificance,

rather than produce further contrast'

Phase 2

Àn aLtempt was made to obtain suppression and/or

punishmen t contrast using different shock intensities to

demonstrate the similarity of the punishment contrast effect

obtained in the Sp and the AnSp treatments' Append'ix F5

presents the mean response and reinforcement rates during

the two componen+-s in each of t1-re bl-ocks of shock intensities

(in mA). These different blocks of shocks \^7ere administered

j.n the sequence orders in which they are l-isted in the

appendix. subjects were given a particular block of sessions

of a given shock intensity untj-1 a criterion mean response

rate was achieved v¡hich did not vary more than by IOe" for

3 successive sessions. From an inspection of the I"èsponse

rates, the f otJ-ow.ing conclusions may be suggested'

Suppression of respondin,l occurs in the stimulus component

(C^) which seems to be pr oportional- to the shock intensity
z

used. contrast in the nr)r-lstimulus component (c.) \47as



obtained in only three subjects ("2 at 0-4 mA:
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c
3

at O-4 mA

The more common finding \nIas that of

suppression to the nonstimulus component'

and. S7 ut 0.1

generalisation

m1\) .

of

D]SCUSSION

ThesignificanLcontrastsfoundinPhaselbetween

the two components in the sp ancl the Ansp treatments indicates

sonre support for the hypothesis that an audíence response

contingencymaybeconsideredaversive.Thatnocontrast

effects were found in the stsp and the NSp treatments

indicates that these audience effects cannot be attributed

to any novelty effects of either the door raising event or

the physical presence of the stuffed rat'

Rather a surpr.ising findinq was that the anaesthetized

rat-producedaverysimilareffecttothenonanaesthe.tized

rat. This effect is not due to the presence of a different

animal in the Sp and AnSp treatments, since this was controlled

by having the same spectator and anaestheLized rat fot each

subject. Additionally, the competing social response theory

may be ruled out by these data (see later). ft also strongly

suggests that activity or movement by the spectator is not

important in proclucing the contrast effect' The unusual

natureofthisfindingmaybecomparedwiththoseoft'/ro

studies. First, l,atanJ c GIass (1968) showed that rats

are very

two rats

much more attracted to each other than if bne of

v/as anaesthet-ized in an open-fieId

attractive to a

s ituation. A

TaL, so that

not an imPortant

even l-,-:ssmoving toy car was

they concluded that

indicator of social

moveri€:nt or activitY is

attra(ìtion processes' Tf attraction
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between rats !vere considered to be an alternatiwe explanation

fortheresultsobtainedinthepresentexperiment'inthe

sense of competing social responses (competing with the bar

press), it could not account for the simiJ-arity of the

contrast effect between the Sp and AnSp treatments' The

competing social response hypothesis would similarly be

unlikely Lf the reasons given by l,atanJ & Glass (1968) are

accepted.Thesearethatattractionbetweenratsissubject

to the necessary conditions of mutual responsiveness and

interaction. rn the present experiment, these v/ere clearly

veryclifferentintheSpandtheAnsptreatment'thelatter

allowing neithe t of these condítions ' The Stsp and the NSp

tl:eatments produced no contrast effects so that another

explanatjon of novelty effects may be similarly rejeeted'

It is, f<>r example, clif ficult to accept that rats are

attracted to an anaesthetized rat (when olfactory stimulation

is controtled), but not to a stuffed rat if novelty effects

rvere resPonsible.

Second, Marina & Bauermeister (19 14) found that

anð.estheLrzeó,ratswereaSeffectiveasnonaestheLizeð'rats

insociallyfacilitatingextinctionofanavoidancereSponSe.

As an explanation for this effect' which argues against

raLan{ & GIass's theory, they postulated that both the

anaestheLizedandnonanaestheLizeð'ratsfunctionedasstimuli

capable of elicitinq competing responses incompatib'l-e with

the avoidance behaviour, and that learning occurs of

associationsbetweenthepresenceofothermembersofthe

species and positive rein forcement ' This explanation is

however al,so not tenable Ln accounting for the present
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experiment's results, because it would predict a similar

effect for the S tSP treatment '

Two further studies producing resufts which arque

for interference effects as a result of introducing social

or nonsocial- stimul-i in a DRL sched.ule may be cited in

Suppor:tingindirectJ.yacon.trastexplanationofthepresent

d.ata. First, Wheeler and Davis (I961) found evidence of

disruption of DRL performance in thãt rats showed decreased

ïRTs when another rat v¡as placed in the skinner box, and as

a consequence received fewer Teinforcements than during

baseline training- Second, Contrucci et a1 ( f9 7f) found a

similar disruptive effect when a novel auditory stimulus

\^ras introduced at various points in the DRL schedule. they

interpreted this effect to a disinhibition mechanism' Tt is

clear from the present experiment's resufts that becatrse the

Lesponse rate decreased and the efficíency rose during the

stimulus component, neither of the above explanations are

Lenable for the'Sp or the AnSp treatment'

It appears then , that I^¡e are 1e f t with the original

hypothesisaSthemostreasonabfeexplanationoftheresults.

That is, the ef f ect of the audience contingency 's.ÌaS to

decrease the response rate during the contingency; the

response rate increased with lowered efficiency fevels when

the audience contingency was removed' This effect is

similar to that obtained with a punishment contingeäcy. This

may be interpreted as providing some evidence than an audience

stimulus can be regarded :ìs an aversive stimulus. Two factors

hov¡ever, qualify this terll-ative concl-usj-on'
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First, an examination of the individual data (Appendíx

F2) indicates that during the Sp treatment's stimul-us

component only 3 subjects (sl, S5, tZ) suppressed responding

byabout2Ozormore,theothersubjectsshowedsuppression

of less than 10%. Similarly during the Ansp treatment' 3

sub jects (Sl, S 4, ,Z) showed' suppression of about 2Oe" or more '

while the other subjects showed much smaller suppression

(or sometimes even smafl increments) ' A similar but

accelerating trend is apparent during the nonstimufus

componentinbothtreatments,sothatveryfewsubjectsshow

independently punishment contrast - the contrast effect

instead seems to be a group effect rather than a consistent

individual contrast effect' Fig'13 gives some visual

indication of one subject's performance in all of the

treatments.Althoughtheaccelerationtrendsinthenon-

stimulus component during Sp and AnSp are apparent' the

SuppressionduringthestimuluscomponentisnotSoobvious.

the above indicates that the "audience contrast effect" ís

not as strong or consistent, as might be indicated by the

significant statistical differences'

Second, the results of Phase 2 of the experiment

suggestthatitisdifficulttoobtainre].iablepunishment

contrast with shock as the aversive stimulus under the

conditions used. Ag'ain only 3 subjects (52'S3'SZ) showed

some evidence of punishment contrast (at O'4 ñA' O'-4 ÍlA'

0.1 mA respectively) (see Appendix F5). This dífficulty in

obtaining punishment contrast is surprising' It is possible

that Phase I of the expe:rirnent might have affected performance

cluring Phase 2, atthough any suggestion as to how this could
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have operatecl mr-rst relnain purely specul'ative' They may

rallgefrom-tlrea-c]ministrationandclraracterisl-icsofthe

aversivestimulj'dtrríngPhase2Lothepossibilityof

cliffe:rent specj-cs specific mechanisms ol)eratinq in the

case of Pigeons' rats or humans'
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SUMMARY

An experiment is reported which attempted to determine

ifaSpectatorrathasaversiveconSequencesforperformance

on a DRL3O food reinforced schedule by ra+- subjects' After

baseline training, subjects underwent 4 treatments with

retrieval of baselines between the treatments:

(a) response contingent exposure to a rat spectator for 15sec' '

(b) response continqent exposure to an anaesthetized rat for

15sec. ,

(c)responsecontinqentexposuretoastuffedratforl5sec.,

(d) response contingent exposure to an "empty" spectator

compartment for 15sec'

Tlrese treatments were given in one component (C2) of an

al1-ernatingtv/ocomponentwithinsessiondesign,andwere

SuperimposedupontheDRL3Oschedule,which!VaSalsoinforce

duringtheothercomponent(cI).Theresultsshowec]contraSÈ

effects bet\,üeen the components in treatments (a) and (b), in

which suppression of responding with a concomitant increase

in efficiency was found in C2' and acceleration of responding

with a concomitant decrease in efficiency was found in c1'

îreatments(c)and(d)producednosignificantperformance

changes. Similar contrast effects could be reproduced with

shock as the contingent stimlrlus in three out of eight

anímals,theremaindershowingsuppressiongeneralisedto

both components. These results v/ere interpreted t*ittt some

reserr¡atíons) as being consistent'with the hypothesis that

anaudienceisanaversirlesti.mulus.Thesimilarityofthe

results for treatments (") and (b) suggests that the audience
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e ffects cannot

spectator, ancl

social rcsPonse

be explained by activity on the part of the

call also be used to arque against- a competing

1-heorY.
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CHAPTER X

GENERÄL DTSCUSSTON

x.1. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DRTVE/AROUSAL THEORY OF SOCIAL

FACTLÏTATÏON.

The major findings of the early experiments have

important implications for the Drive theory of social

facilitation. RecaIl that the first four experiments

carried out confirm predictions ofr¡/ere attempts to

various sourcessummation

stimulus

Theory of

ob t aine d

of

beinq one such source

social- f acilitation.

of arousal, an audience

according to the Drive

Vühile some of the- data

there was

tentative ly

nol much support

The results for trxperiments

more in accordance with a competing social response-

arousal hlzpothesis. Where there was somewhat more control

ove r sub j e ct an d audien ce behavi our s uch as in E xper j-ments

2 and 4, the Drive/arousal theory of social facititatíon

failed to be supported al-most completeJ-y. These negative

results must of course be Iimited to the experimental

parameters which were used, but they seem to indicate that

the theory may not be as widely applicabfe as is generally

suggested. One of the revisions needed for the theory which

seems.to -be suggested by the present experiments is the use

of the general drive/arousal construct as a universal_

predictor of performance changes in the presence of an

audience. Certainly the behavioural predictions of the

seemed to support Zaj onc' s theory,

for the inverted U hypothesis.

1 and 3 were considered to be
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theories (both Zajonc's and the inverted U) did not survrve

these tests unscathed. As will be suggested fater also

(x.2), arousal changes (i.e. leading to quantitative

behavioural shifts) have been shown not sufficient by

themsel-ves to accurately predict all possibl-e behaviour

changes in the presence of an audience' This is in addition

to some of the compficating features of drive /arousal

summation discussed in Chapter 6 (VI' 1) ' Similarly ' the

Spence-Hult basis of the theory, which has been the basis

of the ',irrefevant-drive " paradigm of social facilitation is

in sore need of revision (see also X'4, paragraph 2) ' The

resu]-tSofExperiments6and.T,whichhavenotusedthe

ubiquitous ,, lrrelevant-dr j-ve " design, show that f ruitful and

meaningful resul-ts may be obtained by response-contingency

designs using operant - based technology' Yet the latter

approach has not been . rel?orted. iri tho .lite/aùure \'dith respect

to behaviour changes with an aurfience (to the best of the

author's knowledge) -

x.2. Com etin Social Res ONSES and Distraction as Possible

Afternative Explanations for Audience Effects

Especially where impairment in performance (or a

reduction in response rates) is obtained ' the initially

plausible explanations of distraction and competing social

responses should be considered in more detail. The'-competing

social response explanation for some of the results of

Experiments f and 3 has ¿L,l-ready been considered and tentatively

accepted. This explanatj on seems to be particularly attractive

whenever experimental corr.1 itions do not eliminate the
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possibility of social interaction, such as orientation away

f rom the manipul-andum and towards the spectator, beín9

responsible for the performance decrement. The same

explanation however, cannot account for performance facili-

tation (or an increase in response rates) so that its

generatity is l-ikelY to be 1ottl.

Recently, Sanders & Baron (L915 ) have argued that

distraction through drive-Iike properties can facil-itate as

wefl as impair performance. This counter-intuitive suggestion

was made by these authors on the basis of theír empirical

findings that distracted subjects performed better than non-

distractecl sub jects on a simple l-etter-copying task, but

perforrned worse on a complex number-copying task. Although

these resul-ts are consistent with those expected from an

increment in general drive, several features of their method-

ology cast doubt on the authors' conclusion. First, the

distracted group was instructetl to raise their head á.nC. to

briefJ-y l-ook at an trXtr on the wal-I in front of them whenever

an auditory distraction signal was given. The nondistracted

group simpty did the task without the visual anrl auditory

stimulation. It miqht be quite reasonabl-e to assume that

the extra but task-unrelated s'timul-ation increases the

arousal levef of the distracLed subjects from what is known

about, for example, the reticufar formation's rol-e in

arousing the cortex. Horvever, subjects' expectations that

an (irregularly

could al- so have

space cl) signal might be given at any time

produced a higher drive state - this \¡/as not

control- group. The authors themselves admitpre sent

that the

in the

distracted grouFì's results might have been caused by
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an element of "u.ncertainty", which may itself Iead to

greater stress - If the distraction \,vere to be made more

,,certain,,, then habituation to the distractinq stimuli

may be expected, so that the increment in arousal may be

nothing more than an initial novetty effect- Prevention

of habituation, as the authors attemptedu could easily

prolong bhe novelty effect. second, if one looks at the

times which subjects spent at the tasks (10 trials of

4Osec. each with an ITI = lOsec) it appears that habituation

effects to the distractinq stimulus may not have appeared

yet, so that a novelty explanaLion cannot be ruled out.

The meaningfulness of a distracting stimul-us may likewise

influence whether facil-itation or impairment is obtained.

A stimulus of 1ow meaningfulness such as the one Sanclers

& Baron (Ig15) usecl. mighb not be as distracting from task

performance as a stimufus of high meaningfulness. whether

the social stimul-us of t-he presence of another person is of

high or fow meaningfulness to a subject is probabty dependent

on the context of the situation and may wary with, lor example'

spectator status, evaluation apprehensi-on by the subject, etc'

Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that

although subj e cts may attend to clistractors ' there need be

no effect on the performance of routine tasks- Waters ()'979)

has reported that subjects attended 95-fooe" of the time to a

cal-culating task during basefine sessions. During ëxperi-

mental sessions, where powerful visual distractors in the

forn of bizarre and pornoqraphic col-our slides were presented

subjects attended about 40e" to the task, but no effect at all
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\.^/as found on either the number of calculations correct or

those completed.

Ifthe,'distracting''effectsintheabovestudies

are simifar to novelty effects, then the present series of

experiments need not seriously consider the distraction

hypothesis much further' Sessions of relatively long periods

weregivenrandinsomeoftheexperiments'manyexperimental

treatment sessions .i\zere also given. Any e f f ects on perf orm-

ance due to novelty should therefore have been habituated'

Furtl-rermore, some of the experiments (Experiments 6 and 1)

i¡-rclucled as part of the designs, treatments which attempted

t_o test f.or novelty effects. rn Experiment 6, the substit-

ution of a bust of Augustus Caesar for a Professor \¡¡as

accompa.nied by a disappearance of the audience contrast

ef f ec t' In Experi.men L i , the inclusion of a stuf f ed rat

treatment and a no rat treatment l-ikewise did not produce

contrast effects¡ although these were found in the spectator

and anaesthetized spectator treatments'

The resul-ts of Experiment 7 seem also to discard a

competing social.response hypothesis' tr{hereas this

explanatj-ou seems to be tenable in explaining some of the

data in Experiments I and 3, it clearly has been eliminated

by showing that the contrast effect in Experiment 7 is

simil-ar for both the spectator and the anaestheLízed

spectator treatments. It would be unreasonable to èonsider

that competing social responses such as mutual sniffing and

thetouohingofnosesandlimbsbetweentheSpectatorand

thesubjectareofasimilarkindinbothoftheSpandthe

AnSp treatments -
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Although the data from Experiment J ate inconsistent

with a competing resPonse explanation of the audience

contingency effect obtained, the data from Experiments 1

and 3 seem to Support it, at Ieast partially, oT in con-

junctionwitharousa].consequencesfromtheelectricshock

(see e.g. Discussion of Chapter II)' One consequence of

thecompetingresponseexplanationunder.this''irrelevant''

driveparadigmisthatresponSescccur(oraremoreprobable)

with an audience which are ordinarily (i'e' without an

audience) Iess probabl-e' These responses presurnably include

various sociar behaviours, attending to the audience, etc'

This implies that the habit hierarchy may undergo changes

withthepresenceofaspectator.AsimilarlineofreaSon-

ing has been used by Rajecki et al (1g75) ' who observed that

qualitative rather than onty quantitative response changes

occurred in the presence of companions, strangers or a1one,

eVenthoughthesubjects(chicks)hadbeendeprivedoffood

andwereplacedinafeeclingsituationSothatpeckingought

tohavebeenthedominantresponseinallofthetreatments.

Forexamplerdistresscallsincreasedwithstrangersbut

decreasedwithfami].iarcompanions,whilefoodpecks

decreased with strangers and increased with companions ' These

response shifts were interpreted as being consistent with

alterationsinthehabitStrengthsratherthanonlyarousal.

The clata from Experiments l and 3 seem to alsi indirectly

Supportsuchacontention,andgenéraliseLheeffecttorats

in a free-operant avoidalce situation' The implication of

al-1 this is to again cas i'- doubt upon the usef ulness of the

"irrel-evant"driveparadi'gminsocialfacilitationresearch'
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and. to question the simple Zajonc's theory which deals only

rvitharousafchanges(i.e.quantitativeresponseshifts)and

does not consider competing responses el-icited by audience

or social stimuli' Where there is greater experimental

control over stimul-us conditions such as i'n Experiment 4

and with human stuclies in gene ralt ' there would initially

appear to be less possibj-Iity of competing responses being

elicitedbytheaudience.Althoughtheresultsoftheaudience

treatment in Experiment 4 are characterised by their nonsiqni-fi -

cance and hence support this possibility ' it should be

remembered that alterations in hierarchies of covert

various cognitive activities (e.g. thinking

lattè r of.

It would
course, are somewhat more difficult to measure !

also seem more likety that' in the case of human subjects '

covert response heirarchies would change rather than overt

response hierarchies, because given typical experimental

demand characteristi_cs, sub jects wour-d no doubt f eel

constrained with respect to overt responses other than those

required by the experimental task ' Tappinq covert responses

is often done by questionnaires' rating scales' etc' As

these methods rely upon retrospective self-reports by

subjects, they would appear to be less than adequate for the

purposes oL determining variations in strength of competing

covert' resPonses '

Di ffe rence s an Audience Effects -

may also be elicited' The

x. 3. The Role of Specrel¡

' The social facilit¡r tion effect l-s

as a result of the prese'1 ce of at least

postufated to occur

one member of the
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same species- Although it may be somewhat premature to ask

whethertheeffectwilla]-soÓccurifamemberofadifferent

species is present (for example a human and a dog) ' an

affirmativeanswerwouldhaveimplicationsabouttheunder-

lyingmechanism.Ttcould,forexample'questionexplanations

relyinguponconstructssuchaSevaluationapprehensionand

social status as these seem limited to the human species'

Of course it is not inconceívable that the presence of a

memberofadifferentspeciestâY,undercertaincircumstances,

raise the arousal level of an organism (for example, a human

withadangerousdog),butthesesituationsmaYprobablybe

satisfactorily accounted for by cottrell's (I9 12) suggestion

that arousal leveIs can be raised by anticipating neç¡ative

outcomes for the sublect' If Za)onc's (Ig72b) reason as to

why_ arousal incremenl-s occur in situations with conspecifics

Seemsacceptable(heSuggeststhatsoeialstimu]-iareless

predictabfe than physical stimuli - hence they generate states

of greater alertness and preparedness) ' then there does not

seem any obvious a priori reason to reject it with inter-

species social situations. until some evidence is col-lected'

howevet-, this suggestion must remain merel-y conjecture'

Althougrhevaluationapprehensionmaybeusedtoexplain

somehumandataritisdifficulttoseehowitcouldbeused

toexplainthewealtholanimaldataonsocialfacilitation.

High status (social-, academic, etc ' ) of an audiencë ' however'

mayhaveitsanalogyindominancehierarchiesinspecies

where these are known to t)cc1-1 r ' Both the status /dominance

and eval-uation apprehens j rln f actors can be used' in conjunction
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with the Cottrell theorY that

positive or negative outcomes

audience.

the subject anticÍPates

from the encounter with the

Thechoiceofresponsetostudyinsocialfacilitation

tasks seems often to be determine'd by measures which are

convenient, althouqh these may not always reflect equally

well- motivational states. Pecking in chickens' for example'

is the response unually studied in relation to social

facilitation, although there is evidence that it occu'rs

durj-n g grooming, exploring, aggressing' courting' as well as

feeding(Feekes,)-g12)-Peckingthereforeappearstobea

general response which j-s not- linked to any particular

motivational state. Acco::d'in91y, rêsponses which have a

lowerprobabilityofoccurrencemaybemoresuitab].easa

response measure. Rajecki et a1 (Lg16 ) have used a drinking

response to such ends and shown social f ac-if itat-ion, even

though the response is infrequent'

Both sidman avoidance and DRL schedules have been shown

to be sensit.ive to motivational changes (see Chapter T for

Sidman avo.idance; Kramer & Rillit9, IgTOrfor DRL) ' Perform-

ance on sidman avoidance by humans shares the wide variability

in. response rates usually found in rats' This vüas confirmed

by the findings of Experiments L, 2t and 3' one probable

reason for this species generaJ-ity is the schedule's low

(shock or money) stimulus control over the response-'and this

,vfaSonereason1-orswitchingt-oascheduleinwhichthe

d.eliveryofreinforcers¿¡ssumedmorecontroloverthe

responSe.Itisnotpossibfetomakecomparisonsbetween

rats and humans for soci;r ì- facilitation on sidman avoidance
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as no audience eff ect \¡Ias obtained' with t.he humans '

Ho\,/ever, sorne comparisons may be made of the audience

effects on the DRL schedules. Before this is done, basel-ine

DRL training and performance may be compared between the two

species. Llumans learnecl 1-he requ'irements of a DRL60 schedule

very quickty (usually to about 75e" efficien t performance in

2 or 3 45 min. sessions) in Experiments 5 and 6. This

comfirms earlier findinqs on human DRL performance by e'g'

Dews & Morse (1958). The raLs on the other hand tool< about

75 hor,rrty sessions to reach stable mean response rates with

some sub j ects sti11 perf orming af ter this t-raíning with l-ow

etficienc;-v ili Experiment 7. Piqeons perform (key pecking)

o-tten ¿ìt even Iorçer efficíences stil-I (e.S. Holz et â1, l-963).

It is not immediately obvj-ous rvhat causes these interspecies

lcarning cl if f erences, arlt.hough seme rationale seems required.

one theory of DRL pcrformance is that the response is

mediated by col-lateraf behaviours (Kramer & Ri1ling, 19lO).

These behaviours are bel-ieved to bridge the time interval

betwee¡r a resPonse and the

used as controlling st-im.u1i

( delayed) rein forcer , and are

(SD) for subsequent behaviour-

The mediating behaviours often develop as defined response

chains (Holz et aI, \963) or as some repetitive activity

(Mechner & Latranyi, 1963) , which are maintained through

conditioned (seconclary) i:einf orcement. Why then, do these

interspecies differences occur? Evidence provided by subjectrs

answers to 1-he post exper:imenta,l, question asking subjects to

inclicate thei:t^ response s l-rateqies in Experiments 5 and 6

(see Appendices D and E5) shows that humans have a distinct
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acvantage over rats and pigeons. Most human subjects used

a counting and,/or monitoring their own pulse procedure, to

both determine the minimum time intervaf required fot rein-

forcement and thence maximise reinforcement' Some rat

subjects in trxperimenL 7 on the other hand, vtere informally

observed to develop gradually idiosyncratic mediating

behaviour chains such as moving at¡/ay from the bar after a

response , grLd floor biting, etc. Some rat subjects did not

appear to show any systematic m':äiäting behaviours. The

ansrver to the earlier question as to \n¡hy dífferences in

e f f iciency occur betr,¡een the two species could be that humans

are better at'the development of efficient mediating behaviours

v¡hich more accurately bridge the requíred time interval between

responses,

A second possibJe explanatj-on why differences in

efficiency occur between humans and infrahuman species is,

of course, the existence of language in the former. rlìhís is

possibly the most crucial of the differences cons'idered'

and gives humans cfearly an advantage. The effective

symbolic activity of counting, in order to measure the

required IRTs, which has been found to constitute most human

mediating behaviour ' is part of a language system'

In view of these explanations, it seems surprising that

(to any extent at all) simil-ar contrast effects h/Ere found

in Experiments 6 and 7 when an audience stimul-us \^,?a.s made

contingent upon responcling in the stimulus component. The

possibility that the pre.:i entation of an audience rnight upset

DRL responding by interfr:ting with the mediating behavíour

requires performance to l,e impaired during the stimulus



components. Table I

only with Professor

6. It is difficult to understand

t2q

although

Experiment

part i cul-ar

of the

though, vIhY

the stimulus

there was no

components

inte rference

then there is

B shows that this did occur,

l, for the human subjects in

impairment in per:formance

as a result of exposure to

dur in gr

Professor 2. If

with'the mediating behaviour is

that this

predicted,

is confined to oneno reason to suggest

audience. FIo!'/ever, if a difference in the nature

audience stimulus ( avers ive vs . appetitive ) is

the observed results tend to be consistent with

suggested,

this

explanation. I4oreover, the results of trxperiment. 5A show

that similar suppression of responding could be obtained

f a-irly reliably with response cost, a known aversive stimulus.

It is difficult to conceive of interference of mediating

bc:haviour uncler these conclitions. Similarly, it is dif f icult

to explain acceleration of responding during the nonstimul-us

components according to the interference with mediation

hypobhesis - a slow return to basel-ine levefs rnight be more

appropriaLe, yet ttris rvas rarely obtained- With rats'

performance in Experiment J, where an overall puniShment

contrast effect was obtained a simil-ar ar gumen t

behaviour.against the j-nterference of medj-ating

fact that afmost identical results were obtained

spectator and the anaestheLízed spectator Lreatments, yet no

ef f ect \^7as obtained in the stuf f ed spectator treatmènt, argueS

against an ìnterference liypothesis.

fìven ill ExperinrenL J, not all rats shorved punisÌlment

contrast - some animal-s si-rowed a behavioural contrast effect

can be made

Again, the

in the
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similar to that obtained bY human subjects to

is that for

Professor 2

in Experiment

subj ects, the

than aversive

6. The imPlication

audience appeared to

stimulus. It is not

these (rat)

rathe rbe a appetitive

clear what factors

determine which of these alternatives will be observed- It

is afso not immediately apparent why Professor l- was

perceived as and gave rise to data as if he \^/ere an:

aversive stimulus, and Prof essor 2 as if he \^/eIe an appetitive

stimulus, Examination of nigS.8 and 9 gives rise to some

intuitive possibilities - for example, Professor I (Fi9. 9)

appears more "severe" and "austere", somewhat "ofder" and

'tbalder" than Professor 2 (Frq. 8). It is also always

possible that Professor l- may have given rise to greater

evaluation apprehension because of some of these factors,

atthough it is not immediately apparent how these factors

may have operated. There \^¡as no apparent dif f erence in the

behaviour of the audiences (see Append'ix E2 for instructions

to audiences ) - both maintained gaze and eye contact whenever

the subject chose to observe the audience durinq the "open-

curtain" periods. --MaintenanCe of eye cÒntact itself should

have proved an aversive part of the audience exposure to

sub j ects, (ArgyI'e, :-975) , yet this \^tas not the case with

Professor 2. There is, however, a possibility that the t1a¡o

professors conveyed other kinds of social information through

facial expression or evenslight differences

in attire. It is

could operate for

is again dífficult

coul-d give rise to

complicating human

in body posture'

possibl-e to think

the di-fferent

to see how an

that similar princiPles

social cues of this kind) ,

rat spectators

anaesthetized,

( although it

spectator

but for the

capacity of Ianguage.
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rranguage ' as has already been suggestecf is in many

ways an advantageous feature of humans ' In addition to the

usual- descriptive symbolic meaning associated with words '

verbar rabels with emotional significance also often

accompany worcls. tror: example' on reading the worcl "Professor"

on the audience, s name t-age, associated emotional labels

might be"threatening" or"aloof" (or the Iabels suggested

earlier in the previous paragraph) . Arthough this crearly

isnotthewholeStorywithrespecttoProfessordifferences

in the audience effect, it does suggest a fundamental species

differencewithrespecttoratsorotherinfrahumanSpecies.

For example, conspecific rats may be more meaningfully

perceived as poten'tiaI dominance rivafs' aggressors or mates'

rather than aS an ,,audience,, , by sub j ect rats. The ru'ords

"auclience"and"spec'tator"seemtohavedistinctlyhuman

symboli-c meaninq, and one may well question how much of

this can be generalised meaningfully to other species ' and

how much is merely anthropomorphism'

There probably is no such stiinulus as the "mere

presence" of a human spectator in a task situation in tvro

distinct senses . (a) a task spectator will normally always

be perceived to have x9-me evaluative stance ' and (b) the

Spectatorwiflusuallyexhibit.Sgfngsocialbehavíour(even

if it is merely looJcing at the subject) which may be classed

assomekinc]ofsocialinteraction.Thelatterwil-]-nodoubt

be nrediated by nonverbaf cues which may be interpreted by

tlre sub ject in a variety of rvays, adjustins his task

behaviourinaccordancel:iththeseinterpretations.Whether

such an analysis can als'i apply to species other than humans

remainssimilarlyspecul''Live'Whatdoesseemobviousin
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this respect' is that different sense modalities wílI

f igure as pri-mary signalling and recognition systems ' I^Iith

humans,visual-informationistraclitionallyregardedas

bein g of prime importance ' With rats ' auditory and olfactory

information is now generarly regarded as being of' greater

importanceinsocia]-communicationthanvisualinformation

(Barnett, Ig76, p'L92) ' with the auditory and olfactory

masks provided in Experiment J' the similarity between its

findings and those of Experiment 6 is aII the more surprising'

(One v¡eakness here is that no independent checl<s of the

effectivencss of these masks v¡ere m¿1dé)'

SociaI behaviour in a specj-es is a function of the

species' sociability' In lower species' social behaviour'

like other behaviour' is often deterrnined by Fixed Action

PatternsorotlrerSpecies-Specificstereotypedbehaviour

resultingfromparticularenvironmentalsignstimuli.fn

mammalianspecies'socialbehavioursaremuchmorevariable

cultural (learned) factors become much more important in

their determination ' SociabiLity then ' clearly varies across

species,anditSeemsreaSonabletoexpectspectatoraudience

effectstodolikewiseona,,sociabiritydimension''(which

should be regarded as rather crude and' hypothetical) '

Spectator/audience effects would be expected to be minimal

or nonellslent in species where recognition systems are

crude and undifferentiated and where social behaviour is

not evolutionary advantaqeous (single-celled orqanisms are

an example) ' They would be expected to become more important

where activities such as sexual reproduction and group
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fj-sh and birds).behaviours become species advantageous

With mammals, social- behaviour becomes

(e.9.

much more imPortant

intheSenseofrearingyoung'affiliationandintraSpecific

aggression which optimally make use of the environrnent'

lvithin mammalia, sociability may also vary from e' 9' herd

animals to animal-s which come together only to mate' Even

within particular mammalian Species, variations in sociability

occur due to seasonal factors, reproduction cycles, avail-

ability of natural resources, etc' The implication of this

withrespecttothenatureofaSpectatorstimulusisthat

it may a1- times be perceived as aversive (e'g' as a rival)

or sometimes as appetitive (e.g- as a herd leader,) d'epending

on various combinations of these f actors ' Altl-roug'h these

situations do not immediately indicate a "pure" social

facilj-tation effect, questions may be asked whether this can

ever be obtained separately under "natural " conditions'

Afinalpointcanbemadewithrespecttotheímportance

of the question of the aversive/'uppetitive nature of an

audience.Manyintraspecificsocia].learningsituations

depend on processes such as modeling, imitation' etc' vühil-e

these mechanisms al:e ín themselves different from a straight

audience situation, they would seem to be advantageous in

an evolutionary sense. However, if observation by an

audience is inherently (or in some other $/ay) aversive, one

wouldnotexpectthe¡noder(s)toremainunderobserr¡ation

f or very long I Hence , a ,,pure,, social f acilitation situation

is probably sefdom attaitred in the field (it is difficult

enough to attain it in tht-: Iaboratory)' so that it must be

seen in conjuncti,on with jnany other processes which may lead

to rcw¿trrls ancl 1-'unishmeni ri'
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X.4. Tmplications for Future TheorizaLion and' Research.

Several important features about social

research seem to have emerged from experiments

First, it

theory of social

It is true that

is time for the Flul-lian basis

facil-itation

neo-Hufl-ians

facilitation

reported here.

of the drive

t-o be revised or even rejected.

such as Spence and Mil-Ier have,

revision exercises of Hull'srvith some success carried out

theories. Nevertheless, it may be more appropriate to cay.rY

out more descriptive analyses of the audience effect with

skinnerian methocls and along lines advocated by argyle

(l_975 , Ig69), rather than rely upon too many interveningt

constructs such as drive, apprehension, e'tc. Skinnerian

methodology provides for drawing strong inferences about

the causal nature of a few number of variables under tiqhtly

controlled experimental conditions. Yet, in spite of these

apparently timiting features, oPerant methodology has proved

to be an extremely po\4rerfu1 technique in many applied' real-

life areas such as in managing behaviour in institutions,

therapy and the development of physical- and social skills.

The nature of social stimuli may be further investigated

usefully by response-contingencies (that is, by their effects

on performance) and the establ-ishment and ontogeny of these'

More is becoming known about interacti-ons of various

reinforcers and sche{ufes (contrast effects fall into the

l-atter cate gory), so tha'b social stimuli can be tt,raiua in

conjunction with other s1-:imuli (physical or social), to

guard against simplistic isotation of these variabl-es.

Argyfian descripti',ri: methods for studying social stimuli
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seem to provide also a useful methodology for further

exploration o1. the audience e f f ects. For exarnple, Arqyle

(1969) lists several elements making up social interaction'

whích may prove to be important in the determination of

audierrce effects: proXimity and orientation; posture;

physical appearance; f acial and gestr-iral movements;

direction of gaze, etc. This technique has the appealing

featuresofprovidingnoninterpretive<]escriptionsof

behaviour v¿hich are also enjoyed by operant methodology'

Second,theaversive/appetitivenatureofanaudience

should be investigated further, possibly along the lines

advocated above. For example, the use of paradigms other

thanthoseofcontrastmaybeused,sincecontrolsforthe

latterareclifficulttoeffectanditsinterpretationSare

sometimes equivocal. Possible paradigms incl-rrde those of

avoidance(discriminatedaSwellaSnondiscriminated

techniques) and escape whereby the purported aversiveness

of, an audience may be more direct-1y tested' Another

promising]ineof]îesearchappearStobewiththeuSeofthe

conditionecl suppression paracligm. This line of rese archl has

already beer-r commenced by Reiter & DeVeIlis (1916) who used'

a conclitioned emotíonal- response paracligm with human sub j ects '

They first paired a human witlt an aversive event before

subjects \,\7ere askecl to perform a simpJ-e repetitive task'

Theintroductionofthepersonatonepointínthe.t-askwhi]-e

the subject was c1 oing the task showed up in a considerable

Suppressiveeffectonperformancewhichdisappearedwhenthe

perSonlefttheroom.AÌthoughtheexperimentalcreation

of an aversive situation (embarrassment) was refatively
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unambiguous, i-ts clearcut resul-ts support the possibility

of using an audience stimulus in a similar paradigm. (N.8.

A control group usecl by Reiter & Devellis rul-ed out a

distraction hypothesis, although novelty effects were not

controll-ed)

Tnvestigation of the aversive /uppetitive varial¡1e

of an audience stimulus may al-so proceed by taking more

systematic observations of subject social beha-vj-our

during exposure to an auclience. For example, Lalljee (1978)

has recently founcl thaL the amount of gaze in a social

interaction increases rvith a high scores on a "pIeasantneSS "

dimension of emotions -in a sj-mil-ar \'/ay as it j-ncreases with

h j-qh scores on a "l-iJ<ing" climension (ExIine & lVinters, 1965) '

There is also Some evirfence that "l-íked" Spectators lnay

facilit-at-e perf.ormat-ìce, buL that "disfiked" spectators do

not (Matthews, Ig6g). These dimensions appear to have

some simil-arities with an "appetitiveness " characteristic

(and hence "aveLsiveness" ) , So that its investigation (with

huma,¡r sub j ects at least) may proceed al-ong similar paths.

It may be too much to ask social facilitation research

and theory to retair-r and develop its basic tenets with high

interspecies generality. Certainty, judging from recent

literature, theories ancl researcÌ1 s-e-em to be becoming less

so (e.g. Innes & Young, 1975; Rajecki et al, 1916; Shaver

& Liebling, L976). This may be the long way' to a -

parsinronious understanding of social facilitation - there are

many gregarious species .rnd it woul-d be very surprising ir,

in the end,theV a1I oper,,rted along vastly clifferent mechanisms'

This is the real reason rviry Zajonc's theory, weaknesses as it
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has, was such an j-mportan t pointer on the

scientific theory of social facifiLat-ion'

ma jor v/e¿ikness stand¡; out ve ry mar'kcc1 1-y

road towarcls s

TIoweve:r:, its

well

present

This is,

L)lîave

Lhe

sei:j-es of experiments iltustrates this

paradoxic.elll', tlle very higi'r qelleralil-y

theory of social facilitation's central

cons truct of general clrive /atousal -

of the

cons truct : the
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APPENDIX A : Experiment 1

IAf : Baseline Comparisons in ExPt- 1

2
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( Footnotes )

I. The 0.5m4

wi-th those

\^/ere taken

p erman en t

2. The shock

baselines measures do not correspono

in Tabfes 2-I. and 2.2 (ChaPt. 2) ,

towards the end. of the exPeriment

exactJ-y

since they

and some

ch an ges in re sp on din g

to response ratios do

had occurred.

not correspond exactly

because the base-SR
RR,

line response rate s h/ere within f 0e" of the actual res-

wi-th substitution in the formula

ponse rates.



A2: Summary of analysis o.E variance lor data in

'Iable 2.3 ( resÌlonse rate ch an cre s ) in Experiment 1
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A3: SLlmmary cf anã1ysis of varj-ance for c.ìata in

Tabfe 2.4 (shock raLe chanclcs) -tn Experiment f

Source cl f MS F
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A4 : Summary of analysis of variance for data ir-r

Tabl,e 2-5 (shocl< to response ratio chanqes)
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A5 : Summary of analysis of varíance for data in

TabIe 2.6 (efficiencv index changes) in Experiment I
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APPtrNDTX B : EX eriment 3

De fe cation (no. boluse s ) and Mean LatencV (sec)Bl : Mean

measures l-n Experiment 3
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B2 : Basefine and Audience treatment measures in Experiment 3
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o.o72
0. 188
o.12l
o-).74
o. 37 )-

0.208
o.64I
o .26I
0.381
o.342
0.085

o.278
o .261
0 - 300
0. l_06
o .326
o.164
0.293
0. 118
o.218
0.398
o.362
0.753
0. 310
0. 361
o.323
0. 500

0. 355
0.288
o.271
0.175
0.331
O. TI2
0. 348
o . l-26
0. 356
o.319
0 . 391
o.745
o.284
0.509
o.337
0.400

SS RR RR

5

2

2

3

4
5

5

J

r)

4

5

4
4
4
3

1t

B /Líne
Aud
Comps -

o2 t =I.4L* ttS=I.59* t =I.I6t- -=0LJ 15 15

tr

RR

SR

s/R

E

p(0. ro (2-raited)

= Mean response rates

= Mean shock rates

Mean shoclc to resPonse ratios

= Mean efficiency of avoidance index scores



B / Lrne

RR

Aud

o-466
o.361
1.483
o .4L1

0.5 33

o - 4l,1

0.450
0.483
0.400
0.550
0. 5 17

0.496
0. 466

0.583
0.500
1 0??

B /Line

RftR

Aud

RftR

0.433
U.JJJ

0.317
0.3I7
0.483
o.4L1
0 - 400

o.461
0.333
0.450
o .4L6
ñ Lq^

o.466
ô 

^qn
0.433
o.4L6

e/frne Aucl

RfdIRT RfdIRT

B/Line Aud

UnrfdIRT

e/Líne Aud

E E
DRL DRL

Þ,!
ql
ri

H

tú
p
o
o
ts
P.

o

RR

I
2

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

l0
tt_

L2

13

L4

l5
I6

0.556
0.559
1.375
0.659
o.4E7

0 .439
o.418
0.5 r7
o.451
0.570
0.595
0.500
o.4L6
0-604
0.391
r-893

o.428
0.363
0. 309

0. 348

0-426
o.411
0.398
0.433
0. 368

0.451
o - 451

o .431

0.337
(\ L)^

0. 305

0-410

l.20 .5

152.5
120.8
L28 .7
L26.6
I40. 3

L56.4
LI2 .3
I50.6
LL2 .2

LI3.1
r'.t )

160. I
r09.7
L46 .5
-l 4? )

126-4
15 3 - I
t_18. 4

L76.9
LL2.O

r42 .8
I39. I
t20 - 8
162 -6

L2L.9
L32 .2

12I. O

L21 .4
LI2 .6
128.8
12 3.6

45.0
43.5
15. B

22 .8

78.0
28 .5
ô? ,4

93.0
10 aì

q) q

qÁ. )

ôt ar

75.8
75.0
43.5

7 -L

75.0
91.5
L6 .4
?7 )

28.5*
61.0
a) n

87.0
A? q

Lo, n

92.O*
75.8*

76.O
AO

o.110
0.683
o .226

o.546
0.875
o.962
0.820
0 . I36
0.816
o.196
o.112
o .814
0.809
0.7r0
o.765
o-22L

0.928
0.909
o -2L3
o.760
0. 906

1.000
0.889
o .966
0.833
0 . I l_8

0.807
r.000
1.000
o.17L
0 . 86 7

o.216

L,I

X
rJ

Êr

Þ
l-
o,
P.
o

o
o

tsl

B
o
0.,

r|
3
o

rf

3
o
0r
o

r
o

P

or
P.
z
o

cf

,Þ

!Ìeans 0.650 O-628

Comps. t= l. 15

0.395 0.4r4 I32.5 r32.5 58.8 60.6 0-718 0.805

L= 4. 48x *r:1 q) t=0.09 t=0. 3 I

* Since there were
** p(0.001

no unreinforced respoltses, values âre taken as baseline vafues



APPENDIX D: Experiment 5

uestion : "trVhat strate ies didD1 : Sub e ct t s an s\'¡ers to
you use to res]rond?" in Experiment 51\.

Subject Las t B /Líne Se ss ion Experimental Sess-ion

st Counted to 100 at first,
then progressive IY fow-
ered count-

Attempted longer intervals '
then shorter íntervals.

Started wi bh 60 counts
progressed everY I0 units
up to I2O - then r.vent back
to 60 by units of 5-

Tried. (as in B/Line) first.
Then tried larger numbers
(progressivelY) to 500-

Counted at randQm

Lengthened and shortened
time betwe en resPonses .

None reallY.

waited random allotments
of time.

Counting. Not searching
to beat red li9ht in case
all would be l-ost - just
wait for Period when it
would not show-

Tried counting to L2O or
hitting Iever twice after
counting to 60-

c
2

Count to 55 65

sr

cu4

c"5

c.
6

C
"B

c"g

Counted Ltp to about 24 Counted to 23

S-

Counting to 150, then
down to LI7.

Counted to 60, then Pro-
ce cle d to go down in
groups of 10's, then 5's
then I' s.

Constant length between
responses.

Leaving the switch
certain time.

SystematicallY decreased
time interval to find
constant (minimum) time
need ed.

Started at a successful-
time, then reduced bY a

tittle until no resPonse
from meter. Used Pulse
at tímes.

Counting to 60D 10

Counting to 60
by picturing a.

my head.

seconds
<-- lock in

Coun'ting to l2O , 9O , etc '

(continued. . . )

S LI



Subject Last B/Line Session Experimental Session

c Trying to reduce time
between resPonses to a
minimum once I had found
one time interval around
40 seconds "

I saicl the alPhabet
backwards and forwards
to work the time out
( approximately 60 secs - )

I{aited for approximatelY
25 seconds.

Many different time in-
tervals tried.T2

S

s

)

J

C

13

I4

t5

16

IB

S ame
fast

as ye sterday ( i. e.
B/Line session) .

I waited for a lon9t
amount of time, about
40 seconds.

ti r'/

Counting to
1y 96.

Time ínterval of 60
counts -

Press down at 90 sec.
interval-s.

Counted 4O between
îesponses (about 60
seconds).

approximate- Waiting longer periods
and trY in g t-o re sPond
onlY in a ftequency
band where the red light
wasn't oPerating.

Nol-hing seemed 'úo work,
so in the end I was just
pressing at random.

Waited lor longer inter-
vals - uP to 5 mins.
Tried shorter time

. intervals.

Counted time about one
minute - when negative
response stoPPed Press-
ing Iever -



D2 Sub

Sub-l ect

ectst ans\,n/ers to uestion "bJhat strate ie s did

respond? " in Experiment 5B.

Last Experimental Session

YOU use tO

Last ø/fíne Session

tr

cu2

*q

(¡ata Lost)

Counted slowlY to 30.

Counted fast for 20
groups of 10 - used
fingers to keep track

Waited f or 7O - '75 secs 'then responded.

Used pul.se & .[inqer
tapping to measure 50-
60 sec-

Counting between 90, grad-
ually increased to 130
there seemed to be alter-
nating sequences of 3 or 4

additions and B or 9 sub-
trac tion s.

lVhen red light on for first
time I experimented - other
times I did not resPond
when it came on.

trirst 4 presses wj.th 7O sec.
Then tried longer times
150 - 2OO secs. - but still
l-ost money - Then went back
to 7O secs. and no losses
Then l-osses again.

No red light indicated f
could respond at I press /
min. Red light indicated
I coufd not respond at any
fre quen cy .

If respond during first 5

mins. then gain moneY after
30 secs. Then I0 mins,
when lose moneY. Etc.

'r4

c
--)

( Data Lost) Responded
Iight was

only when red
off.6



APPENDIX E: Experiment 6

E I : Lo gi c d.ia grams of apparatus.

E1.1 General Circuit

PDPBE
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l<É t¡v p
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The computei: waits for an output from the response lever

and upon receipt of an output, the computer, according

to its stored program, actuates the vari-ous circuits

connected to its output.
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E2: Instructions to Audience in Experiment 6

t

2

3

Please
caIled

remain
by the

out of sight of the subject until you are
experimenter.

Pl-e ase f as ten
coat, j umPer,

your name
etc.

tag in a Prominent PIace on Your

Sit on the stool Provided
from the curtain, for the
(45 minutes) .

You
the
case
yo ur
ject
ing"
se en

facing the curtarn
complete length of

about I foot
the session

4

5

Try not to make any undue noise ( coughi.g, shif ti-ng, etç')

may read or write for much of the time' occasionaJ-Iy'
curtain wiII open for a period of I5 seconds' in which
you shoul-d "peer" at the sub ject, pref erably over
glasses. It is intended that you appear to the sub-
as an "evafuating, high-status, and miIdly threaten-
observer. It may therefore be appropriate if you are
by the subject to make a mark on a pad/book' etc'

6

1

Do not verballY interact with
you in verbal- interaction, or
observing as before, until the

Wlicrrcvcr t-he curtain is open, ttY
(e . g. he acl or arm movement s ) to an
re ason for this is that " activity "
may be an unwanted variabfe.

Thank you for Your cooperation.

S. If S attemPts to engage
Iaughs, etc. simPlY continue
curtain closes-

to keep gross movements
absolute minimum- The

audienceon part of the



E,l: Change scoLes between baseline and treatments on all

c1 ependent variabfes of a1I subiects in ExPerimcnt q

RR

IìftR inclicates mean

-ilìT indicates mean

response rates Percent cb an9es.

reinforcement rates percent changes -

j-nterresponse times percent changes-

efficiency DRL Percent changes -

amount of money earned pcrcent changes.

anxicty ratings changes (on scale of

ilrdicaLcs mean

i-ndicat--cs mean

indicates mean

inclicates mean

-10 to +10).

l:'

¡{

1\



Tre àtmen t

Component

Àud R c N s

Non Stim

subjecÈ RR RftR rRT E

Stim

RR RftR fRT E

Non Stim

RR RftR IRT E

Stih

RR RftR TRT E RR

N

RftR TRT E

Stim

RR RftR IRT E

-1
"2

'4

-6

-9

" to
"tL
't2

-I3

+25

+6

-4
+ 16

0

+228

+3

-1
-12

0

+9

+9

+9

-8
0

+2I
0

+L3

+8

+26

+11

0 +25

6 +8

0 +0

7 -3
+4

2 -'70
a -4
1 -36
4 +4

1 +2

- 20

-L2
-8

+13

-59

+1.65

-13
-10
-12
-7

0

-35
-29
-11
-29
-55
+I3

-11
-65
+13

+11

+51

+8 5

+I5

-2
- 1t
+97

+22

-69
+ll
+84

-0
+l-1

-31
-41
-21
-33
-13
-66
- 2'1

-l-3

-50

-45
+15

-15

3 +29

3 +35

3 -19
3 +32

o -4
3 11.65

4 -15
0 -63
0 +l12

9 +L8 3

4 -22

-13
0

+62

+I4
+3

+29

0

-5
-0
+4

-'7

0

+8

+19

0

+9

+2L

+31

+50

0

-29
+31

+2I

+16

+1

- 30

-1
-6

-6
+6

+3

-4
-0
-2
+1

-3
-1

0

0

-It
0

+8

-'7

-11
-Ì

+21

3 +3

5 -3
-3

-11
1 +I

/o
I +9

I +3

30
50
3 +34

4 -2

+26.O

0

- 16. 5

+3.8

0

+3.3

-25.8

+11..7

- 1.r - I
-L4.0
-27 -a

+3.0

-34-2
+3.8

-8- 8

+34.0

-15.0

+38.2

-a - 4

+21 -o

-2.O
+1.6-I

-1r.2
+1 .5

-24.9
+18.3

-2 -O

- 19 - 1

+4 .4

+3-2
+II.6

+a- 4

- 17. I
+2L-1

0

-6.5

+20.5
+12-5

0

+2-3

+20.5

- 14. 0

-1.1.8

+LL. L

+4I.5

-56.6
-7.8

+22-6

- Ie. 0

+I8.3

-30-0

+20-6
- 30.0
+4-9

-62 .5
0

+I47.1

-61.3

+40.0

-16.3

-4.3
-14.0
-34.9

-18.8
-11.0
-45.6
-43.0
+6.0
+9.4

+1.2

+I1 .9

-ì¿ l

+6. 3

-5.6
+42.4

+62.3

+3.3

-29.0
-15.0
+31.7

F +l
I +7

I -6
I -3
4 +1,3

-1
6 -8
9 +5

+t5
0

6 -l-9
5 +l-

-l- l
+11-6

-6.0
-tt.1
+13.0

0

0

+!2.1
+L5.7

+3.1
0

+2. 3

-7
-3

+12

-14
-23

+3

-13
+3

+4

+21

+6 3

0

0

5

0

L

7

0

0

I

0

0

5

3

2

0

4

4

1

9

4

4

3

4

0

5

9

6

I
0

0

5

I
0

I
I
5

2

9

I
1

2

4

0

5

i Extràverted subjects

subjects 4, 5,1, 9, 10, I2, with Professor 1 du¡in9 Aud; renaining subjects with professor 2



Treatment Au c1 R.C N.S

A M A M A MSubject

S

S
c

S

l*
2*
-l *
4
trt*

6
7

I
o

10
1t
I2

+3
0

+1
+3
+7

0
0

-2.9
0

-4.4
-l-3-2
_T4.8
+9. 1

-10.0
-12.9

+5 _ 1

+9- f
+50.0

0

0

0
0
0
o

-l
o

-Z

0
0

-3
0

0

+4
0

0

0
+1
lÕ

+5

+l
+7
+2
+4

-90.7
- 10 7. 9

- r4 4.9
-11.8

- L36 .9
_o7 '1

-II2.5
- I25 .8
-109. t
-I72.4
-108.0
-96.2

-) q

0
+2 .9
-7 q

+4.9
+3.0

+16.7
+16.I
+3.0
-9. t

+45.5
+3-0

J
c

S

J

C

5

5
C

+3
+2
-7

0
E

Extraverted sub j ects

Subjects 4

remain in g
5, 7,9 , f0, 12 with Professor

wi't,h Professor 2 during
I

subjects Aud.



E4: Analyses of Variance Summaries for data in Experiment 6

E4.1.. Percent changes in response rates

S ource df MS F

Betv/een Subjects
Extraversion (A)

ErYor (Subjects)
i^lithin Sub j ects

Treatments (B )

AXB
Error (e X S)

Components ( C)

AXC
Error (C X S)

BXC
AXBXC
Error(BXCXS)

I 7r74.O
5936.8

18 14. I
5873.4
t870_o
19 18.9

0.6
L2L1 - 4

686.0
841.0
64 4.8

I.2T

(t
3.1-4*

1. 58

(r

10

2

2

20

I
I

10

2

2

20

1-06

1. 30

Subsidiary partial analysis of variance table
with a pooled Error term. Inclusion within this
Error term occurred. only-if the population effects
lor a MS involving "Subjects" \,vere similar, and if
they were also empirically simil-ar (Hays , 1963, p. 434)

Source clf MS F

Treatments (B)

AXB
Components (C)

A.?(U

PooIed Error Term
(cs + Bs)

2

2

I
I

30

1814.8
5873.4
1918. 9

0.6
I652.4

1. t0
3.55**
1. t6
(r

tr* p(0.05
p(0.1-0)t



84.2. Percênt chanqes in reinforcement rates.

Source df MS F

Between SubjecLs
Extraversion (A)

Error (sunlects)
I^1 ithin Subjects

Treatments (B)

AXB
Error (B x S)

Components ( C)

AXC
Error (C X S)

BXC
AXBXC
Error (B X C X S)

l 3206 .7
1010 . 7

7542.O

4A4.6
270.9

111_3.1

178.3
459.O

I74.9
13.6

13 3. I

3-17

IO

2

2

)^
1

I
10

2

2

20

27.84**
r. 79

2 .43
(1

1.31
(r

Subsidiary partial analysis of variance table
with pooled subjects Error term:

Source df MS F

Treatments (B)

AXB
Components (C)

AXC
Pooled Error Term

(CS + BS)

2

2

I
1

30

7542.O

484 .6

1113 . 1

178. 3

333.6

a') ta1**
L'.VL

r. 45

3. 34*
(r

,r* p(o.00I
p(0. 10?t



Ii4- 3. Percenl- chanqes in intcrl:csponse t j mes.

Sourcc df MS I,'

BeLween Subjects
Extraversion (A)

Errol: (S)

Within Subjects
Treatmen Ls (B)

1\XIl
Error' (B X S)

Comporrents (C¡

AXC
Error (C X S)

-D.\t

AXBXC

Error(excxs)

l 5125.8
253l_.O

86 7 B. 5

6608 - 2
'lgriq R

IO51 - 2

351.6
B 39. 0

146 .2

77.2
479.6

2.03
f0

2

2

20

I
I

10

2

2

20

4.4r**
J-JJ''

1 )Ç,

(r

(1

<1

*

I,( r)

P'. u

05

10

N. B. Pooling of Error terms accorcling 1-o tl-re
criter¡'-a in 8.4.)-. retains significance of t,:)ê

above F-rat.ios,



ii4.4 " Percerl l- charlges in e f f icicncy DRL.

Source c] f MS F

Bet\.reen Subjects
Extraversion ( À)

Errîor (S)

Idithin SuÌ: j ects
Treatments (B)

Ä,XB
Error (e X S)

ComponenLs (C)

AXC
-- / ,- r' ,- \l-!lrur (L .\ J,/

BXC

AXBXC

nrrorî (B x C x S)

1 2.I
646-3

oo1 0

ls B I . 5

4 85 . I
2)1 q

'/9.O

551.1
613.6
339-7

201.9

1" B4

3-26*

(,I

(r
<.r

t0

2

2

20

I
I

10

2

2

20

2 - 95'k

f-63

p(0.10

N. B. Pooling of lErro r terms according to the
criteria in L4. I. retains the 0. 10 level
signi ficance of the above F-ratios.



E5 : Subjects' responses to Questions

( f) "What strateg ies did you use to resPoncl?"

(2)"tr{hat
(Q2 : Aud. treatment only Answers in

did you experience in this session?"

subject B/Líne Aud. Prof I ø/rrne Aud.Ptof 2 Subject

(Ì) ts

cu4

IR/6 9 se c
( experi-
menting)

IRlmin
( Coun tin q)

Superstit-
ious Respf
(Counting
up lever

¡;r:csses)

LR/5 0 sec.
( Coun tin g)

Super:stit-
ious Resp*
"punishinÇ'

ì-Rlmin (but
c oun tin g

faster).
"Mi1d

sl-t ock "

Supe::stit-
ious Resp*
"surprise,
amusement".

IF./50 sec,
(head s!ùay-
itg) .

"Fright,
distract-
ion " .

IR/9 0 sec.
"disturbed',
embarrass-
ed" -

lR per min
(puIse)

lR per min
(Counting)

IR per min SB (I)
"Curiosity
surprise"

1R per min. S

"Enjoyable" 11
(r)(E)

(E) tro

(E) s
L2

lR per 75
se c. þu1se)

lR per min
(heart-

beat)

LR/65-1O

( countinq)

lR pr:r 85
sec.
"Curiosity
interest"

lR per min
"lleart-
beat sped
up; rel-ax-
ing; feet-
up".

IR/ 65- 7 O

sec. "Less
boredom
than pre-
vious
session"

IR/const-
time lapse
"some ten-
sion / cur-
iosity".

c"2

"3

(E)

(E)

(E)

(r)

(r) csz

c"l-e"9

1Rr/min
(Counting)

1 R/mi n
(Countinq)

J-Rlmin
"more rel-
uctant to
re spond " .

)-R/ con s t-
time lapse
(counting,
foot tap-
Ping'
pulse).

(r)

* Authort s evaluation of subj ect's written comments.

I = Tntrovert
I,j = Extravert
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F2 : Mean Response and Reinforcement Rates

for Sub-j ects in ExP eriment 7 (Phase 1)

Response Rates

B /Line Tre atme n t

Reinforcement Rates

B /Line Tre atmen t

Components C-l c2 C crI cztttz C
2

c., 
l

Sp
AnS¡r
S tsp

NSp

Sp
AnSp
srsP

NSp

Sp
An Sp
S tSp

NSp

Sp
ÄnSp
S tSp

NSp

Sp
An Sp
S tSp

NSp

Sp
An Sp
StSp

NSp

Sp
An Sp
S tSp

NSp

Sp
AnSp
S tSp

NSp

Ê 
^1J. ta

4 .25
4.28
'1 

^')

L.9l
r.9l
),.97
r.97

L-92
2 .13
) ¿-7

L.92

2.53
2.05
2.05
2.05

2 .25
2 .25
2 .25
2-25

3.67
3. 11
4.05
3 .67

q q?

4.63
3.97
? q¿

1.88
1 ô?
) 6)

1. BB

2.L3
2 .13
2.OO
3. 14

2.45
r.t4
r.74
L.74

2. IL
2.TI
2. II
2.LT

5.50
4.94
4.06
" 

22

A ))

3-46
3.68
3-42

L. 10
L-63
r. 82
1_65

I. 82
I.99
) )-l

1.91

2.OO
1 EÕ). )o

I. B4
2.92

2 . O7
2.12
2.06
2.OO

2.OO
1.98
2.02
2"16

0.25
0. 19
o .25
0.33

1.l3
1.05
0. 86
1.13

o .92
o.92
0.83
at ¿.)

0. 78
1.06
1.06
1.06

o .28
o.47
0.19
o .28

o.L7
0. 18
0.28
o-4r

l. 16
1. 16
1. 16
1. 16

L.20
1. 14
r. o2
r.20

o_17
0.11
o.L7
o-42

o .97
o-94
L.22-
l-.03

1.08
0. 89
0. B0
o.92

0. 78
I.00
0.78
0.53

1.00
l-. o2
I. 17
o.97

o.15
^ 

aA

o.97
1. ll

0.33
0. 39
o .25
o-22

0.83
o .61
0.86
o .69

o .23
o .22
o .29
0-56

1.09
1.16
I.20
L. 2I

r. 26
I. 2L
I. O2
r.26

o.97
r. 34
1.08
0.56

.30

.31

. zo

.26

1.04
r.00
1.09
1.11

0.51
0.63
o.2I
0.40

0.85
o.94
0.98
0.89

cu2

c"3

sq

t_
5

S.
f)

e"l

I.70
I.70
L.70
r.70

0. 89
aì oo

0. 89
0 - 89

r-75
2. 16
r. 52
2.05

2.4L
a )a
2 .52
L"94

t ?o

2. L]
2.36
3 .22

2"15
2 .20
1. 81
2 .16

) a)
2.6r
t ?at

2.30

z - ¿ó
t 1?

2.08
2 .25

.08

.08

. UC.'

r.9 4

r.94
) )a
) a1

0.99
o .99
o.94
o .42

l_. B8
1.80
L.71
r.76

o .69
1 )^

L.34
r.34

I
1
I
1

0-83
0.83
0.83

- u()0.83

I
I
1

I

3.33
3. 10
2 00

3.33

3.39
) a1
4. 40
4.00

2 .69
I tr1

3.55
3. 06

0.33
0-43
0.19
0-33

J I

¿.U¿
) ^)
2. O2
2-02

2 .17
¿-r/
2 .17
2.1_l

0.Bl
0.81
0.81
0.81

0. 85
0.85
0. 85
0.85



F3 : Comparisons l¡etween components durinq

baselínes in Experiment 7 (phase 1) .

Co ison of basel-ine res onse rates (¡et,v¡een co on en ts

Sp:
AnSp .

StSp:
NSp :

U

C

rl

I
I
I
I

VS

VS

VS

1/S

\-

c

t

2

)

2

. t(o
r7(o
Ll=2. 16 (p)0.05 ,2-L)
tt:\.10 (p>0.20 ,2-t)

Comparison of baseline efficiency DRL indices

(between components)

Sp

AnSp

S tSp
Nsp

c

c

c

I
I
I
I

VS

VS

VS

r-

(-

U

2

1

2

2

t
t
t
t

7

7

7

7

= 1.48
? 1?

= 2.67

' 
?E¿. JJ

(p)0. 20 ,2-:u)
(p)0. o5 ,2-t)
(p(0.05 ,2-t)
(p)0. 05 ,2-tc)

I

I
I
:

{

I

l



F4 : Mean Efficiencv DRL ratios of subj ects

in Experiment 7 (Ptrase 1).

s /ríne 'Ire atmen t
c2ct,zctComponents

c"1

c"2

sf
J

4

s5

S.
t)

Sp
An Sp
StS¡r

NSp

Sp
AnSp
s tsp

NSP

Sp
AnSp
S tSp

NSP

Sp
An Sp
s tsp

NSP

Sp
An Sp
StSp

NSP

Sp
AnSp
s'tsp

NSp

SP
AnSp
S tSp

NSp

Sp
An Sp
StSp

NSP

o.o46
0.045
0.058
0.097

0.589
0.493
0.348
0. 589

o.474
o.474
o .362
0.141

0. 308
0.517
0.517
0.517

369
369
369
369

o.076
0.151_
o.o41
o.ol6

0.638
o.579
0 . 3 89
o .649

o.465
o .465
o.470
0.134

0.099
o. 139
o.o49
0.099

o.392
o .392
o .392
o .392

0-031_
r\ ñ) )
o.o42
o- 130

o.448
0. 390
0.318
o.474

o .326
o.46I
0.331
0.165

o-364
o.464
o .646
o. 449

o . 097
0.131
0.057
0.055

o.364
0.288
o .4L4
U. JU /

0.053
o.064
o.o19
0.173

o .64I
o.712
0.659
0.733

o .692
0.608
o.462
0 . 6 60

o.485
O.B4B
0.5 87
o.].92

o -692
C.728
o.123
o .116

o.502
o.472
o .529
0.555

0. 190
o.250
0.059
0 . t3 t

o .425
o.475
0. 485
o - 4L2

0.029
0.0 39
0.071
0 - 116

n a.q)
o.452
o.452
o-452

o.682
o .682
o .682
o .682

o .554
0.435
0 . B0 3
o .502

J

0
0
0
0

o .282
o.770
o.110
o.770

o.512
o-512
o.512
o-5L2

o .257
0. 360
o .422
0.483

c"J

c
"B

0.401
0.401
0.401
0.401



F5 : Mean Response and Reinforcement Rates

for Subjects l_n Experiment 7 (Phase 2) .

Response Rates

B /Lrne Tre atmen t B /Lrne

Reinforcement Rates

Treatment

c
22c1 CC I,2 C^

¿
tt ttmA

0
0
0
0

0
o
I
0
I

c
"l

s2

c"3

-4

S-
5

ct)
0.3
o.4
0.3

0.6
0.1
0.3
0.5
o.4

0.1
o.2
0.3

0.1
ñ)
0- 3

o.4

0.1
0.3
o.2

2.70
2.10
2.lo
2.'to

2.74
) 1L

2.14
2-74

L-15
1.19
o-74
L. 45

0. 56
0. 56
0. 56
0. 56

n qÁ

0.56
0.56
0.56

2.32
2.LO
1.36
2.6r

o .29
o.L2
0. 17
0.84
a 21

L. 42
) )\
I. L7
o-40

2 .50
L.67
1.96
2.08

0.10
1.51
L-22
0,50
1 )')

r.77
r.09
o .15

1.05
0.60
L. O2

I.48

2.02
o.77
1.83
r-34

.93

.25
o. 49
o .97

7A
64
50
B4

U.'Jö
n q¿

0.83
r.25

1.04
1.09
O. BB
0. 3(l

^ trtr

0.04
0.04

L. O2
o.79
0.61
1.07

1 A)

L.92
r.92
r_92

r.70
1.70
L.70
L.7 0
L.70

1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
r.03

1. 18
1.l_B
1- 18
1 lo

1.lB

.08

.84

.a4

0

0
I

00

I
I
t
I .05

o.2
0.3
o.4
ll 5

L.79
r.79
''I ? C)

r.79

r. 87
1.38
') 

^o
1.50

r.77
1- r3
1- 13
o.79

05
05
05

1. O0

0. 84
1.13
0. 84

1-96
1.96
1.96
1.96

,t.65
1.65
1.65

.14

. L4

.r4

. f /i

I
I
I
I

1.11
0.90
o.97
o.73

.81

.55

.96

o.96
)-. L4
0.95
o-26

1.05
o .67
r. o2
1. 10

I-t-t4
L.5 4
L-54

L. 1L
1.50
1.09

L. l-7
I. L]
I. L7

08
OB

1.09
o .9l
o.72

),-o4
1.04
1.04

I
I
0 79

0.1
o-2
0.13
0. 16

¿-u5
2.05
2.05
2.05

1.81
1.81
1.81
l_. B1

1 ¿.2

0.54
0,83
1.59

0.88
0. 88
0.88
0. 88

)ñ
20
20
2U

o .62
0
0.03

0
0
0
I

1

I
I
I .L4

S
(:¡

2 .59
2 .59
2 .59
2. 59

a aA

) )d"
) 2L
2.24

1.98
t_.35
r. o2
o - 27

1.09
1.09
1.09
r.09

0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

sz

tg

0.1
o.4
o.2
0.3

, ta
1 aa

2 .28
z - za)

2-23
2.23
a 1'1

0. 89
0.89
0. 89
0.89

o .92
o q)

o .92
o.92

1.08
0.83
r.25
t.13

2. 04
2.O4
2.O4

l-.59
0.04
0.08

o .6l
o .67
o .67

o.78
0.78
0. 78a aa

.4L1

0
0 05




